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ABSTRACT

This thesis reviews Yugoslavian sociology as it
developed after World-War II.

After briefly summarizing the

pre World-War II developments, a discussion of the separation
of sociology from historical materialism is presented,
followed by a survey of developments in sociological theory,
industrial sociology, rural sociology, sociology of class
and stratification, general sociology, and the international
co-operation of the Yugoslav sociologists.
In order to illustrate the degree of development of
the empirical approach, tables from contemporary research
projects in Yugoslavia are presented.
A comprehensive, translated bibliography arranged
by the subject matter is attached.

It is the first such

bibliography to be ever compiled either in English or in
Yugoslavian.
Basically this thesis is a survey rather than an
in-depth study of sociology in the post-World War II period
in Yugoslavia,

- Ill-
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PREFACE

What follows derives from the author's intensive
interest and partial research in the development of con
temporary sociology in Yugoslavia,

During the first contact

with the sociological material received from Yugoslavia it has
been observed that there is a "new phase" in the development
of sociology there.

And yet, no study of this development

has been undertaken on this continent even though Western
sociologists are aware that their colleagues in East European
countries are making a notable progress (Cf. T. Parsons, The
American Sociologist. No. 5, November 1966, p. 239).
This study presents (1) a general review of socio
logical issues and areas of specialization in the period
following the Second World War, and (2) a comprehensive trans
lated bibliography of post-war sociological writings arranged
according to the subject matter.

It is the first such bibli

ography ever presented in the English language.
I should like to take this opportunity to express
my unceasing gratitude to my Director Dr. Wsevolod Isajiw for
his helpful advise and his long hours spent carefully reading
and correcting this thesis.

I thank also Dr. Vincent C.

Chrypinski and professor Donald Stewart for their patient
reading of this thesis.

Most of all I thank my wife for her

patience and understanding.
- iv-
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

It is difficult to understand the development of
sociology in Yugoslavia without understanding some political
events which Yugoslavia has experienced in the post-War II
period.

It appears that the development of sociology in

Yugoslavia has been encouraged by these events, or at least
these events were so drastic that their impact was also re 
flected in sociology.
There is no doubt that the Soviet-Yugoslav break
in 1948 has promoted Yugoslavia's "self-road to socialism"
not only in politics, economy, social life, but in the
academic world as well.
After all, it is the Yugoslav Government which
through a policy of self determination and its own interpre
tation and evaluation of Marxism and Leninism has opened the
door to the social scientists to do their own, original, in
terpretation and evaluation of Marxism, and to adapt it to
the Yugoslavian situation.

Hence, a critical evaluation of

historical materialism was justifiable.

Critical analysis

of historical materialism has produced its separation from
sociology; it has been proven by the Yugoslav sociologists
that sociology and historical materialism are not one and the
same subject matter.

This process of separation of sociology
-

1

-
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-2from historical materialism is taken as the historical moment
of re-birth of sociology in Yugoslavia.

Those who worked on

this theoretical comparison and distinction in 1954 won their
first victory.

In that year the First Yugoslavian Sociologi

cal Society was formed.
Besides the influence of the Soviet-Yugoslav split
on the development of sociology in Yugoslavia, there were
other events which have played a significant role in re establishment of sociology.

A rather basic factor has been

the Yugoslav pioneering of unique socialism programs, espe
cially that of the Workers' Councils.
It is difficult to judge whether the Djilas case
has had much influence on the social scientists.

Despite the

fact that Djilas was not a sociologist, his book The New Class
has produced so much interest among sociologists outside of
Yugoslavia, that one could expect that his name be associated
with the development of sociology in Yugoslavia.

What is

interesting about Djilas' book, from the sociological point
of view, is the fact that it is an account of a participant
observer of the situation in Yugoslavia in the early 5 0 's.
In his book, Djilas has pointed out elements of social strat
ification under the Marxian socialism which at that time
might not have been stated very openly, but which were known
to the Yugoslav social scientists.

That is why one wonders
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-3if Djilas could have had any bearing on the current interest
shown by the sociologists in Yugoslavia in the problem of
social stratification.

Only one reference to his work (by

M. Pecujlic) was found by this author.
Today sociology in Yugoslavia became recognized
and re-institutionalized.

It practically has replaced the

teaching of historical materialism as the only social science
course teachable about society.

The institutes for social

studies have been formed in each of the Socialist Republics.
At present, universities offer higher degrees in sociology.
Many research projects of an empirical nature have been under
taken, including co-operative research projects with foreign
universities.
It should be pointed out that sociology as a
science has not been completely divorced from programmatic
ideology or efforts to develop existing social and economic
institutions.

However, changes in social and economic insti

tutions, especially since 1948, have made possible a develop
ment of sociology along the lines increasingly more indepen
dent of ideology, and this in turn has made possible a freer
criticism of Marx and Marxism.
There are still the apparent contradictions, accord
ing to which an ideological position is reaffirmed in one
sentence, yet implicitly or explicitly criticized in another.
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-4In this work emphasis will be on selecting out the material
which is peculiarly sociological, however, in many cases the
ideological context will be also preserved in order to give
the real picture of the discipline as it exists within the
specific Yugoslavian conditions.
This work is meant to be primarily a review of
Yugoslavian sociology and not an intensive, in-depth, study.
The total picture, however, should not only give a general
assessment of what is going on in this discipline, but
should also provide notes for sociology of sociology.
Special emphasis in this thesis is placed on the
evaluation of the process of the separation of sociology
from historical materialism and the present stage of deideologization of sociology in Yugoslavia.

At the same time the

study is attempting to answer the question of how sociology
has managed to gain it's recognition side by side with
historical materialism.
It is apparent that Yugoslavia has been developing
empirical sociology as early as 1957.

This new trend

resembles American empirical sociology in many ways.

There

fore our task is to see how empirically oriented contemporary
Yugoslavian sociology, is and in what sociological areas,

A

systematic study of several areas of sociology in Yugoslavia
is presented in order to answer this question.

Analysis is

Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

-5based exclusively on Yugoslavian publications.

Regional

and local achievements by the Republics are taken into
close consideration, although the whole work is subsumed
under the name "Yugoslav" rather than under each Socialist
Republic.
The rest of this introductory chapter briefly r e 
views development of sociology in the pre-World War II
period.

In Chapter II the discussions on the question of

the distinction between historical materialism and sociology
is presented, and Chapter III takes up the main issues in
theory and definition of the scope of sociology.

Chapter IV,

V and VI deal with the most important specialized areas that
have developed in contemporary Yugoslavian sociology, and
Chapter VIII, reviews the sociological institutions,
university courses, the status of students and professors of
sociology, sociological research, journals, and international
co-operation in sociology.

Pre-World War II Sociology In Yugoslavia
Although there is no one major work available in
English on Yugoslavian sociology, a number of studies were
published in America as early as 1936 (Roucek); 1940 (Mirkovich) ;

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

-61941 (Tomasi^); 1945; and 1957 (Roucek)3

Dinko Tomasic,

writing in 1941, in his article "Sociology in Yugoslavia"
observed that Yugoslav Sociology was developed regionally
by ethnic groupings.

He states:

Sociology in Yugoslavia is divided according to the
ethnic groupings in that country:
Serbian, Croatian,
and Slovenian.
Each form is characterized by strong
ethnocentrism and a close union with political
activities.2
In view of the political and ethnic differences which existed
at that time between the Bal k a n 's nationalities, the division
of sciences, particularly sociology, by regionality was quite
3
understandable.
Pre-World War II sociology in Yugoslavia centered
around the ethnic structure of Yugoslavia, extended family
(Zadruga), rural society and the village community, sociology
of crime and general sociological theory.

The most popular

area was the study of the structure of the Balkan population.

^Dinko Tomasic", American Journal of Sociology. XLVII,
No. 1 (July 1941), 54-69.
See also:
Charles E. Bidwel,
"Language, Dialect, and Nationality in Yugoslavia", Human
Relations, XV, No. 3, (1962); Jack Fisher, Yugoslavia - A
Multinational State. (San Francisco:
Chandler Co., 1966).

2

Prior to the World War Two, three principal ethnic
groups (nationalities) were recognized in Yugoslavia:
Serbians,
Croatians, and Slovenians.
After the War, however, the new
Yugoslav system extended the recognition to two other minor
ities: Montenetrians and Macedonians.
3
Tomasic, o£. c i t . , p. 53.
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-7Probably the most prominent man of this generation,
was Professor Jovan Cvijic" (1865-1928).

Cvijic's socio

logical work is printed in two volumes:

Balkansko Poluostrvo

% Juznoslovenske Zeml.je (The Balkan 's Peninsula and South
Slav's Countries).^

It is Cvijic's greatest contribution to

the field of sociology,
Cvijic's school, although originally ethnographic
has much sociological value.

It was one of the original

approaches to the problem of the structure of ethnicity in
the Balkans.

Cvijic studied human characteristics and

through them intergroup relations, culture and forms of
social organization in rural Yugoslavia.
Dragoljub Jovanovic, another Serbian compared Serbia
to America, seeing in both "melting pots" and an easy process
of assimilation of many ethnic minorities who came and mixed
with the domestic population.
An outstanding sociologist in the field of com
parative cultural areas was Antun Radie (1968-1919), a Croat.
His interest in the cultural differentiation between rural
and urban population lead him into the study of the West
European civilization in order to understand better his own
native people.

^Beograd, 1922, reprinted in 1966 by "Zavod Za
Izdavanje Udzbenika SRS, Beograd; ^ DruStvenih Nauka (From
Social Sciences. Beograd:
1965); Autobriografija i Drugi
Spisi (Autobiography and Other E s s a y s , Novi Sad:
1963).
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—8
He found that his people were behind the European
standards because of the historical conditions which had
prevailed in the countries of the Balkans for the last five
centuries, mainly, the Turkish occupation.
At this time the West European type of capitalism
was beginning to penetrate Croatia, and consequently widening
the gap between the village and town, between Zadruga and the
new urban family.

Hence in addition to discrepancies between

the village and the town developed.

This, Radie thought, was

a very interesting area for study.
As far as the West European civilization is concerned
Radie'" sees it as being a composition of opposites:
Roman Culture and Christianity.

the Greco-

He states:

The result of this strange combination ... was that, on
the one hand, Western-European Civilization accepted
from the Greco-Roman World the idea of superiority,
imperialism, merchanization, megalomania, the idea of
the state as an organization of power and force, the
system of official and aristocratic Christianity, and
on the other hand, the constant spiritual and economic
revolutions in the Western World:
the Renaissance,
^
Hussite Wars, the Reformation, and the French Revolution.
Having observed the West-European civilization.
Radie had organized a systematic study of the folk culture of
his native Croatia.

The findings of this unique study in

^Tomasic, o£. c i t . , p. 54.
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-9Yugoslavia were published in thirty-six volumes.^

The

cultural diversification of the folk culture in Croatia was
seen to be of two main types:
It was found that there were two main types of this
culture:
one whose typical unit of social organization
was Skupstina, the anarchic, democratic, and collectivistic organization of agricultural folk, and the other
whose typical social organization was the clan system
and patriarchal family organization of warriors and
pastoral people.2
Radio's findings proved later that these two types
of sub-culture had a great influence upon the courseof cul
tural and political history of Croatia.
Radie himself was influenced by agricultural folk
culture.

But his love for the common people and his academic

interest in pursuing the study of these people were further
developed under the influence of French sociologist, J.
Michelet (1798-1898), with his study Le Peuple (1848) and by

2A summary of the Croatian cultural tradition as
well as many historical facts related to the formation of the
Yugoslavian community based on Serbo-Croatian compromise from
1918 is given in Veceslav Vidler's book, Bika Za Rogove (Gde
je Isvor Spora Srpsko-Hrvatskog? Gdje je resenje?, (London:
Demos, 1957); Fedro Sisic, Jugoslovenska Misao (The Yugoslav
Thought), (Beograd:
Balkanski Institut, 1937? Victro Novak,
Antologiia Jugoslovenske Misli 1 Narodnog Jedinstva - 13901930, Beograd:
n.d.).
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-10his two countrymen, Baltazar Bogisic'" (1834-1908)^
Juraj Kriz^anicf.

and

The first one was primarily interested in

the South Slavic folk culture.

He developed his own methods

of studying culture, including questionnaires and interviews.
He especially studied common law and traditions,

A number

of his studies were purely sociological-empirical in nature.
For his achievements in the field of sociology he was elected
President of the International Institute for Sociology.
Juraj KrizanicT, on the other hand, was more of a
theoretician than empiricist.
idea.

He originated the pan-Slav

He was greatly influenced by Radie and is known for

his thesis that Slavs are a separate world per se and have
their own culture which always should be contrasted to the
Greco-Roman, Western World.
From the point of view of sociology, Cvijic, Radie,
Jovanovic and Krizanic and be considered as representing the
emergence of Yugoslavian sociology from ethnography, ethno
logy and the study of folklore.

Some of the first works

dealing with the structure of the ethnic groups went so far
8

V /
Bogisic was Minister of Justice of Montenegro
(1893-1899). He also taught at the University of Odessa.
His works were published as The Collection of the Contemporary
Legal Customs in Southern Slovenia (Zagreb:
1874). He was a
native of Ragusa (Dubrovnik).
His major works were translated
by Demelic and published in France:
^ Droit Countumier des
Slaves méridionaux d 'après less recherches de M . V . Bogisic
(Paris:
1876).
See also B.C. Lobingler, "Bogasic, Balthazar
Anton," Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 2:218. Niko Martinovic, Valtazar Bogisic, (Cetinje: Itstoriski Institut C.Gore,1958)
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-li
as to become almost racialist theories.
they were not unique.

In this, however,

This was the time of Artur de Gobineau

(1816-1882) in France and Houston Stuart Chamblerlain (18551927), publishing in German.
Yugoslav early sociologists also emphasized in
their studies the analysis of the extended family, the Zadruga.
Zadruga was a form of familial organization where several
generations live together, i.e., grandfather with several sons
and daughters-in-law.

Basically, it is a self-sufficient,
9

self-regulating extended family.

It is only comparable with

the Russian type of organization called M i r .
Among the first who wrote on the Zadruga were
Utjeëenovic and Milicevic (Die Hauscommunion der Suedslaven,
Vienna:

1859, and Milicevic's W

Zadruga, etude sur la vie

9
By D. Tomasic", the Zadruga system of Croatia was a
combination of economic and joint family organization based on
the principle of self-sufficiency and collective ownership.
In the days of Radio's youth this system of social organization
was rapidly disintegrating under the press of the capitalist
system which was penetrating Croatia from West Europe.
In
order to promote commerce and industry and to develop towns
after the pattern of Western Europe, the Croatian upper-classes
sought to dissolve the system of collective ownership through
legislation by imposed increasing taxes on newly created indi
vidual peasant holdings.
Peasants had to market more of their
products in order to pay taxes, and the result was that their
homes consumption and general standard of living decreased.
Tomasic, op.c i t ., p. 61.
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en commun, Paris:

12-

1860.^^

No major purely sociological works were published
until Tihomir Djordjevic"", Professor of Ethnology in Belgrade,

See P.A, Sorokin, C.C. Zimmerman, C.J. Galpin, A
Systematic Source Book In Rural Sociology (Minneapolis, Minn.:
University of Minnesota Press, 1932), Vol. II, pp. 57-67.;
A. Smith, "Zadrugas, The Strength of Serbia", Contemporary
Review, 107:515-520, Apl. 1915; P.R. Radosavljevich. Who Are
Slavs? (Boston:
R.G. Badger, 1919, 2 Vols.), pp. 110, 114,
121, 142-151, 163, 210, 295, 376.; S. Trojanovich, "Manners
and Customs" in Serbia and Serbians. edited by A. Stead,
(London:
1909), Chap, Xll; M.D. Novakovich, La Zadruga.
(Paris:
1905).
See also:
Philip E. Mosely, "The Peasant Family:
The Zadruga, or Communal Joint-Family in the Balkans and Its
Recent Evolution" in Caroline F. Ware, e d . , The Cultural
Approach to H i story, (New York:
The Columbia University Press,
1940), 95-108; George W. Hoffman, "Yugoslavia:
Changing
Character of Rural Life and Rural Economy", American Slavic
and East European Revi e w . XVlll, No. 4, (1959); Ljubinka
Ciric-Bogetic, Komunice u Crnoi Gori u XIX i Pocetkom XX Veka
(Titograd:
Istoriski Institut, 1966); Raymond Christ, "The
Peasant Problem in Yugoslavia", The Scientific Mont h l y ,(May
1940), 385-402; Vera-Stein Ehrlich, "The Southern Slav
Patriarchal Family", The Sociological Review (London), XXXll,
N o ’s 3-4, (July-October, 1940), 224-241; Edith M. Durham,
"Some Montenegrin Manners and Customs", Journal Royal Anthro
pological Institute. 39, (1909), 85-96; R.M. French, Serbian
Church L i f e , (New York, 1942); Mihailo Avramovic: "What is
A Village" (Sta je to selo?). In Milosat Stojanovi^'s, e d . ,
Nase S e l o , (Beograd:
Savremena Op&tina, 1929), 18-22; Matica
Srpska, Sociografska Upustva Za Ispitivanje S e l a , (Novi Sad,
1921); Mirko Kosic, "Selo Kao Predmet Naucnog Istrazivanja"
(Village as a Subject Matter' For Scientific Study), In Milosav
Stojanovic's , e d . , 0£. C i t . pp. 13-18; Zivojin Peric, "Odnos
Sela i Grada" (The Relationship between the Village and the
Town), in M. Stojadinovic, 0£. C i t .. pp. 22-27;
For the narrative literature on the village life in Yugoslavia
before the Second World War, see: A.M. Tomovic, Tuzne Uspomene
(The Sorrow Memories) (Melburn, Australia, 1959) ; also works bjy
Laza Lazarevic, Milovan Gli&ic, Petar Kocic, Veselin Stankovic
and others.
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-13came into contact with English colleagues during the First
World War.

Djordjevic encouraged other social scientists to

look into Zadruga from the sociological rather than ethno
graphical point of view.
Our National Life

Along these lines he published

(Belgrade:

1930, 2 vols.).^^

The study of Zadruga in a sense meant the begin
ning of a new area of concentration, namely, rural sociology
(Sociologija sela).

The birth date of this branch of sociology

in Yugoslavia is taken to be the late 3 0 's.
centres for rural research were:

The major two

Zagreb and Belgrade.

Among the first projects undertaken by Belgrade centre were
studies of Northern Serbia (M a c h v a . Posavina. Kosmaj , and
V-

12

Summadia) in the years 1936-1938,

These studies were

carried out with lack of preparation and inadequate personnel.
Mirkovic describes these problems as follows:

^^Another well-written summary on the Pre-War Socio
logy in Yugoslavia is by Joseph S. Roucek, "Sociology in
Yugoslavia", in Gurvitch's and Moor's (eds.) Twenty Century
Sociology (New York:
The Philosophical Library, 194531
On
"Spell of Zadruga" see p. 747.
12

/

Nicholas Mirkovic, "Beginnings of Rural Sociology
in Y u g o s l a v i a ” in Rural S o c i o l o g y . 5:351-354.
A good summary of Rural sociology in Yugoslavia
and in general is offered by Dr. Cvetko Kostic "Razvitak i
predmet sociologije sela" (Development and Subject Matter of
Rural Sociology), Sociologija S e l a . I, No. 1 (Zagreb:
Agrarni
Institut, 1963), 5-24.
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-14Lack of experience in field work and methods of inquiry
were very characteristic of the Belgrade group, most of
their leading members having a purely theoretical back
ground.
This was a contrast to a very great extent by
American rural sociology and research m e t h o d s .
Sreten Vukosavljevic
charge of this research group.

(1881-1960)^^ was later in
He already was well known in

the area of rural research when he took this position and a
result of this nomination there was an even closer switch
toward rural sociology in Yugoslavia.

Vukosavljevic could be

called the Father of Serbian Rural Sociology,

But one should

not forget Vuk-Stefanovi^-Karadzic (1787-1864), a man with a
brilliant record in the study of the peasant's family

l i f e .

^5

Karadzic particularly studied the customs, the language, and
the parental authority within patriachal family, but his works
include interesting observations on class differentiation and
bureaucracy.

^^Mirkovic, o£. c i t ,, p. 354.
^^Vukosavljevic was elected the Honorary Life
President of the Yugoslav Sociological Association in 1960; see
Radomir Lukic, "Sreten Vukosavljevic", Sociologija II, No. 1,
(I960), 3-17; Sreten Vukosavljevid, Pisma Sa Sela (Beograd:
Savremena Administracija, 1962); S. Vukosavljevic, History of
Peasant Society - Sociology of Dwelling (Istorija Seljadkog
DruWtva-Sociologija Stanovanja)^ (Beograd:
Akademija Nauka,
1965).
^^See Slobodan Bakic, "Vuk Kao Sociolog" (Vuk As A
Sociologist), Sociologija. VI, No.'s 3-4 (1964), 205-207;
Karadzic's sociological texts are published under the title:
0 Drustvu (On Society), (Belgrade:
Savremena Skola), 1964.
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-15V u k o s a v l jevic group included such sociologists as

R. Bicanic, M. Kosic% J. Predavec, A. Pribid'evic (died in
Windsor, Ontario, Canada in 1957)
Dinko Tomasic

16

and others.

(now at Indiana University) was the

leader of the Zagreb group.

He studied at the University of

Chicago and returned to his native Croatia to apply the skills
he learned in the United States to the study of the parti17
cular character of Croatian Zadruga.
Along with these early diversifications of socio
logy into specialized areas, a group of sociologiststheorists emerged in Yugoslavia between the two wars.

The

most prominent member of this group was Mirko M. Kosic (Intro
duction To Sociology, Novi Sad:

1934).

Kosic states that

"Sociology is not a kind of ’Reformology' or method of
solving crises, and is not philosophy or history or an
encyclopedia of social sciences."

Sociology, Kosic says, is

"concerned to determine and describe generalities pertaining
to all concrete social phenomena, of social groups, of social
relations and social processes."

Kosic's book has been highly

^^Pribicevic's Od Gospodina Do Seljaka (From a
Gentleman To a Peasant) , was published in Windsor, Ontario in
1953 by Avala Printing Co.
^^Cf. H.J.E. Peake, "Village Community", Encyclopedia
Of Social Sciences, ed. E.R.A. Seligman, XV, 253-259.
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-16praised by J. Roucek as "excellent, in fact, equal to any
18
work written in English by American scholars."

Kosic

subscribed to the school of thought which followed Leopold
Von Wiese

(1876-

) and Formal Sociology in Germany.

Other names of Yugoslavian sociologists are:
Serbia, Slobodan Jovanovic

(Political Sociology and

Historical Sociology), D j . Tasic
(Economic-Sociology), R, Lukic
Popovic

in

(Theory), M, Mirkovic

(Sociology of Law), Dusan

(Historical-Sociology); in Croatia, Juraj Scetinetz

(General Sociology);
Sociology).

in Slovenia, Eugene Spektorski (General

Dinko Tomasic has already been mentioned as an

outstanding sociologist In Croatia.
the older generation are;

Still other names from

Mlhallo Avramovlc, Milan Vlalnatz,

Milan Ivsic, Radomir Zlvkovlch and others,
So far we have mentioned three distinguished areas
of Pre-War Yugoslav sociology:
18

The Structure of Rural Society,

Roucek, o£. c l t ., p. 748.

^^Vladlmlr Dvornlkovlc, for example, wrote In the
field of philosophy and sociology:
Psychology of the Yugoslav
Mentality, (Zagreb:
1925) , Masaryk As Philosopher and Socio
logist . (Prague:
1926), Our Culture Orientation In Europe
Tod a y , (Zagreb: 1931), Mlrko-Kus-Nlkolajev, Problems of
Biological Sociology. (Zagreb:
1924), The Theory of Social
ization. (Zagreb:
1926), and his latest, Sociology of the
Environment. (Belgrade:
1929).
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-17Population, and Zadruga.

Before turning to the external

influences, particularly Marxism, a summary of all social
Ideological movements that have had a bearing on the develop
ment of Yugoslavian Sociology merits mentioning.
There were five major social ideological meovements in Yugoslavia at the turn of the century:
ism, and (2) nationalism,

(3) feminism,

socialism, and (5) agrarianism.

(1) social

(4) Christian

Each of these movements

was related to the social-economic conditions of the time.
Socialism, for example, was popular because of the indus
trialization, and consequently proletarization, of poor rural
classes.

Nationalism had to do with the question of unifi

cation of the several nationalities in Yugoslavia parti
cularly Serbs and Croats.

Feminism was "imported from outside

and helped to dissolve the patriarchal family."

Christian

socialism in Slovenia and Croatia copied from the same trends
in other Roman Catholic countries.
became popular

Finally, agrarianism

after the First World War, after the formation

of Yugoslavia in 1918.
Among other ideological influences, the influence
of Marxism was the earliest.
was Svetozar Markovic

The leader of this movement

(1846-1875).

Roucek describes him

thus :
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-18As a student in Petrograd and Zurich, Markovic came
under the influence of anarchist and socialist ideas
and of the writings of Chernishevski, Bakunin, and
especially Marx. He very early engaged in political
and promotional activities and came to be the leading
sociologist and revolutionarist of nineteenth-century
Serbia.
He compared the Serbian Zadruga to the Russian
Mir and held that the conversion of the whole land into
one Zadruga would bring about a Communist Society with
out intermediate stages of capitalistic economy and
violent class war.
Although he died at the age of
twenty-nine, he exerted more influence on the social
and political currents in Serbia than any other indivi
dual before or after him.^O
For over a decade Markovic's followers were full of
enthusiasm about Marxism.

But soon after the works of

Auguste Comte and Spencer were translated, this enthusiasm
decreased.
on

Roucek, o£. c i t . , p. 746; see also Woodford D.
McClellan, Svetozar Markovic and the Origins of Balkans
Socialism (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1964).
D. Jovanovic, "Markovic, Svetozar", Encyclopedia of Social
Sciences, 10:144-145.
S. Jovanovic, Svetozar Markovic. 2nd
e d . , (Beograd:
1920).
J. Skerlic, Svetozar Markovid. 2nd
e d . , (Beograd:
1922). M. Mirkovic, "Social Teachings of^
Svetozar Markovic", Sociologicka R e v u e . 10:87-95. Markovic's
writings are in Collected Works (Beograd:
1889-1899, 8 vols.);
and re-published as Sabrana Dela (Collected Works I-IV),
(Beograd:
Kultura, 1965).
Velibor Gligoric.
"0 Zivotu i delu Svetozara
Markovica" (Life and Work of Svetozar Markovic), (Beograd),
1946; Bo&idar Kova^evic, "2ivot Svetozara Markovica" (The
Life of Svetozar Markovid), Knii^evnost. I, (1946), 121;
Ljubisa Manojlovic, Svetozar Markovic. (Beograd:
Nolit, n.d.);
Aleksandar Todorovic, Eticka Shvatan.ja Svetozara Markovica
(The Ethical Views of S. Markovic), (Zajedar: Biblioteka
'Razvitak'), 1966.
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-19The most important Marxist in Yugoslavia at that
time was Filip Filipovic" (1878-1938) (The Evaluation of
Society. 1924).

The first translated works were those of

Bukharin and Bogdan on historical materialism.

Filipovic

is considered to be the first to try to systematize Marxian
sociology in the Balkans.
Radomir Lukic, a contemporary sociologist at the
University of Belgrade, describes the Marxist sociological
movement as one which in the early decades of this century
acquired leading influence among many young intellectuals.
He states:
Marxian movement greatly influenced a large number of
free thinkers.
As the political struggles were sharper,
so the Labour Movement gained in popularity, and
directed itself toward Marxism, sympathizing with the
revolutionary movement.
Especially the university
youths were moved in this direction.
In this way a
new political-ideological atmosphere was formed dhich
made a stron influence upon Sociology and other social
sciences, even on those who wished to avoid such an
influence.
This liberal intelligentia was very strong and active
among the sociologists.
This very group formed the
first two sociological societies in 1918 (Zagreb) and
in 1935 (Beograd).21

^^Radomir Likic, "Drustevnl uslovi razvitka
Sociologije u Jugoslaviji" ("The Social Conditions for the
Development of Sociology in Yugoslavia"), In Sociologija Vol.
I, No. 2-3 (Beograd:
1959), p. 105.
First president of the
Zagreb society was Dr. A. Mihalic; in Belgrade, Dr. D. Tasic.
Belgrade’s society was named:
"Juridicial Philosophy and
Sociology" (DruBtvo
za pravnu filosofiju i sociologiju).
In 1938 it was renamed:
"Society for Sociology and Other
Social Sciences: (Drustvo za sociologiju i ostale drustvene
nauke).
This society published the first nunter of
Sociological Review in 1939.
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-20Not only proletarization of masses made Marxism
a popular ideology.
contributive as well.

Other social-economic questions were
The agrarian question was not only an

economic problem but also a social one.

These and similar

problems attracted a great number of writers to look into
Marx's teaching with hope, to find a clue to solutions.
Besides Marxism, the foreign influences at that
time came through translated works.

Especially "evolutionary

and deterministic doctrines of general cultural history were
spread in S e r b i a " . T h e

translated works were those by

Buckle, Draper, Kolb, R. Ihering's Zweck in Rec h t . Laveleye's
La Propriété, and Bagehot's Physics and Politics ; also works
by:

Le Bon, Ferru, Sighele, Eisler and Giddings.

In general,

the influence were from Marx, French positivism, the
Durkheimian school, Wiese's Formal Sociology, Christian
socialism and other less important trends.
As a special course, sociology was first taught at
the University of Zagreb in 1906.
Spencer, Gumplowicz, and Giddings.

The curriculum included
From there teaching of

sociology spread to other universities.

Between the two wars

there were six universities in Yugoslavia having sociology in
their programs of studies.
99

See Roucek, o£. c i t . , p. 753.
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-21R o ucek's survey of Yugoslavian sociology recognizes
the achievement of the Yugoslav sociologists before the war.
Roucek concludes:
On the whole, Yugoslavia's contribution to Sociology
has been more valid and durable than is generally known.
We must especially appreciate it when we consider the
enormous difficulties facing the Yugoslav sociologists
from the standpoint of political and religious conditions,
not to mention the general philosophical hang-over from
the last century.
But, despite these great handicaps,
Yugoslavia can boast of having advanced furthest in
Sociology of all the Balkan states, with the exception
of Rumania (and Czechoslovakia -- a central European
state).23
The progress of sociology in Yugoslavia was hampered by the
political conditions in the period between the two world w a r s .
National political struggles were particularly sharp between
different Croatian and Serbian groups.

The political differ

ences affected communication among the Yugoslavian socio
logists to a great extent.

At the outbreak of the Second

World War practically all scientific projects were stalled.
In the late thirties, the government's attitude toward socio
logy became suspicious and unfriendly.

The state wished to

have sociology stagnate rather than have it politically
involved In on going problems of social life.

During the

period of the war (1941-1945) sociology in Yugoslavia did
not exist.
23

See Roucek, o£. c i t . . p.753.
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CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL MATERIALISM OR SOCIOLOGY?

The development of sociology in Yugoslavia after
the Second World War is characterized by the two different
trends:

(1) For a whole decade it was replaced by historical

materialism;^

(2) It was not until the second half of the

5 0 's that it was re-institutionalized as a sociology per s e .

^Though the main premise of this concept is found
extensively elaborated in the writings by Marx, it was Engels
who used it by the first time ("On Historical Materialism").
The main thesis of historical materialism is that
the final determination of all social historical events are
based in the economic development of society (The economic
determinism).
This implies the question of production and
distribution of goods and the type of the ownership of the
means of production.
As a consequence, these economic arrange
ments lead to the issue of classes and the struggle among them
(exploitation and equality).
A society, of whatever type is
the product of economic labour of the people from that society.
Economic arrangement within such society therefore must deter
mine the character of it. The other essential teaching of
historical materialism is the existence of the basic laws of
social development (historical-materialistic determinism).
It
is to say that society goes from one social system to another
in a progressive sequence (e.g., feudalism to capitalism,
where capitalism is more progressive than feudalism, and so
on). Historical materialism is therefore that subject matter
or a discipline which bases its program on the principles of
dialectical materialism.
Under dialectical materialism is understood the most
general theory of development of society (the social mind,
physical nature), briefly the general laws of the changing
matter.
It means the priority of the matter over the spirit.
Historical materialism hence has based its teaching
on the principles of dialectics, i.e., on the economic deter
minism and the idea of the constant change.
Nikolai Bukharin in the book Historical MaterialismA System of Sociology (New York:
Russell and Russell, 1965),

-

22

-
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-23Hlstorlcal materialism, in Yugoslavia, as a sub
ject for study, was directly taken from the Soviet educa
tional practice.

It was used as a general social science

course in the universities and other schools for higher
learning.
The outline of the course on historical materialism
offered by Miroslav

Pecujlic (Appendix B)^

suggests that the

following points are emphasized under the scope of historical

pp. XIV-XV explains historical materialism as a Marxian socio
logy in this way:
"The working class has its own proletarian
sociology, known as historical materialism. In its main out
lines this theory was elaborated by Marx and Engels.
It is
also called 'materialistic method in history', or simply
'economic materialism' ... With its aid the proletariat finds
its bearings in the most complicated questions in social life
and in the class struggle. With its aid, communists correctly
predicted the war and the revolution and the dictatorship of
the proletariat, as well as the conduct of the various parties,
groups, and classes in the great transformation through which
humanity is now passing ... the theory of historical material
ism has a definite place, it is not political economy, nor is
it history; it is the general theory of society and the laws
of its evolution, i.e., sociology".
Sociology, Bukharin calls
"the most general (abstract) of the social sciences ... it
serves as a method for history."
2

"Uvod u socioloske teorije" (An Introduction To
Sociological Theories), in Osnovi Nauke 0 Drustvu, Beograd:
Rad, 1963), 7-101; I.Laca, Marxian Teaching About Social
Development. (Beograd:
Rad, 1963) M. Popovic, "What is
actually the main thought of Marx in his scheme of social
base and superstructure", Socioloski Pregled, No. 1 (1961),
5-23.
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-24materialism as considered in Yugoslavia:
of social change,
change,

(1) general laws

(2) the basic factors which effect social

(3) elements of social structure,

between man and the state,

(4) relationship

(5) explanation of social dynamics,

and (6) economic conditions as the prime determinant of the
social character.
The revival of sociology in Yugoslavia as an
academic discipline did not come about in an evolutionary
manner, but rather it won its position in the "battle" with
historical materialism.

Two distinctive groups of soci

ologists have emerged from this ideological struggle.

One

group wants no sociology; the other group is convinced that
sociology has much to offer to the study of society and its
phenomena.

The group sponsoring sociology as a scientific

subject has made remarkable progress.

As we shall see in

chapter VIII, several specialized social-research institutes
have been formed; many empirical projects have been carried
out; and most universities now offer higher degrees in
sociology.

These facts indicate that sociology has again

taken its scientific role among the other social sciences in

Yugoslavia.

The most recent trend is, by all indications,

toward empiricism.
For the replacement of sociology by historical
materialism in Yugoslavia the responsibility lies not only
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with the political system but, at the same time, with a
group of sociologists who were fully supporting that move.
Among the most active in this regard were:

Boris Ziherl

(1910-), professor of sociology at the University of Ljubljana,
Ljubomir Zivkovicf, M.D., sociologist from Sarajevo, and Joze
Gori^ar (1907-), professor of sociology at Ljubljana.

Ziherl, Kosanovic And Gori^ar:
To Historical Materialism

An Early Pledge

From 1946 to approximately 1950, the Communist
party of Yugoslavia, following the practice of the U.S.S.R.
had replaced sociology with historical materialism.

The split

which occurred in 1948 between the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia
promoted Lenin's idea of the "different roads to socialism".
The Yugoslavs then began to look for new ways, not only in
economy, but also in the field of education and in culture
in general.

Among the most interesting questions that the

Yugoslavs have raised was the questions of the role of histori
cal materialism in the field of social sciences, particularly
in the field of sociology.

Since the early 5 0 's, the question

of the role of historical materialism among the social sciences
has been occupying the writings of many Yugoslav sociologists.
The two earliest writers on this subject are:
and Ilija Kosanovic.

Boris Ziherl

Both have published books on Dialectical
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-26and Historical Materialism.^
sociology to exist per s e .

Ziherl rejects the need for
For him, historical materialism

has emerged from particular social sciences and therefore is
not an "abstract scheme" which is well-equipped with the
methodological and theoretical tools for study of the soci
ological phenomena.

Ziherl believes that historical materi

alism would be drastically reduced if general sociology is
given notable significance.

Historical materialism would be

O
Boris Ziherl, "Historical Materialism and Contemp
orary Sociology", NaMa Stvarnost, No. 4 (1954), 48-64; Ilija
Kosanovic, Historical Materialism (Istoriski Materialism),
(Sarajevo:
1957); Ljubomir Éivkovic, " Science of Society
and the Difference Between Sociology and Historical Material
ism" (Nauka o drustvu i odnos izmedju sociologije i istor is kog materializma"), Jugoslovenski fiasopis za filozofiju i
sociologiju. No. 3, (1958); Joze Goridar, Sociology and
Historical Materialism (Sociologija i istoriski materializam),
(Beograd:
1957); J. Goricar, "Historical Materialism As
Marxian General Sociology" ("Istoriski Materializam kao
Marksisticka Opsta Sociologija"), in Sociologija (Beograd:
Rad, 1965), 70-88; Ilija Stanojevic, "The Relation Between
General Sociology and Historical Materialism", ("Odnos
istoriskog materializma i opste sociologije"), in I . Stanojevic's
The Subject Matter of General Sociology and Its Relation to
Other Sciences (Predmet opste sociologije i njen odnos prema
drugim naukama, (Beograd:
Savremena Skola, 1964), 53-83; Veljko
Korac, Mar x and Contemporary Sociology (Marks i Savremena
sociologija), (Beograd:
n.d.), 334-335; Oleg Mandic, "On
Relation of Historical Materizlism, Sociology and Other Social
Sciences" (0 Odnosu istoriskog materializma, sociologije i
posebnih drustvenih nauka"), Economskl P r e g l e d , No. 3-4 (1950),
309-321; Branislav Djurdjev,
A View On Sociology And Its
Relation to Historical Materialism", (Prilog Pitanju o
sociologiji i njenom odnosu prema istoriskom m a t e r i a l i z m u " ) ,
P r e g l e d . No. 7-8, (1954), 1-15; Djura Susnic, "From the B l e d 's
Meeting" (Izvod iz diskusije na B l e d s k o m sovetovanju
Jugoslovenskog Udruzenja za S o c i o l o g i j u " ) , S o c i l o g i j a , III,
No. 2, (1961), 35-45.
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-27left "contextless, limited to a few abstract schemes, and
poorer in its context that any bourgeois philosphy of
history."^

Ziherl, similar to Joze Goricar as we will see

later, sees historical materialism as a general social science
dealing with the development of society through its economic
and productive aspects.
Joze Goricar, in his book Sociologija-Osnove
marksisticke opste teorije o drustvu (Sociology - Fundamentals
of General Marxian Theory of Society)^, is trying to explain
why he sees historical materialism as a general sociology:
In order to have historical materialism exist as a
single scientific discipline beside dialectical materi
alism which deals as we have seen with society and its
laws, historical materialism must have its subject matter
to study as well as its context.
Since dialectical
materialism does not have the same subject matter as
historical materialism and consequently does not have its
context of study we can conclude that historical materi
alism can exist beside dialectical materialism on the
ground that it has its subject matter for study and context

^Radomir Lukic, "Main Views on Relation Between
Historical Materialism and Sociology", (Glavna gledista o
odnosu istoriskog materializma i sociologije"), Jugoslovenski
Casopis Za Filozofiju i Sociologiju. No. 2-3, (1957), 3-32;
"A Discussion on the Subject and Method of Sociology"
(Diskusija o predmetu i metodu sociologije"), Pregled! 54,
No. 3 (1954); "Relation Between the Marxist and the Bourgeois
Sociology", ("Odnos izmedju marksisticke i Burzoaske
Sociologije"), Sociologija. Ill, No. 2, (1961), 23-34, compare
this Lukic's article with Pierre L. van Den Berghe's,"Dialectic
and Functionalism:
Toward a Theoretical Synthesis" American
Sociological Review. 28, No. 5, (1963), 695-705; see also
"Functionalism and Marxism - Discussion" ("Funkcionalizam i
Marksizam-Diskusija"), Sociologija IX. No. 3-4 (1967), 167197. There were twelve sociologists on this Seminar includ
ing R. L u kid, Rudi Supek, Veljko Korac, M. Popovic and others.
^Ilija Stanojcic, o£. c i t . , p. 56.
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-28Nobody can deny that historical materialism studies
society in general and as a whole, and therefore the
study of society is the subject matter of historical
materialism.G
Goricar then goes on to propose a formal definition of the
Marxian sociology:
After all these discussions, we can formally define
historical materialism, from the point of view of the
classifications of sciences, to be the general science
of development of society.
Such science is nothing
else but general sociology.
Especially when we have
proved that historical materialism cannot be completely
identified with dialectical materialism, there is no
reason why we should under the scope of the Marxian
science of society, have another Marxist sociology.
Because of this, we then consider historical materialism
to be the Marxist general sociology.^
Professor Goricar considers the question of the relationship
of sociology and historical materialism as a very important
one.

This is because, for the classical Marxist, it was only

the question of class determinism which had to be studied by
the social sciences in order to understand society.

These

classical Marxists did not therefore see any difference between
historical materialism and general sociology.

It was later,

in the first half of this century, that some writers took
different stands on this issue.

Goricar refers us to Max

0

^
V
Joze Goricar, Sociology-Fundamentals of General
Marxian Theory of Society, (Beograd:
Rad, 1965), 70-79.
^Ibid, p. 76.
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Adler, Nikolai Bukharin, and Todor Pavlov.
Max Adler has identified all of Marxism with
sociology.

Nikolai Bukharin saw historical materialism and

sociology as one subject matter.

Todor Pavlov views historical

materialism as something to be distinguished from sociology.
Pavlov contends that historical materialism must be perceived
as logic or as a philosophy of the social development of man,
whereas sociology is not philosophical; rather it is "the most
general among the particular social sciences which deal with
9
social-historical reality or briefly with society."
Taking an opposite view to that of Ziherl, Kosanovic',
Goricar and others, Radomir Lukic

(1914-), professor of law

and sociology at the University of Belgrade, was among the
earliest sociologists in Yugoslavia to make a move for the
re-introduction of sociology as a field of scholarship in
general, and as an academic discipline at the schools for
higher learning in particular.

g

Joze Goricar, Sociology -Fundamentals of General
Marxian Theory of Society. (Beograd;
Rad, 1965), 70-79.
^Goricar refers to Adker's Lehrbuch der materialistschen Geschichtsanfaussung. (Berlin:
1930); Bukharin,
o p . cit., and T. Pavlov, Teorije Odraza. (Beograd:
Kultura,
1947).
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-30Radomi LukicT:

Revival Of Sociology

In discussing the relationship between historical
materialism and sociology, Radomir Lukic has investigated
the question:

whether the Yugoslav authors, such as Ziherl

and Goricar in particular, consider historical materialism
and sociology to be two different subjects, or only one.

He

classifies the controversial views into two major groups:
those which do not make a differentiation between historical
materialism and sociology, and those who do.^^
1.

According to L u ki c , those who agree that historical

materialism and sociology are one and the same subject must
specify to which of the two they give priority.

Is histori

cal materialism the same as general sociology, or is general
sociology the subject which has been known as historical
materialism?

This question Lukic develops extensively.

For

example, if we say that historical materialism is the same
as sociology, then we are saying that historical materialism
is sufficient to be used in the study of social phenomena,
and sociology is therefore useless, since historical material
ism is performing its function.

That view which bases its theory on historical
materialistic principles holds that the content of sociology

Goricar, o£. c i t . p. 73.
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-31is that of historical materialism.

In this instance, such

sociology has been called "a true" or "Marxian sociology
Lukic thinks that this concept of sociology, and particularly
the name given to it, is not clear.

This is because so far

it has had only a limited development.

Most of the writings

on this conception of sociology are found in the text books
on historical materialism by Soviet authors.

According to

them, historical materialism is seen to be only the enlargement
and the application of dialectical materialism rather than a
TO

special social science.

y

Lukic notes that those who hold

that historical materialism is the subject with a "pure appli
cation of dialectical materialism", are unable to avoid
considering some specific phenomena which do not fall under
the scope of historical materialism, but are rather treated
in sociology.

Stalin, for example, in the book Dialectical

and Historical Materialism included the question of "classes
and class struggle, and the function of the mass and the

^^Sociology which is based on non-materialistic
principles is called "borgeois sociology" by most sociologists
in Yugoslavia.
12

✓
Radomir Lukic, Osnovi sociologije (Fundamentals of
Sociology), (Beograd:
Savez udruZenja pravnika Jugoslavije,
1964), 35-59; R. Lukic, "Ojednom zadatku marksisticke socio
logije", Pregled (1960).
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-32individual in

h i s t o r y .

"13

Lukic' also mentions other elements

of particular social realities which by their nature belong
to sociology and yet are included in the works of the theoret
icians on historical materialism.
the social order as:

These are such aspects of

the state and the law, revolutions,

political parties, ideologies, party critics and self-critics,
the transitional period from socialism to communism, et
cetera.By

so enlarging its scope, historical materialism

has made itself equal to sociology, that is, historical
materialism and sociology become one subject.

This view

perceives historical materialism as a "global theory" concerned
with total development of society.

It is made clearer by the

definition of historical materialism offered by F.V.
Konstantinova:

"Historical materialism is the science about

the general laws of the development of society which answers
the questions as to how society develops, changes, et cetera".
Later, Konstantinova revised his definition as follows:
13

N. Bukharin, o£. c i t ., et passim; For the con
temporary views see:
G. Osipov and N. Youchuk, "Some Prin
ciples of Theory, Problems, and Methods of Research in
sociology in the USSR", American Sociological Review. 28,
No, 4, (1963), 621; V.P. Rozhin, Vredenie v Marsistkuiu sotsiologiiu. (Introduction to the Marxist Sociology),
(Leningrad:
1962).
^^R. Lukic,

0£.

cit., p. 35.

^^See
’See F.V. Konstantinov,
Konstant
e d . , Istoriceskii
Materialism, (Moscow:
1954).
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-33Historical materialism gives the only correct answer
to the most general, theoretical, and methodological
question in the social sciences without which there
cannot be further discussions on social life and its
specific phenomena.
Lukic states that by such definition, we already deny any
scientific character to historical materialism, and in pur
suing the argument with those who are committed to the view
that historical materialism is sociology, Lukic has this to
say:
If historical materialism is to be understood narrowly
as theory and method, and at same time sociology is
denied as the general social scientific discipline,
then we are throwing out an important subject (the
subject dealing with the concept of society and with
the basic concepts related to it) because it does not
fit into the so perceived historical materialism.
Then
histroical materialism is left only as a theory short of
including under its scope many questions about society.
It means that historical materialism lacks its proper
scope.
On the other hand, if we say that historical
materialism does include the questions with which soci
ology deals, then historical materialism loses its
character and purpose.
As soon as one is trying to call
historical materialism 'the Marxist sociology', we then
recognize two sociologies, one being the Marxist sociology
and the other non-Marxist.
By distinguishing the Marxist sociology from non-Marxist,
Ziherl and Goricar, for example, are including historical
materialism as part of Marxist sociology.

By this separation,

these authors consequently are distinguishing the Marxist
18
sociology from general sociology or sociology per s e .

Lukic, Osnovi S o c M o g i j e , p. 36.
^^R. Lukic",

0£.

c i t . , p. 36.
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The materialistic, dialectical views which do differ

entiate historical materialism from sociology Lukich groups
into four different classes;
1.

Historical materialism seen as a separate, most

general subject of all the social sciences which is concerned
19
with society in its totality.
Oleg Mandic, a representative of this view, states
historical materialism begins by considering economic factors
as the most important elements in studying any society in its
totality, as the most general theory of society, and, as such,
is to be differentiated from general sociology.

Historical

materialism cannot be general sociology since it deals with
only those social economic factors which are applicable to
any society in a given period of their history, and does not
deal with the specific, unique cases.

20

This is to say that

historical materialism is concerned only with the general
laws of social change.

These laws include the questions of

production, ownership, and distribution, that is, the economic
aspects of social order.

Historical materialism studies those

laws which are presumably common to all societies during their
social-economic formations.

Sociology, however, by taking

Lukic, o£. c it. , p. 39.
20

Oleg Mandic, "0 odnosu istoriskog materializma soci
ologije i posbnih drustvenih nauka" (The Relationship Between
Historical Materialism, Sociology, and the Particular Social
Sciences), Ekonomski Pregled. No. 3-4 (1950), 309-321.
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-35into consideration the social-economic structure of parti
cular societies, is primarily concerned with research in
these areas.
Lukic thinks that Mandic nevertheless has almost
equated sociology with historical materialism.

The differ

ence between these two would only be the question of the scope
of the investigating objects:

totality or particularity.

Lukic says, there are more "isms" which can claim the same
authority of a total approach.

These are:

historical

idealism, biologism, geographic materialism, racial materialism,
et cetera.
alism

Instead, Lukic suggests that historical materi

be viewed as one of the theories which have as a

starting point ideological, purposive idrections.

21

Such

theories are not independent because they have to deal with
phenomena which are studied by sociology in the first place.
However, they can give some insight or limited knowledge
about the nature of these phenomena.

Hence we can say that

historical materialism cannot give an adequate knowledge on
any of the social phenomena without the help of sociology.
As a m e t h o d , historical materialism serves also only as a

Starting point.

It signializes the aim, the aspiration to

prove certain positions by those who are involved in research,
but, in no case, can it serve as a methodology which would

Lukic o£. c i t ., p. 39.
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-36be comparable to sociological research methods.
2.

22

Historical materialism is seen as a social philosophy by

Soviet author Todor Pavlov.

21

Pavlov suggests that histori

cal materialism be understood as philosophical theory which
is the basic and general scientific method of any particular
social science.

Briefly, Pavlov conceives historical materi

alism as a logic of human
3.

h i s t o r y .

24

Mihail Markovic in his article "Perspectives on Dialec-

tical Logic"

25

is trying to establish the application of the

general logical rules to the particular subject.

First, he

is trying to establish basic categories in sociology (soci
eties, classes, nations, et cetera); second, to establish
the basic general principles by deduction and empirical pur
suit for the discovery of specific phenomena as sociological
findings; third, to establish a method of verification of
those theoretical assumptions for which no experiment is
22
R. Lukic op. ci t . , p. 41.
^^R. Lukic, o£. c i t . . p. 41; Cf. Jiri Kolaja's
interpretation of Andrej Siracky’s definition of historical
materialism:
"Historical materialism does not replace some
science of society but as a philosophical part of marxleninism combines all social sciences fields into a unified,
harmonic and theoretical unity ... historical materialism is
considered to be a philosophy rather than a science".
See:
J. Kolaja, "Sociology in Czeckoslavakia" (unpublished paper):
Andrej Siracky, "Sociologija v systemen marxismulenizmu",
Sociologicky casopis. I, No, 1 (1965), 41-51.
^^T e o r i ia Odraza (Beograd:

1947), 345-368.

^^R, Lukic o£. c i t ., p. 42.
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-37possible.

There are today, as we know, several "grand

theories" for which a logical verification and justification
is needed due to the lack of the empirical possibilities.
The position taken by Markovic, though quite
original, Lukic criticizes as well.

He questions, particularly,

the definition of the concept of method used in this article
because there is an overlapping of meaning in the logical
method with the scientific method.
4.

The last argument on the position of historical materialism

and sociology views historical materialism as a philosophical
theory of sociology.

As such a philosophy, it could be called

part of sociology, although it differs from it.
Branislav Djurdjev distinguishes historical materi
alism from sociology in this way.

Historical materialism is

a philosophical, abstract theory because it deals with ques
tions which have not been empirically researched.

For example,

how does one form of society develop from another form of
society?

In other words, it places emphasis on the theories

of social formations on the abstract rather than on the con
crete level.
phenomena:

Sociology, on the other hand, deals with concrete
groups, institutions, et cetera.

But, since soci

ology has, or at lease can have, its philosophical starting
26

Jugoslovenski Easopis za filozofiju i sociologiju
No. 1, (1957) 3-22; 0 pojmu predmeta nauke. (Beograd:
Institut drustvenih nauka, 1963); Logika (Beograd: n.d.);
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-38 position, it can include within itself a theory such as
historical materialism.

We might then consider historical

materialism to be a sociological theory.

Djurdjev, who is

a historian, also supports the notion that there are vari
ations of historical materialism suitable to different
stages of human development (for example, a historical
materialism concerned with classless societies-the primitive
man; another historical materialism for the class-structured

,

27
societies, et cetera).

According to Lukic, Djurdjev has

pushed the differentiation of historical materialism from
sociology farther than any of the others.

He presents the

following quotation from Djurdjev:
Sociology is just that science which deals with the
social-economic formations and their particular laws
[Jor example, Marx's law of economic basis and super
structure; Engels' notion of man's domination over
nature, et oeter^^^.
Sociology is not concerned with
general laws of societies because these laws are too
abtract.
With these laws historical materialism is
concerned.
That is vdiy historical materialism is a
philosophical theory, while sociology is a science.
Marxism has to use these philosophical concepts of
society because society is not yet a reality but
rather an abstraction.
Therefore Marxism remains a philosophy,

Lukic ££.

c i t ., p. 43.

^®Vladimir Milanovic classifies the laws as:
universal
general, particular, and individual laws. For more details on
different laws see: M. Peculjic, e d . , Fundamental Science of
Society (Beograd:
Rad, 1963), 114.
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-39and, consequently, historical materialism remains a
philosophical t h e o r y . 29
Lukic points out that Djurdjev is making a distinction between
philosophy and science.

Science is a research orientating

discipline having real things for its objects of study.
Philosophy is concerned with non-material things and abstrac
tions.

But, since Djurdjev admits that there is general

knowledge about society even if we let it be called historical
materialism, and since he has called this general knowledge
philosophical theory which can be included under sociology,
as a socio-logical philsophical theory, then Djurdjev obvi
ously is not making a definite separation of historical
materialism from sociology.

Because of this, Djurdjev could

be grouped among those in the first group of authors who do
not separate sociology from historical materialism.
The evaluation of the different positions taken by
the Yugoslav sociologists on the issue of the resumption of
sociology in that country, would be incomplete if L u k i c ’s
views were not qualified here.

There is no doubt that he is

one of the first to promote getting sociology back to its
proper role.

Lukic is also the main critic on those who

29pitanja jedinstva teprije i
(1955), 177-188.

WLtoda" Pregled. No. 4
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-40domatically have tried to apply historical materialism,
where actually sociology should be called in to do the job.
For Lukic, there is no place for historical materialism to
interfere in the domain of sociological field of research.
This does not mean that there should be no historical mater
ialism.

Contrary, historical materialism plays its role both

in theory and in method of scientific investigation.

But

these roles of historical materialism are to be found only
within sociology itself.

They cannot constitute or be a

substitute for sociology by any means, that is, as a theory,
historical materialism cannot exist for itself, outside of
sociology.

But, like other theories within sociology,

historical materialism deals with facts which have been, in
most cases, collected without the help of historical mater
ialism.

Marx, for example, has recognized the fact that

bourgeois scientists have uncovered social classes long before
him.

Other examples would be the social theories of Aristotle

or the racial theories of Gumplowicz.

30

an early description on social class long
before Marx wrote on it, see Stanislav Ossowski, "Different
Concepts of Social Class", in R. Bendix and S.M. Lipset, eds..
Class, Status, and P o w e r . (New York:
Three Press, 1966), p.88
and particularly note the description of classes by Bogumil
Linde for a Polish Dictionary published in 1807.
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-41Also there are some specific sociological problems
which cannot be solved by mere application of historical
materialism.

Historical materialism as a global theory can

be considered only as a strarting point in some sociological
investigations, especially in historical comparative studies,
but may not be necessarily correct or adequate in its pre
mises.

There are other such theories which have contributed

to the knowledge of society.
As a method , historical materialism can direct
certain studies.

It can be used as a guideline in problem

solving, but it will always lack the other practical elements
needed for the empirical research which is found in sociological
research methods, as for example, its use of the subjective
method in the study of social stratification (style of life,
or ascribed status).

Therefore, the methodological capacity

of historical materialism is limited in comparison to sociology.
By so limiting the theoretical and methodological role of
historical materialism in social-scientific research,

it

becomes apparent that sociology must be that other subject
which is better equipped for scientific investigations.

This

is because sociology embodies many theories (including
historical materialism) and various methodological tools.

Lukic'", o£. c i t . , pp 57-58.
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-42In this regard, it should be made clear that no
sociologist in Yugoslavia has declared himself against his
torical materialism.

The questions has been not how to dis

credit it, but rather how to point out its limitations.

And

most important in their efforts to revive sociology, Yugo
slavian sociologists have attempted to reinstitutionalize it,
at least, side by side with historical materialism.

Lukic's

effort in this direction is great indeed.

One Sociology- Two Perspectives
Today, most sociologists in Yugoslavia, unlike their
colleagues in other East European countries, agree that there
should be not two sociologies, Marxist and Western, but rather
one sociology, like there is one physics, one geography, one
history, and so on.

They suggest that it is more appropriate

to talk about two perspectives of sociology than about two
different sociologies.

These sociologists base their views on

the fact that sociologists in other, especially Western, coun
tries use all available tools to achieve their research
objectives.

So, by eliminating the ideological influences

from the interpretation of findings, one obtains a pure soci
ology, be it in the East or in the West.

Hence, the biases
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found in some approaches in adapting the findings for the
political and ideological aims should not be seen as con
stituting different sociologies.

After historical materialism

was separated from sociology in Yugoslavia, it was necessary
for many scholars in that country to try to catch up with
the progress made in sociology elsewhere, especially in Wes t 
ern countries.

By now many sociologists in Yugoslavia have

made a fair review of the achievement of this sociology.

It

was not until the position of sociology as a social science
discipline was secured in Yugoslavia, that we have an objective
view of the so called bourgeois sociology.

Up to approximately

1960, the concept bourgeois conveyed something outdated, un
objective; briefly, it meant something negative.

The new look

at bourgeois sociology was built on refined definition of
32

bourgeois sociology.
of this term.

Today, there is an obvious avoidance

In writings, it is referred to as the "non-

marxist" sociologists, or simply, the sociology of the West.
32

For a full account of the discussion between
"Marxian sociology" and "Bourgeois sociology" see "Izvod iz
discusije na Bledskom savetovanju Jugoslovenskog udruzenja za
sociologiju", Socilogija.III. No. 2 (1961), 35-45. Many
diversified views expressed by the Yugoslav sociologists are
found here.
They range from name calling, "Stalinists",
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-44Sometimes, it is elaborated upon to mean sociology culti
vated by the scholars in the non-socialist countries or that
sociology which does not take the works of Marx and Engles
into full account, or, sociology which is not founded on the
principles of dialectical materialism.
Once critically evaluated. Western sociology r e 
ceives high praise from the Yugoslavs.

There are some areas

and some methods of which Yugoslavian sociologists are
critical, like extreme micro-empirical research, the static
view of society (Parsons' equilibrium), little work in such
areas as the sociology of revolutions, or the sociology of
nations.

Positively evaluated are:

the primitive cultures

methodology, works on

(social-anthropological studies),

sociology of deviant behaviour, industrial sociology and
sociology of work, urban sociology and some others.

"Parsonians" to the principal issue as to what sociology
should be.
The following works should be consulted also:
R.Lukic,
"Odnos izmedju marksisticke i burSfoa^kg sociologije", Sociologija.
'‘Historical materialism and sociology", Filozof ija-Sociologi j a .
No. 2-3 (1957), "One aim of the Marxist sociology , Pregled.
(1960);Cvetko Kostic, "Sociology of underdeveloped countries"
Sociologiia Sela II, No. 3, (1964), 8-23; I. K u v a c i c , "The
perspectives of Yugoslav sociology", Sociologija. VII, No. 12,
('67), 155; "Marxism and Functionalism", Sociologiia. VII, No.l,
(1965), 107-177.
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-45Conceiving the diverse subject matter of sociology
as only one sociology, the Yugoslavs not only have used the
achievement of the American sociology but have also been
educating their sociologists in the United States.

Through

the exchange program between Yugoslavia and the USA, about
thirteen professors from Yugoslavia come each year to the
States.

A number of these are sociologists.^^

Sociology and Ideology
So far we have reviewed the issue, raised by the
sociologists in Yugoslavia, of the position of historical
materialism and sociology in that country.

The most recent

discussions, however, indicate a shift from the question of
historical materialism and its role among the social sciences,
to a more general question which is probably as important for
Yugoslavia as it is for any other country.

It is the question

of independence of sociology from the influence of ideology.
A paper dealing with this topic was presented to the Sixth
World Congress of Sociologists at Evain, France, by Milosav

33

After returning to Yugoslavia some sociologists
write not only to the domestic periodicals but in the American
sociological publications as well.
See: M. Popovic, "What the
American Sociologists Think About Their Science and Its Problems",
The American Sociologists, I, No. 3 (1966), 133-135.
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Janicevic, a Y u g o s l a v , T h e

—

paper presents, in a way, the

accumulation of the different views the sociologists in
Yugoslavia have had, in reviewing the future of sociology
and historical materialism in their country.

According to

the author of the afore-mentioned paper, in most socialist
countries of East Europe, the name historical materialism
or "Marxist sociology" is being replaced with the traditional
name;

sociology.

This is probably due to the more realistic

attitudes that social scientist in these countries now take
toward the role of sociology as a scientific discipline,
regardless of its geographical location.

The usefulness of

sociological tools and methods have been the most importand
argument in adapting sociology, even if by name only, as a
discipline competent to deal with social realities.

3ii
"Sociology Between Science and Ideology",
Sociologija. 9, No. 4, (1966), 27-41.

The Yugoslavs are not the only ones to be concerned
with the question of ideology.
Cf. for example, F.
Konstantinov,'Sociology et idéologie" in La Sociologie en
(Moscow, 1966); R.Bendix, "The Age of Ideology:
Persistent and Changing" in David E. Apter Ed., Ideology and
Discontent (New York:
1964), 296-297; see also the following
papers read at the Sixth World Congress of Sociologists held
between Sept. 4-11, 1966 at Evain, France:
N. Iribadjakoff,
"Ideologic et Sociologie"; R. Bendix, "Ideology"; for general
works on ideology see:
D. Bell, The End of Ideology (New
York:

1961);

Seymore Martin^Lipset, Political Man;
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The independent status achieved by sociology over
historical materialism was preceded by the following points
of views discussed in the academic circles in Yugoslavia:
1.

the fate of historical materialism in its dogmatic

scheme was questioned.
2.

a possibility of giving historical materialism an

empirical-investigating character within "Marxist sociology"
was also analysed.
3.

the problem of meaning and perspective of sociology

as a theoretical-empirical science on the one hand, and as
a criticism of society on the other.
According to Janicevic, his colleagues in Yugoslavia
are divided between two opposite views.

One position states

that because social sciences are class conditioned, it is
necessary to differentiate them from the natural sciences;
the other position holds that social sciences are not nec
essarily ideologically founded, but rather resemble that
natural sciences in their pursuit for truth.

These two views

were often more confused by the lack of a proper definition
of i d e o l o g y . T h e

following two definitions were most

commonly used during discussions at sociological meetings:

^^M, Janicevic, o£. c i t ., p. 28.
36
I h M . , p. 28.
^^See footnote #

3, c-k.IL
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-481.

A broader

wholeness of man's
2.

meaning of ideology is taken as "the
perception of the world",

A more narrow definition describes an ideology as

that which ties man's perception to a specific historicaldefined type of society and the interpersonal relationship
within that society.
To avoid further perplexity on the definition of
ideology, some Yugoslaves have adopted the concept of
"scientific ideology" in order to justify the application
OQ
of ideology in the study of society.
This concept is taken
to mean that a certain ideology (Marxism) is to

be

seen as

"scientific knowledge built up by the social mind."^^

It is

composed of two elements, scientific, and ideological.

Some

Marxist-philosophers argue that it is impossible to separate
one of these components from the other because it is impossible
to differentiate exactly between science and ideology in
the field of social sciences.

These philosophers, by virtue

of the above argument, and through political channels, have
managed to hold sociology under the name of historical
materialism,

in the service of this particular ideology,

for

over one decade in Yugoslavia and for longer in some other
countries of Eastern Europe.
38
39

This sociology, under the status

X
M. Janicevic, o£. c i t . , p. 28.
I b i d . p. 29.
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-49of "scientific ideology", was primarily "politicaleducational, and only, to a degree, a scientific subject.
Janicevic describes the character of such class-conditioned,
dogmatic, and ideologically founded sociology in this way:
The main task of sociology so conceived is to generalize
the experience gained by the working masses of the world
in the struggle against capitalism and for the develop
ment of socialism.
If it is necessary to deal with her
own socialist society, then the task of sociology is
reduced to assisting most efficiently the execution of
certain social and political measures.
Since sociology in Yugoslavia was for over a decade under
such status, in its efforts to achieve its real scientific
status, it had to free itself, at least to an extent, from
the bias of ideology.

To accomplish this, at least three

conditions had to be met:
1.

Abstract philosphical manners in thinking had to be

dropped.
2.

Instead a more realistic philosophical approach to

social reality had to be adopted.
3.

Empirical research had to be tested without prejudice

and, if found to be of value and use to a socialist society,
as Yugoslavia is, to be maintained and developed.
Convinced that the stage of acceptance of empirical sociology
had been achieved in Yugoslavia, Janicevic calls for further
40

^
M. Janicevic, o p . ci t. , p. 29.
Janicevic,

0£.

cit . , p. 38.
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de-ideologization of sociology:
The influence of ideology on the social sciences in
the past made some concrete scientific disciplines
lose their specific approach to the study of social
problems, exchanging their usual scientific means of
establishing the truth for quotations and attitudes
of political forums and authorities, losing the sense
of differentiation of social-legal norms, facts, etc.
Due to the aforesaid there is today an even more
imperative demand for the de-ideologization of sociology,
This, however, should not be identified with the demand
for the 'liberation of social sciences from Marxism' as
the Marxist-philosophers.4 2 [ Boris Ziherl could be one
of these]].
Janicevic wants to say that materialistic approach in social
sciences would not be jeopardized by this new and objective
trend, that is, by freeing sociology from the ideological
and party control.

The de-ideologization does not mean b e 

trayal of Marxism as the Marxists-philosophers would believe.
The degree of success in freeing sociology from
the influence of ideology in Yugoslavia will be illustrated
in the next section of this chapter where the evidence of the
empirical studies is given.

Janicevic, however, suggests

that ideology should be dropped from all social sciences,
not only sociology, and it should be substituted with
"objectivity, exactness and control."

As far as sociology

is concerned, it can be "purified" from all stigmas once it
is freed from major ideological influences:

4^M. Janicevic, o£. cit. , p. 38.
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Thus sociology should neither be an 'ideological tool'
nor 'criticism of all existing,' nor an 'instrument of
existing socio-political practice' nor an 'ideologically
neutral', 'positive science,' yet it should be a dis
cipline which by its objectivity, the exactness and
precision of its findings, will directly influence man,
society, and its leading forces, to decide in daily
activity for those aims and ideals which really point
to a further positive development of humanity. 3
[Janicevic is referring to something similar to applied
sociology in the West]]].
If we look at the above statement in the light of
the fact that it was read at the International Sociological
meeting by a representative of the Yugoslavian Sociological
Association, then one can simply conclude that Yugoslavian
sociologists are trying to establish their discipline as an
independent science within

the socialist-Marxist system.

It looks as if sociology in Yugoslavia might become a gener
ating power for liberation from ideology in other spheres of
academic disciplines.
On the basis of the material presented here so far,
we can make a conclusion that sociology in Yugoslavia began
its struggle for identification, or for the separation from
historical materialism, earlier than in any other East
European
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y

.

44

if the date of the formation of the first

4^M. Janidevic, o£. cit. , p. 38.
^^Cf. Garbor Kiss, "History of the Development of
Sociology in Hungary From 1945", The American Sociologist. 2,
No. 3, (1967), 141-144; Paul Hollander, 'h?he Dilemmas of
Soviet Sociology", Problem of Communism. XIV (1965), 34-47.
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Yugoslavian Sociological Association can be taken as the
date of this beginning, then it would be the year 1954.

If,

however, one would go by the opening of the first Department
of Sociology at the University of Belgrade, then the year is
1959/1960.

As early as 1950, there were many debates, meet

ings and writings revealing self-critical views by the Yugo
slavs, on the imprisonment of sociology by philosophicaldogmatic theories, in particular, historical materialism.
The Yugoslavs were also self-critical for their early re
jection of sociology as "bourgeois science".

Even at that

time, they had probably realized that historical materialism,
with its philosophical and merely theoretical orientation,
was not sufficiently equipped to deal with all aspects of
social rality.

Sociology per s e . in this regard, becomes

the only possible solution.

Jiri Kolaja, "Sociology in Poland", American Sociological
Review XXIII, No. 2 (1958), 201-202; Theodore Abel,
"Sociology in Post War Poland", American Sociological Revi ew ,
XV, No. 2, (1950), 104-106; Felike Gross, "Some Trends in
Polish Sociology", East Europe. XII, No. 2, (1963), 54-55,
and "Deomocratic Trends in East Europe", East Europe. XIII,
No, 1 (1964), 15-22; J. B, Ford, "Sociology in Russia",
American Sociological R e v i e w . XXIV, No. 2, (1959), 225;
Lewis S. Feuer, "Problems and Unproblems in Soviet Social
Theory", Slavic Review. XXIII, No. 1, (1964), 177-175;
New Sociology in Soviet Union. Cornell University Center for
International Studies Monograph, (1964); E. A. Weinberg,
Soviet Sociology 1960-1963. Massachusetts Institute of
Sociology Center for International Studies, (1964); Joseph
Roucek, "Russian Sociology and 'sociology* Under Communism",
in J. Roucek, Ed., Contemporary Sociology. (New York;
Philosophical Library, 1958), 892-921.
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After having managed to distinguish sociology
from historical materialism, and after obtaining a place for
sociology among the other academic disciplines, the Yugoslavs
are now calling for a total de-ideologization of all social
sciences in their country.

Most sociologists in Yugoslavia

feel that a true sociology must strive to be free and object
ive in spite of the fact that no country, East or West, can
claim to have such an ideal, ideoligically neutral, sociology.
The Yugoslav sociologists feel proud of having their discip
line re-established in the family of the social sciences.
The question of independence from the external influences is
only a matter of time.

Indications, so far, are quite en 

couraging in this regard as well.

It is not surprising to

see many American scholars observing the on-going process of
change in sociology in Yugoslavia.

Milorad Draskovic,

professor of sociology at Stanford University, for example,
has observed the re-institutionalization of sociology in
Yugoslavia, and has this comment to offer;
Development in the realm of the intellectual, public
information, merit and artistic life also mention.
Here again, in spite of attempts to prevent the spread
of anything anti-Marxist, the social sciences, parti
cularly sociology, show signs not only of methodological
innovations (along Western, and especially American
lines), but also beginnings in the study and publications
of the findings in such delicate fields as the LCY (The
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-54League of the Communists of Yugoslavia^ role In
sociology, or social stratification in general.
Similar observations have been made by R. Bendix and M. S.
Lipset:
Sociology has expanded in Yugoslavia as well, both
within the universities and in institutes supported
by Government.
In Poland and in Yugoslavia many
empirical studies of stratification have been pub
lished, dealing among other things with mobility,
occupational status, and the relation between statusposition and patterns of behaviour and attitudes.
In
other Communist countries, sociological investigations
are less developed although some beginning has been
made ___ 46
Commenting on the first Soviet group of the sociologists
who came to the International Sociological Conference in
Amsterdam in 1956, Talcott Parsons credited Yugoslavian
and Polish sociologists with having made "important begin
nings" in the development of sociology.4^

Jiri Kolaja, a

professor at McMaster University, writing on the progress of
sociology in Yugoslavia, states:

"While Czechoslovakia was

formerly fairly advanced in the field of sociology, today
the country is just trying to catch up with Poland and

4^Class. Status and P o w er . (New York:
Press, 1966), p. 239.

The Free

4^American Sociologist, No. 5, (Nov. 1966), p. 239.
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Yugoslavia,4^

Finally, Alex Simirenko, editor of the book

Soviet Sociology, writes:
While some modern totalitarian regimes have been
successful in stamping out the activities of its
sociologists, not all totalitarian societies have
done so.
In Yugoslavia and especially in Poland
the work of sociologists was never stopped, al
though there was a time when they were in official
disfavor.49
Before turning to empirical evidence of the new
sociology in Yugoslavia, it can be said in summary that:
(1)

sociology in Yugoslavia has emerged as a scientific

discipline,
(2)

this has put a limit on historical materialism

because of its global-theoretical views of society and its
lack of proper scientific tools for methodological research.
(3)

sociology is being currently freed from ideological

influences; it has stopped being a blind servant of the poli
tical wishes, and is presently occupying itself with empir
ical research on the Yugoslavian society.
(4)

new generations of sociologists are being trained.
Now, we can turn our attention to the specific areas

of sociology in Yugoslavia.

We shall, however, consider only

those areas which are most active in empirical research and

theoretical development.

4^"Sociology in Czechoslovakia", unpublished paper
read at the meeting (1967) of the American Sociological
Association held in San Francisco, California
4 9 (Chicago:

Quadrangle Books, 1966), p. 41.
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CHAPTER III
THEORY AND GENERAL SOCIOLOGY

Sociological theory in Yugoslavia takes three
basic perspectives;
(I)

(II)

(III)

A very systematic study of criticism of
Karl Marx's contribution to the social
sciences and particularly to sociology,
Translation and interpretation of the socalled classics in sociology (A. Comte,
Saint-Simon, E. Durkheim, M. Weber, Pareto,
and others), and
A very intensive approach to the contemp
orary issues in sociological theory.

Critiques of Marx
Besides the works which are devoted to the general
question of historical materialism and its role in studying
societies, there are numerous works on the writings by Karl
Marx.
Since the split with Russia in 1948, the Yugoslav
sociologists have devoted a considerable amount of time in
analyzing the writings of Karl Marx.

This could have been

prompted by the accusation which Russia has made against
Yugoslavia, saying that Yugoslavia's government has betrayed
Marxism.

Because of this ideological struggle with Russia,

the Yugoslavian sociologists as well as other social scien
tists have pursued the following aims, in their writings on
-56-
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the general role of sociological theory:
(1)

to determine the "boundary" which actually
separates historical materialism from sociology,

(2)

to fight the ideological war against Russia on
the question of "revisionism",

(3)

to analyze Marx's writings in a more scientific
and less ideologically biased way using parti
cularly the results from the building of soci
alism, and the practical results achieved by
implementing Marx into reality.
With the first question we have dealt at the b e 

ginning of this chapter.

The second point would lead us to

an historical rather than a sociological inquiry.
The third point, however, is worth mentioning.
There is enough indication of a wide-spread misinterpretation
of the Marx scheme of the "base" and "the superstructure",in
the field of contemporary sociology.
this had gone, Mihailo V. Popovic

To see to what extent

made an analysis and has

presented some new and fresh insights on Marx.^
Popovic

notes that most of the contemporary soci

ologists, who are dealing with Marx's scheme of social
structure, have accepted the vertical, i.e., h i e r a r c h i c a l
___________________________________ ^
/•> 5 -for
^"What is Actually The Main Thought of Marx in His
Scheme of Social Base and Superstructure", Socioloski Pregled,
No. 1, (1961), 5-23.
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among these elements, the vertical scheme becomes
inadequate.

This is to say that there is no

direct influence between these layers of the
superstructure, if another layer is isolating them.
Popovich proposes a horizontal scheme for the
Marxian thesis, wishing to show that no one element of the
total social structure is of more, or less, meaning importance?
Also, he shows that all the elements are interdependent and
act on each other.

In the vertical scheme there is no

"direct contact" between the higher and the lower levels,
but only between those immediately above or below.
Diagram #1 shows how science, art, law and politics
have a mutual inter-relationship, as well as a relationship
to the economy.

This diagram, Popovic

thinks, makes more

sense than a vertical scheme because:
Economy is not the base of society in the
sense that it presents the basic level in
a hierarchical scheme, but in the sense that
it has a basic meaning for the life of peo
ple and thier activities.
In the same way,
politics, science, art, philosophy, and
religion are not "levels" above the "base"
but they are forms of social activities in
the corresponding forms of the social mind,
which have developed on the basis of the
particular division of labour.
These forms
are in a mutual relationship (direct and
indirect) with one another, and with the
system of production (the economic system).
_________

2
"What is Actually The Main Thought of Marx in His
Scheme of Social Base and Superstructure", Socioloski Pregled
No. 1, (1961), 5-23.
^--- ’
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(unilinear) arrangement of the social structure in its
totality, as it was once interpreted by Plekhanov.
ing to Popovic

Accord

, this vertical layering (the superstructure),

based on the character of the economy (the system of economic
production), is actually inadequate for the following reasons:
a.

Though the economic arrangement in most societies
plays a key role, it is not, however, evident that
this factor has always been the primary one in the
shaping of the other elements of social structure
(not at least to the same degree in different
social-economic settings).

b.

In many societies, economics has been fetishized,
i.e., turned into a religion (high respect toward
mone y) , yet in some societies economics has been
looked at as subordinate to nature.

Social forces

in capitalism are in many instances the cause of
many economic changes.
c.

There is also a bio-social aspect of life which
stimulates economic development.

An example of

this is the mere question of life maintenance.

(Man, in order to eat, produces food).
d.

Because in the vertical scheme we see the isolation
of the elements of the social mind,

(arts, politics,

science) not only from the economic base, but also-
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By the horizontal scheme, the system of production
(economy) has a direct influence not only on politics and law,
but on science, art, morality, etc.

In the vertical scheme

there is no direct relationship between these "levels" but
rather indirect influences.

Notwithstanding this critique

of Marx, as one would expect, Marx is not dead in Yugoslavian
sociology.

He has been only subjected to a freer critique

and analysis.

Thus, I. Kuvacic considers Marx's theoretical

frame of reference to be superior to that of functionalism
According to him:
Marx starts with man while functionalism with the
system.
A broader development of the man is being
slowed by the well function of the system.
Functionalism starts with that which is factual.
Factuality satisfies functionalism, Marxism on the
other hand criticizes the "factual" in the name of
"possible"- criticizes "present" in the name of
"future".
Marxism with this approach in sociology
assures itself of a philosophical approach.^
Functionalism in the words of Kuvacic "starts with
the system as the base, and it does not ask that the social
structure be adjusted to man's wishes, but the opposite; the
man has to be fitted into the system."^
Another interesting analysis of Marx is in re
lation to empirical research in Yugoslavia.

The question

^I, Kuva^icf, "Marxism and Functionalism", Sociologija.
VII, No. 1, (1965), 107-117.
^I bi d. . p. 109.
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-62Yugoslavian sociologists are asking themselves is whether
Marxian socialism provide enough theoretical ground for
empiricism?
Ante Fijaraengo has attempted to legitimize soci
ological empirical research by arguing that Marxian social
tea<^ings have been implemented in the Yugoslavian

ocial-

economic system, and the time has come for many policies
which already have been practically tested (e.g. the Workers'
Councils) to be scientifically researched.^

Trying to

combine science with everyday living, he goes on to state
that in the field of Yugoslavian social-economic life, the
theoretical meaning of empirical research should lie in its
verification of hypotheses and clarification of the meaning
of concepts.

He descreibes the role of empiricism for social

theory in this way:
Many sociological concepts in the past were accepted
as clear and understandable for the given time, and
the particular situation.
Today these very concepts,
e.g. communes. Workers' Councils, are unacceptable
for this moment of history.
Social development de
mands therefore the verification of the meaning of so
many concepts which are still being used with their
original meaning.
This is quite clear today with the
concept of the "base and superstructure" especially
when one wishes to apply this concept to the contem
porary analysis of the social structure.&

^A. Fijamengo, "The Social Significance of Empirical
Research", Sociologija, VII, No. 1 (1965), 79-89.
*Ibid, p. 79.
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In answering the question:

to what degree does

Marxian socialism offer empirical possibilities, the Yugo
slavs have given strong support to empirical methodology.
According to most of them, Marxism must and should be fitted
into the context of systematic and planned research.
To serve empirical research, theory is called by
Ivan Klauzer to perform a number of tasks.
(1)

They are:

To determine and to test the episteraological
foundations of the intended research.

(2)

Theoretically to formulate the plan of work.

(3)

To describe the procedure in testing the re
liability of the findings.

(4)

To formulate the aim of research.

(5)

State the null-hypothesis and the alternative
hypothesis.

(6)

To describe the variabilities, and many other
minor tasks.^
In summing up this section, the following can be

said:
(1)

Unlike their colleagues in other East European
countries, the Yugoslavian sociologists do
critically analyze Karl Marx with a degree of
freedom.

^I. Klauzer, "The Organization of Empirical Research",
Sociologija. VII, No. I (1965), 89-97.
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The character of Yugoslavian sociological theory
is basically Marxian, but adjusted for the empi
rical methodology.

(3)

Because of the peculiarity of Yugoslav socialism
("self-road to

socialism") Marx is now being

interpreted more often in the light of empirical
Q

research than ever before.

Studies of Sociological Classics
The second area of interest shown in Yugoslavian
sociological theory is that of the cosiological classics.
Prior to World War-II there were only a few of these classics
translated.

Sociology was in its beginning stages and was

more historically oriented,
A search for a
discipline began only in

new, meaningful, social science
the last half ofthe fifties.

This

reorientation has brought new visible results in the area of
publication.

Durkheim's Rules of the Sociological Methods

and Comte's The Course of Positive Philosophy were translated
g

The following are some of the recent works on
Marx:
K. Kilibarda, The Basic Categories of the Marxist
^
Science of Society, (Beograd:
D j . Salaj, 1964); Veljko Korac,
Marx and Contemporary Sociology, (Beograd:
Kultura, 1962);
I. Kuvacic, "The Perspectives of Yugoslav Sociology",
Sociologija. VIII, No. 1-2, (1966), 155-160; R. Lukic, "One
Aim of Marxian Sociology", Pregled, (1960), "Relation Between
the Marxist and the Bourgeois Sociology", Sociologija. Ill,
No. 2 (1961), 23-35; Marx and the Contemporary T i m e , (Beograd:
Institut za Iza&avanje radnickog pokreta, 1964.
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into the Serbo-Croatian language in 1961,

However, analysis

and studies of these classics were undertaken only in the
9
last five or six years.
Some studies of classics are comparative.

Lukic,

for example, contrasts P a r et o ’s theory of the elite with
that of Marx,

He points out that Pareto's elite circulate:

the low class individuals "climb" into the positions of the
elite, or, the low class groups form an anti-elite, which
will take power and destroy the existing system.

To Marx,

there is no circulation of the elite, but a social process
which removes one elite from power and brings new minority
groups into the leading position.

That an able minority

can lead a society is one of the rare points on which Pareto
and Marx agree.

On the other question these two men have

diametrically opposite views.

Here is how Lukicf sums up

these differences:

M. Djuric, Sociology of Max Weber (Zagreb:
M. Hrvatska, 1964), A. Fijamengo, Saint-Simon and August Comte
(Zagreb: M. Hrvatoka, 1966), "Sociological Conceptions of
Saint-Simon*," Sociologija, VI, No. 1-2, (1964), 21-46, and
Part II in Sociologija. VI, No. 3-4 (1964), 82-106; R. Lukic
"Formal Sociology , Sociologija IX, No. 1, (1967), 39-60,
"The Theory of Elite by Pareto and Marx", Sociologija, VII,
No. 1, (1965), 19-28; V. Milic, "Basic Characteristics of
Durkheim's Sociological System", Knjizevnost. No. 7-8, (1961);
E. Pusic, "Ideal Type of Bureaucracy of Max Weber and
Attributes of a Rational Administration", Sociologija, II,
No, 2 (1960), 80-93; R. Supek, Herbert Spencer and Biologism
in Sociology (Zagreb:
M. Hrvatska, 1965); A. Todorovic,
Leopold Van Wiese's Sociological Formulism", Sociologiia, I
No. 2-3, (1959) 126-142.
’
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Pareto's theory; psychological, indiyidualistic,
static, partial, autocratic and conservative,
Marx's theory; sociological, collectivistic, dynamic,
extensive, deomocratic, optimistic and re
volutionary .10
Lukic is critical of Marx for not taking into
consideration those subjective factors which are so vividly
present in Pareto.

He suggests that "social sciences and

Marxism should try in the same way as Pareto to determine
the psychic elements without which it is impossible to under
stand social and human behaviour."10“a
Weber has been evaluated too.11
that Weber's "ideal type" is too ideal.

Pusic remarks
First, it stresses

need of a maximum rationalization of bureaucracy, without
allowing for the "dialectical complexity of the occurrences."
An equilibrium of the

12

forces is much more acceptable in

Weber's "ideal type" for example, the functioning of
bureaucracy.

Second, Weber omits relating the bureaucratic

authorities to the general power structure of the system.
This interrelationship is a must if the functioning of an
institution is to be properly understood.

Lukié, "The Theory of Elite by Pareto and Marx",
Sociologija, VII, No. 1 (1965), p. 27.
^^'^Ibid. p. 27.
^^E. Pusic, "Ideal Type of Bureaucracy of Max Weber...",
Sociologija, II, No. 2, (1960), 80-93.
12 Ibid, p. 92.
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The work done by the Yugoslavians on the prominent
sociologists from the past century are of an evaluative
nature and serve as basic material for the students in the
history of sociology.

However, there are hardly any serious

works in depth which would be significant contribution to
the general field of sociology.

Nevertheless, the attempt

to translate and to bring these names into the university
curriculums is a sign of an objective approach on the part of
Yugoslavian sociology.

Interest in Western Sociological Theory
Contemporary Western sociological theory is a very
popular subject among the Yugoslav sociologists.

As early

as 1959, works on functionalism have appeared in scientific
journals.
Djuric:

Most thorough seems to be the work of Mihailo
"Funtionalism in the Social Sciences.
After reviewing the historical development and the

more recent expression of functionalism, Djuric gives an
evaluation of several of America’s leading functionalists.
He gives references to the anthropologists B, Malinowski,

R. Firth, and A. R. Radcliffe-Brown, and to several leading

^^M. Djuric, "Functionalism in Social Sciences",
Sociologija, I, No. 1 (1959), 6-36.
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functionalists in sociology, M, J. Levy, Jr., E. Nagel,
B. Barber, R. Merton, T. Parsons and H. S. Bredemeier.
From the author's own "Summary" here is an abstract of the
essay:
This paper discusses some difficulties involved in
the application of functional methodology to the
study of social phenomena.
Starting from Merton's
paradigm for functional analysis in sociology, an
informed attempt toward further clarification of
problems and potentialities of this mode of socio
logical interpretation is undertaken.
The dis
cussion is mainly concentrated around the following
topics:
(1) basic designs of analysis in functional
sociology: (2) functional analysis of social dynamics;
(3) the logic of functional explanation.
Although the major part of the paper is concerned
with Parsons' abstract statement of functional soci
ology, several concrete functional analyses are also
dealt with (e.g., K. Davis' hypothesis of incest taboo,
Malinowski-Brown's functional interpretation of re 
ligion and Merton's analysis of nonconformity as a type
of reference group behaviour).
It is suggested that
basic difficulties in the theoretical specification of
functions, or functions of social phenomena, which are
pointed out, could be relieved and possible resolved
only by accepting an alternative orientation in soci
ological analysis - toward establishment of relevant
empirical hypotheses and miniature deductive systems.
The main criticism of Parsons' writings is centred
on Parsons' staticism, teleology, the notion of the universal
systems of values,

and the hierarchical classification of

individuals according to the normative system.

Another point

of criticism is that Parsons "fails" to recognize the impor
tance of conflict, and the material factors in social dynamics,

l^M. Djuric, "Functionalism in Social Sciences",
Sociologija, I, No. 1 (1959), 6-36.
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-69In brief, Djuric's analysis of the structuralfunctional theory in the social sciences is broad, systematic
and deserves attention.

Djuric favors, however, an "est

ablishment of relevant empirical hupotheses and miniature
deductive systems,"

This is to say that only those theories

which could lead into empirical testing should be "cultivated".
Djuric is convinced that Parsons' theory of "social action"
does not offer these possibilities.^^
Similar criticism of Parsons is that given by Ivan
Kuva^ic in his "Parsons' Theory of Social Equilibrium".^^
This essay is a summary of all major critiques formed in
American sociology including Max Black, A. W. Gouldner, W. E,
Whyte, and C. W. Mills.

Kuvacic's original comparison between

Marx and Parsons is to be noted:
It is obvious that Parsons' theory of social
equilibrium stands in a direct opposition to
Marx's theory of the class struggle.'J
Other works in social theory include such topics
as "causality", "social laws", "dialectical sociology"
(G. Gurvitch), "social cohesion", etc.

18

^^M. Djuric, "Functionalism in Social Sciences",
Sociologija, I, No. 1 (1959), 6-36.
^^I. Kuvacic, "Parsons' Theory of Social Equi
librium", Sociologija, IX, No. 4 (1966), 41-55.
^^Ibid. , p. 46
18

See Ivan Supek, The Principles ^f Social Causation
(Beograd:
Kultura, 1960); Djuro Susnic, "Causal Explanation
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In summary, social theory in Yugoslavian sociology
has been occupied with Marxism, the classics and the contemp
orary sociology.

The last one is almost entirely devoted to

Western sociology and particularly American sociology.

An

original contribution seems to be that part of theory which
is built around the Yugoslav social economic system, more
specifically around the theory of alienation under the present
circumstances of self-management of industries, presumably
by the workers themselves.

The Scope of Sociology:

19

A Variety of Definitions

A substantial number of sociological writings in
Yugoslavia deal with the question:

what should be the task

of general sociology, i.e., with its definition.

20

In

in Sociology", Sociologija, VI, No. 1-2 (1965), 69-84;
"Social Laws as Probability Laws", Sociologija, VII, No. 1
(1965), 133-136; M, Rankovic, "Gurvitch Concept of Tempo
rality:, Sociologija, IX, No. 4 (1966), 67-84; Z. Mlinar,
"The Operational Definition of the Cohesion", Socioloski
Pregleg, No. 1 (1964), 76-79.
^^See V. Korac, "In Search of Human Society", in
E. Fromm Socialist Humanism. (Garden City:
Doubleday & Co.,
1966), 1-16; M. Markovic, "Humanism and Dialectic", in I b i d .
84-98; Gajo Petrovic, "Man and Freedom", in I b i d , 273-280;
R. Supek, "Freedom and Polydeterminism in the Criticism of
Culture: in Ibi d, 280-299; and P. Vranicki, "Socialism and
the Problem of Alienation:
in I b i d , 299-314.
^^See "Bibliography by Subject Matter ", under
"General Sociology" at the end of this thesis for a com
prehensive list of the publications.
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several recently published books, which also include dis
cussions of the position of general sociology among other
social sciences in Yugoslavia, an attempt was made to bring
to the attention of the Yugoslav sociologists the vast
literature on general sociology in foreign languages, in
particular, English, French, Russian, and German.
This section will not deal with the Marxian de
finition of sociology.
earlier.

This has been already presented

Here we shall try to briefly review the problem

of the definition of general sociology, as well as the
question of the scope and method of sociology and determinism

. .

in sociology.

21

Iliza Stanojcic in his book "The Subject Matter
of Sociology and Its Relation to Other Sciences

22

summarizes

various definitions of sociology, and besides those of Marx
and Lenin, includes also definitions of well known soci-

Among the most popular are:
Ilija Stanojcic, The
Subject Matter of General Sociology. (Beograd:
Savremena
Skola, 1964); R. Lukic, Foundations of Sociology (Beograd:
1964); R. Lukic and L j . Markovic, The Concept of Sociology
(Beograd:
Rad, 1957); Oleg Mandic, Introduction to General
Soc i o l o g y

(Zagreb,

1959);

M. P e c ujlic, The F u n d a m e n t a l

Science

of Society (Beograd:
Rad, 1963); Veljko Korac, Marx and
Contemporary Sociology (Beograd:
Kultura, 1962); M. Popovic,
Contemporary Sociology (Beograd:
Kultura, 1961), and The
Subject Matter of Sociology (Beograd:
Socioloski Institut,1966)
22

(Beograd:

\/

Savremena Skola, 1964)
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ologists from Comte to Merton,

23

After reviewing the various

definitions, Stanojcic formulates his own, thus:
Sociology is that social science which aims
at discovery and formulation of the most
general laws existing in each social-historical
period, those laws which are responsible for
the structuring and fragmentation of society.
Djuro Susnic, another Yugoslavian sociologist has
also summarized different definitions of sociology by well
known American sociologists, and has compared them with those
offered by his Yugoslav colleagues.

25

/
He quotes Oleg Mandic's

definition of sociology:
For sociology the object of research is social
life in general»
Sociology studies the re 
lationship among the parts of the social whole
through their historical past and present
regardless of whether these parts are embodied
into the total system or exist for themselves
as separate entities.
23

The definitions of sociology included in this
book are from the following authors:
0. Comte, Saint-Simon,
Durkheim, M. Mauss, P. Fauconet, A. Cuvillier, G. Gurvitch,
H. Spencer, J. S. Mill, H.V.J. Spott, Leopold von Wiese,
G. Simmel, F. Tonnies, M. Weber, F . Znaniecki, H. Kerns,
R. Lynd, R. Maclver, P. Sorokin, T. Parsons, and R. Merton.
24gcanojcic,

o£. c i t ., p. -.

25

/ /
/
Djuro Susnic, "Subject of Sociology - A Specifi
cally Sociological Point of View", Sociologija, V. No.'s 3-4
(1963), 73-83.
^^In Djuro Susnic, o£. c i t . , p. 76.
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In other words, Mandic is saying that sociology is
that science dealing with total or partial social groups and
with the laws governing their change,

27

Mihailo Popovic defines sociology in terms of
general laws:
Sociology is attempting to uncover the general laws
and other factors responsible for the formation and
maintenance or destruction of the whole structure
of the social system in any particular period of
history.28
Other definitions of sociology which would be worth
mentioning are by R. Lukic, S. Puliselic, A. Fijamengo, J.
Goricar, and B. Ziherl.

Djuro Susnic'has reviewed all these

definitions, and found that there are seven most commonly
expressed views of sociology.
1.

They are:

Nominal definitions, that is, many definitions
which give only different names to sociology but
no new meaning.

Example:

"Science of society,"

"scientific study of society," etc.
2.

Sociology as a science of the basic structures of
society (stress being made on the factors which
weaken or reinforce the structure).

3.

Sociology as the science of the basic laws of
social life»

27fn Djuro Susnic, o£. cit. . p. 76.
ZGlbid., p. 76.
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4.

Sociology as the subject which deals with social
forms, i.e., with inter-human relations,

5.

Sociology seen as being oriented toward the study
of social institutions.

6.

Sociology as that subject matter which studies
human behaviour.

7.

Sociology as an academic discipline concerned with
29
social groups.
Combining the above listed characteristics, Susnic

proposes his own definition of sociology:
Sociology is a social science which studies human
society, i.e., the basic structure of society,
general laws of human li^e, the forms of human
interaction, social institutions, social groups
and their intergroup relation.
The sample of definitions of general sociology re
viewed here indicates that the Yugoslav sociologists are
attempting to make their discipline an objective science
which studies not only social

institutions and social groups

but also "the basic structures" and "the basic laws" of the
development of any society at any moment of history.

In fact,

the definitions the Yugoslavs propose are a combination of
the Marxian definition (laws and history) with the definitions
borrowed from Western Sociology.
29 v ^
/
Susnic, o£. c i t ., p. 76-77.
SOlbid., p. 77.
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Beside the works on the definition of sociology,
there are also writings which intend to clarify the re 
lationship between sociology and other social sciences.
A notable work is by Ilija Stanojcic who deals at length
with the relationship of sociology to history, political
economy, social psychology, anthropology and ethnology.
Along with the various definitions of sociology, and
the method, there is an interesting scheme proposed by Rudi
Supek on the question of determinism in sociology.

Supek

says that one-sided determinism in sociology is useless.
The complexity of social phenomena in its stratificational
aspects, totality, and complex causality, imposes on sociology
a need for a multidimensional analysis of social determinism.
Supek proposes the following four social determinisms:
1.

Social structure :

production, productive forces,

distribution, in other words, the economic core
of any social
2.

structure.

Determinism of the social mind : superstructure in
a broad sense considering in it time factor too
(past, present and future).

3.

Nature :

man's relation to nature.

31

The Subject Matter of General Sociology- And Its
Relations to Other Sciences, (Beograd:
Savremena Skola, 1964)
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4.

Personality:

freedom, personal goals, communica-

tion of ego with alter

ego, etc.

32

According to Supek, it is imperative that any method
of analysis of any social phenomenon must take into consideration at least these four elements of a social system.

33

32
Sociologija III, No. 2 (1961), 40.
Cf. these four
determinisms with Parsons' four functional prerequisites of
any social system (the Polity, the Economy, Intégrâtive-SubSystem, and Pattern-maintenance or the Latency).
33

Cf. this author with three other authors in the
Ante Fijamengo's "Methodology in (Xir Text-Books of Sociology",
Sociologija. Ill, No. 2 (1961), pp. 3-23.
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CHAPTER IV
RURAL SOCIOLOGY

In the first chapter it was stated that rural socioology was among the first disciplines of sociology to be de
veloped in Yugoslavia.

After the Second World War and par

ticularly in the first half of the sixties, a rapid

intensi

fication of research was evident in this branch of the disci
pline.

Based on the scientific tradition, i.e., on the works

of predecessors like Vuk Karadzié, Valtazar BogiSic. ^

Ante

Radie, Jovan Cviiicf and Sreten Vukosavlievid, it became very
popular among young scholars.

Even as early as 1948 there

was the Institute za Proucavanje Sela (The Institute for Rural
Studies) within the Serbian Academy of Science in Belgrade.
In 1956, this institute was fused with the Ethnographic
Institute of the same Academy.

When in 1961 the Institute for

Sociology came into being, this rural group was incorporated
into it.

Also since 1961, rural sociology is being taught as

a university subject.

(For example, at the University of

Belgrade (see Table in Chapter VII) rural sociology is taught
by Dr. C. Kostic.
On June 30, 1960, the Agrarian Institute was formed
at Zagreb^, which includes a Department of Rural Sociology as

^See Sociologija Sela , V, No. 15, (1967) p. 66.
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a special section.

This Institute has been publishing a

journal, Sociologija Sela (Rural Sociology) devoted to the
problems of rural areas.

The first issue appeared in 1963.

The editorial preface emphasizes the importance of rural
sociology in Yugoslavia, thus;
...In our country there is a rapid decline in the
rural population and we are not far away from that
moment of history when there will be no more
peasants in our country.
In Yugoslavia the main
aim of the socialist revolution is being realized
from day to day; i.e., the general equalization
of town and village.
This process is to be followed
and carefully studied by Marxist-rural s o c i o l o g y ... 2
In the same issue of Sociologija S e l a , Cvetko Kostic,
after reviewing the history of rural sociology has formulated
a definition of rural sociology;
Rural sociology studies the society in a rural
environment as a part of the whole society and
social system.
This society is composed of
individuals connected by the relations into which
they enter because of necessity and independently
of their will. However, free will also plays a role
when cultural and other particular social relations
are required.
Through free will the rural popu
lation groups itself according to cultural and other
interests.
On the same basis the rural population
separates itself from the other social systems (e.g.
urban) and because of this type of separation many
social processes in rural areas are the subject of
p a r t i c u l a r types of social change

(in m a n y instances

slow dynamics, for example.)

^Sociologija Se la , I, (July-September, 1963)
^"Development and Subject Matter of Rural Sociology,"
Sociologij
ija Sela, I, No. 1, (1^63), 23.
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As

it can be

seen f r o m this definition,

the a u t h o r

stresses environment as a factor which determines not only
ecological but also social "shaping" of the population:
Social relationships, forms of associations and social pro
cesses.

Rural sociology is divided into two parts:

(A)

theoretical-descriptive and (B) applied.
A.

The theoretical-descriptive part is concerned

with (1) individual studies

(rural idiography), and (2)

discovery of common, typical elements within the individual
cases (rural nomography):
1.

Rural idiography can be :
a.

Rural econology

b.

Rural historiography

c.

rural sociolography

d.

rural statistics

On the basis of the above outline, we then can say that
idiography looks after those individual rural phenomena
which stand isolated for themselves.
2.

Rural nomography is distinguished from rural

idiography not by having a separate subject for its study,
but rather through a different method of studying the same
subject.

It is concerned with those common, typical, and

universal elements which are found within the individual
cases.
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B.

The applied or practical part of rural sociology

attempts to answer the questions connected with the bringing
about of change, such as:
1.

What change is to follow rural life,

2.

What is the difference between the existing
establishment and one that will follow with
social change,

3.

What are the means of transforming the present
into the future type of rural life.^

The above outline of the subject matter of rural
sociology was systematically prepared by thos Yugoslav
sociologists

who have studied theleading foreign names

rural sociology, in particular, P.

in

A, Sorokin, C. C.

Zimmerman, J. M. Gillette, Alvin L, Bertrand and others.^
On this basis, the scope of rural sociology has been
formulated to include:
1.

Social dynamics of rural population (social
associations, mobility, social change, etc.), and

2.

The laws effecting this dynamic change, and regu
lating the processes of social transformation
(tradition, politics, economics, authority).

^C.

Kostic, o£. cit ., p. 20.

^C. Kostic', "Development and Subject Matter of Rural
Sociology." Sociologija Se l a . I, No. 1, (1963), 5-25.
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-81Both of these aspects are considered important in
view of the new social political conditions of post-war
Yugoslavia.

The new conditions, for example, have effected

or at least have brought about the following changes in the
life of the village:
1.

deagrarization of the rural population,

2.

emergence of the rural-urban workers,

3.

new stratification of villages by the
initiation of work collectives,

4.

the impact of urbanization on the village.^
How significant studies in rural sociology can be

in Yugoslavia is indicated by these statistical facts:

today

there are 2,620,000 peasant farms in the country with
12,507,000 inhabitants.

If we include these rural dwellers

who are not engaged in agricultural production, but use the
village as their residence, then we have 73 percent of the
total population of Yugoslavia still living in rural areas.
Although the economic system of Yugoslavia is a branch of
socialism, most of the land is privately owned; the indiv
idual landowners own 86 percent of arrable land„^

^Mirjana Trifunovic, "Some Methodological Problems,"
Sociologija Se la , III, No. 9, (1965), 75-75.
^Petar Markovic, "Changes in Rural Housing Conditions
in Yugoslavia - Period 1900-1960"
Sociologija Sela, II, No.4,
(1964), 3-17,‘ See also:
Vlado Puljiz, "(non) Existing
dilemmas of the Agragarian Policy," Sociologiia Sel a . V, No.
15, (1967), 60-62.
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All this provides a good setting for the develop
ment of rural sociology.
There is no intention in this thesis to give
separate attention to the activity of rural sociology in
each Socialist Republic in Yugoslavia.

However, a skeletal

review of the main orientation of this sociological disci
pline in some of the biggest Republics in Yugoslavia is
thought as worthwhile mentioning»

Rural Sociology in Croatia
The Sociological Section of the Agrarian Institute
at Zagreb has been foremost in the number of research pro
jects undertaken (see Appendix

A ).

Prom the projects listed

in Sociologija Sela^ it is clear that most of them are di
rected at seeking an answer to one of the following questions:
1.

\*7hat are the types of social change in the village?

2.

What is the economic and social life of the rural
youth?

3.

What are the social-economic consequences of aging
among the rural p opulation?

4.

What are the changes in the social and economic
structures of the rural population?

O
For description of the projects as well as the names
of the sociologists who are in charge of these projects, see:
"Scientific and Vocational Work in 1966," Sociologija Sela, V,
No. 15, (1967), 60-62.
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The most recent projects that have just been com
pleted or are in progress are devoted to these areas:
1.

urbanization of the village,

2.

rural exodus

3.

rural family

4.

social roles and norms of the rural population, and

5.

political participation of the rural population.^
Although answers to all the above questions will not

be available for some time, a good number of empirical inves
tigations have been already published.

A trans-Yugoslavian

project was conducted by the Croatian sociologists on the
motivational attitudes of rural youths.

The public school

pupils were asked to compare village living with that in the
urban areas.

On the question "What do you thing about rural

and urban life?"

23.2 percent have answered that they would

prefer to live in the urban setting because there is more
entertainment; 19.5 percent sees better living conditions in
the city, and 19.2 percent would go to the city because of
the better educational opportunities there.
W h e n another group of 2,209 y o u n g w o r k i n g peasants

were asked if they would like to leave their villages, 60.0
percent of the young men answered positively and 64.6 percent
of the girls wished to do so.

^ Sociologija S e l a .

V, No. 15,

(1967), 60-62,
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TABLE 1
WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEAVE YOUR VILLAGE?a
Peasants' Working Youth Age 14-25
Younger Age
Male Female

Older Age
Male Female

Total
Male Female

Yes

66.3%

67.0%

54.1%

61.5%

60.0%

64.4%

No

33.7

33.0

45.9

38.5

40.0

35.4

100.0% 100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

N-650

N-689

N-379

N-1,339 N-870

Total

N-491

a- E. Dilic, "Aspiration and Professional Orientation of
Rural Youth", Sociologija Sela. Ill, No. 10, (1965), 3-22,

Besides these subjective wishes there are some ob
jective reasons for the exodus of the peasant youths to the
city.

One of the researchers, who worked on this project,

suggested the following reasons as most important for the
horizontal mobility of village youths:
a.

low standard of living in the village,

b.

economical

and social

d e p e n d e n c y of y o u t h

on the parents,
c.

low social reputation of the agricultural
occupation,

d.

Lack of organized and diversified leisure time
in the village.
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e.

unsolved social problems of the viallge,

f.

poor perspectives of peasants’ holdings, etc.^^

Rural Sociology in Serbia
In the amount of
Serbia, follows Zagreb.

Belgrade’s sociologists are interes

ted in rural life, and in
rural

activity in field research, Belgrade,

changes in the structure of

the

social institutions due to thegeneral technological

influence on the village.

For this purpose long range pro

jects have been planned in the villages across Serbia.

One

of the biggest will be a longitudinal study of the changing
village.

Provisions already have been made for this global

study of the Serbian village to be replicated in the decades
to come.

At present, most attractive to rural sociologists

are those areas which received Kolonisti (migrants) after the
War, and are under a rapid process of urbanization and tech
nological change, in particular Lesnice in Podrinje and
V

Loznice (near Sabac) .

In these communities, agrarian reform

has made the migrants a majority group.

The processes of

assimilation, acculturation and integration are therfore
interesting areas for sociological investigations.
Dilic, "Aspiration and Professional Orientation
of Rural Youth," Sociologija Sel a, III, Nol 10, (1965), 3-22.
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The biggest project planned in Serbia is a 10 per
cent sample of the total 6,000 villages now existing in that
Republic, i.e., 600 villages, which will be used for the most
extensive sociological study ever made in the Balkans.

The

investigators claim that any sociological phenomena considered
important shall be studied.
Within the same Institute there is also the Section
For the Study of the Communes.

12

This group, however. Is not

the only one to be interested in the Communes in Yugoslavia
On January 25-27, 1965, there was a symposium organized at
Ljubljana (Slovenia) in which many sociologists representing
such institutes as the Institute for Social Sciences from
Belgrade and the Agrarian Institute from Zagreb participated.

13

Some fascinating reports made during the symposium
touched on the cultural and technological lag of the rural
communes.

Stipe Susnar reported that there are not enough

^^"Study of Village in Serbia," Sociologija Sela, III,
No. 10, (1965), 68. For the list of projects in Serbia, see:
Rada Boreli, "Study of Village in Serbia," Sociologija Se la ,
III, No. 10, (1965), 68.
12
and towns

Communes are legal territories composed of villages

and c o r r e s p o n d

to D i s t r i c t s

in the W e s t e r n t e r m i n 

ology.
l^There were 36 papers submitted on this meeting.
For a full review of the Symposium and bibliographical re
ferences regarding the papers, see:
Svetozar Livada,
"The Meeting on Sociological Research of the Commune in
Yugoslavia," Sociologija S e l a , III, No. 7-8, (1965), 115-118.
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public schools and other institutions in Yugoslavian villages
in spite of the progress made so far.

There is, for example,

1 public school per 2.5 dwelling settlements; 1 grocery store
per 3.4 settlements; 1 railroad station per 13 settlements.
Libraries exist only in 500 out of 27,349 villages, and there
are only 550 movie houses in the same number of villages.
Rural unemployment presents a problem by itself.

Basically,

unemployment in rural areas represents overpopulation.

From

Table 2 it is evident that there are 1,467,941 persons living
in the villages who are designated as "manpower surplus.
TABLE 2
THE MANPOWER SURPLUS OF THE
AGRICULTURAL POPULATION ACCORDING TO THE

Actual
Manpower
in
Agriculture

Region
Serbia (Limited Reg\
Vo jodina
Kosmet
Croatia
Slovenia
Bosna & Herzegovina
Macedonia
Montenegro
Yugoslavia

1,570,128
427,560
238,735
956,364
275,667
756,279
326,098
89,402
4 ,6 4 0,2 33

Actual Demand The Surplus
for the
of Manpower
in Agriculture
Agricultural
Manpower
(1-2)

915,661
329,862
127,619
755,340
220,429
519,602
23 5,1 48
68,631
3,172,292

Percentage
of the
Surplus of the
Actual Manpower

654,467
97,698
111,116
20 1,0 24
55,238

236,677
90,950
20,771
1 ,467,941

4 1 .6 8
22.85
4 6 .54
2 1 .0 2
2 0 .0 4
2 4 .7 5
27.89
23.23
3 1 .6 4

in Yugoslavia", Sociologija Sela, III, No. 7-8 (I965), p. IO6 .

^“^I. Kauzer, "The Surplus of Manpower in Agriculture
in Yugoslavia." Sociologija Sela. Ill, No. 7-8, (1965), 101-113,
See also:
R. Divanin, Agricultural Overpopulation,"
Sociologiia Sela. I, No. 2, (1959), 85-98.
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If the situation of unemployed the rural population
is to be eased, the author of an article "The Surplus of
Manpower in Agriculture in Yugoslavia" suggests that this
population be shifted from "agriculture to nonagricultural"
activities.

However, the bulk of these people are un 

qualified and it would be difficult to place them in the
nonagricultural industry.

Instead, the author Ivan Kauzer

suggests that a committee be set up which would try to employ
this surplus "in cooperatives, organizing a kind of industrial
production in agriculture".^^
In Vojvodina, in the northeastern part of Yugoslavia,
similarly to Croatia, there was a strong interest in rural
sociology established before World War II.
well known for its ethnic diversification.^^

This region was
Among the first

phenomena studied in Vojvodina after the War was the degree
of inter-ethnic integration of the new migrants and the original
residents of Vojvodina.

The Yugoslavs used Landecker's model

as one of the most popular models for empirical testing of
15

I, Kauzer, "The Surplus of Manpower in Agriculture
in Yugoslavia." Sociologija S e l a . Ill, No. 7-8, (1965), 101-113.
See also;
R. Divanin, "Agricultural Overpopulation,"
Sociologija Se l a , I, No, 2, (1959), p. 86.
^^In 1865, Djorje Natosevic wrote "Why are people in
Austria decay?" which is considered first rural study in
Vojvodina.
There are also works by Mirko Kosic, Ljubomir
Lotie, Radoslav Markovic and others.
For the list of titles
see Milan Milutinovic and V. Radomirovic, "A Review of Research
of Village in Vojvodina," Sociologija Sela, II, No.4, (1964)
57-60.
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of integration,

Bogardus' scale was also used to measure

the following four dimensions of integration of the migrants
in the social milieu:
and functional.

cultural, normative, communicative,

Besides integration, the horizontal

(spatial)

mobility of the migrants was also an attractive area for
investigation.

It was found that the migrants in Vojvodina

are far more mobile than the non-migrants.

The reason for

this is that the migrants had friends or relatives in other
parts of this region who had also come as migrants but were
given land in other townships.

Besides this, it has been

also found that the migrants were sojourners in their mental
characteristics as well.

Most representative of these

studies are works by Darinka Kostic, Milorad Vasovic, Borislav
Domkovic and Bojislav Djuric.

Rural Sociology in Slovenia
In Ljubljana, Slovenia, research in rural sociology
is just beginning to catch up with Croatia and Serbia.

Most

^^Darinka Kostic, Changes in the Social Life of the
Colonists

(Promjene U

D r u s t v e n o m Z i v o t u K o l o n l s t a ) , Beograd:

Institut Dru&tvenih Nauka, 1963,) et passim.
V. Djuric, Latest Settlement of the Migrants from
Croatia in Backa. (Novi Sad: Matica Srpska, 1967); M. Vasovic^,
The Most Recent Settlement of the Montenegroes in Some Backa
Villages, (Novi Sad: Matica Srpska, 1967).
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research is done by the Institute of Sociology in Ljubljana,
and focuses on the cultural life of the village, political
participation of the peasants, cohesiveness of the local
1 Q

Communes and cooperation among them.
An interesting project was carried on by Matija
Golob.

Published under the title "Forms of Mutual Cooperation

in the Village," it is as much sociological as it is anthro
pological in its context.

Here is how the author has des

cribed the "new" and the "old" forms of cooperation that he
found to be present in the mountainous villages in Slovenia:
In these villages with many archaic characteristics,
one meets tradition and new forms of economic and
social life which flow from urban and industrial
centers.
In connecting the concrete forms of
cooperation among rural inhabitants the author dif
ferentiates between those which are related to pro
duction and those which imply cultural and recreative
manifestations.
Modern forms of cooperation...realize themselves in
various economic institutions, such as a gricultural
cooperative, forestry-husbandry, road construction
enterprise and a few others...But particularly inter
esting for sociological study of the development of
the village, are the relations of cooperation within
the so-called transitional types of institutions in
which one finds intertwined archaic forms with new
content.
These are the patterns of keeping up common
pasture land, watering places, maintenance and clear
ing of roads, fixing up fences, etc.19

^^Janez Jerovsek, "Contemporary Research of Village
in Slovenia," Sociologija Sel a, II, No. 4, (1964), 55-56.
^^M. Golob, "Form of Mutual Cooperation in Village,"
Sociologija S e l a , V, No. 15, (1967), 29.
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The old forms of cooperation are limited to those
activities which require no more work than a day or so.

For

example a peasant might ask the help of others to pour con
crete, raise the roof when building his house, and the like.
The new forms of cooperation are bigger in size and longer
in time, and involve communal effort, e.g., building electric
power lines, digging ditches, or cutting trees when building
a road.
Some studies dealing with the dynamics of change
have found that lack of electrification and housing have been
the most acute problems of economic life in the Yugoslavian
villages.

In 1940 only 6 percent of the rural households were

electrified.
of Yugoslavia.

By 1963 this percentage rose to 54 for the whole
Slovenia, as one would expect from historical

knowledge, has the highest percentage of its households elec
trified (80 percent) while the Region of Kosovo and Metohia
has the lowest percentage of electrification (14 percent).

20

S^venia was one of the first Yugoslavian territories to be
developed by foreign capital during the long rule of the
Austro-Hungarian empire.
In Dalmatia, sociologists have been engaged in
historical research in order to find reasons for geographical
mobility.

^'^Peter Markovic, "Changes in Rural Housing ConditionsYugoslavia - Period 1900-1960," Sociologija Sela, II, No. 4,
(1964), 3-16.
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Throughout history, people from the sterile moun
tainous villages have moved inland, but the reasons for
migration varied from one historical period to another.
Three migratory tendencies were historically apparent:
(1)

people would move whenever there was extreme
danger of war (1914-1915, 1939-1941),

(2)

when there was an imperialistic occupation
imposed from outside,[e.g., Italian occupation
of Dalmatia in 194^, and,

(3)

during natural disasters Cearthquakes over
Makarska in 1 9 6 ^ ,
After the Second World War, the following types of

migration among the Dalmatian population were found:
(1)

rapid industrialization of other regions attracted
Dalmatians to jobs in industry,

(2)

migration from the historically designated unpro
ductive areas of the sea coast to agricultural
inland.

(3)

veterans from the War who never returned to
homes, but took their families

(4)

to the cities,

cwn
and,

permanent but gradual migration to overseas countries,
This migration, however, from time to time, is slowed
down by legal regulations, either those of the
government or those of the governments of the
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migration-receiving countries.

21

There are some projects carried out in cooperation
with foreign institutes.
Chapter Vfi .

More on this will be said in

Here, attention should be drawn to an Inter

national Symposium which was held in Belgrade on December
20-22, 1966, and dealt with the "Social Systems in Rural
Environment".

The purpose of this meeting was to discuss a

pilot project to be carried out in 14 villages as a co
operative effort between the European Sociological Centre in
Paris, the Sociological Institute of Serbia and the Agrarian
Institute in Zagreb.

The main purpose of this study was to

investigate several hypotheses testing the correlation b e 
tween techno-economic changes and lessening of social ties
among relative.
The pilot project was divided into two phases.
first phase was a general survey of the villages.

The

This work

was done during the months of July and August of 1965.

The

selection of the villages for this phase was based on the
following criteria:

^^In the period 1953-1961, from Croatia only, an
average of 18,000 persons migrated to the overseas countries.
See:
Stipe Suvar, "Interdependence Between Agricultural
Production and Social Mobility in the Adriatic Region of
Yugoslavia," Sociologija Sela . II, No. 4, (1964), 17-39.
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(1)

the degree of integration of the village into
the total population as well as into the national
economy,

(2)

ecological features

(climate, configuration of

the terrain, etc.),
(3)

the type of family and the sustem of relation
among the members of the extended family (cousins,
or other relatives,)

(4)

ethnic and religious differences, and

(5)

the role of tradition in the social life of
the village.
The second phase of the project consisted of the

actual interviewing of the peasants.

This phase was com

pleted in the Fall of 1965 and the data is being studied.
To sum up, the extensive bibliography on rural
sociology and anthropology (see Bibliography) in Yugoslavia
suggests that the Balkan villages, being on the cross-roads
of two cultures, that of the East and that of the West, even
without any socio-political changes, have presented an ideal
object for socio-anthropological studies.

The changes which

have taken place by the controversial collectivisation and
decollectivisation of the farm land made the peculiarity of

Z^For a full account of this project see "Socio
logical Research in Yugoslav Villages," Sociologija Sel a,
III, No. 10, (1965), 66-67; "International Symposium, Social
System in Rural Community," Sociologija Sela, V, No. 15,
(1967), 55.
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of the Balkan villages even more attractive to the social
scientists, particularly to sociologists,^

^^Martin Halpner's The Serbian Village. (New York;
Columbia University Press 1958), is an example.
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CHAPTER V
SOCIOLOGY OF CLASS AND STRATIFICATION

Sociology of stratification is one of the most
interesting areas in Yugoslavian sociology.

Both on the

theoretical level and in empirical research, this branch of
sociology has shown its originality and vigor.

Its origin

ality stems from the particularity of the Yugoslavian soci
alism and inhereted class distinctions in the population.
This structurally heterogenous population is seen through the
presence of distinctively differentiated positions, such as
those of the Supreme Court Justices, unskilled farm labourers
and street sweepers, to mention only a few.

The initiative

for a systematic look into the stratificational aspects of
the Yugoslavian population came from that objective group of
sociologists who were interested in this question of social
t

reality.

Some of these men are:

Slobodan Bosnie, Firdus Dzinic, Radomir L uk i c , Milosav
Janicevic, and others.

Most of them write on social class

in terms other than exclusively those of the Marxian concept.
Vojin Milic

for example

sees

f

Vojin Milic, Mihailo Popovic,

social class

in terms of income,

prestige and power:
The concept of social position is most closely con
nected with the concept of social role.
The social
position of any individual is the result of all his
social roles. His social position is a complex re
sult of all social activity of an individual.
-96-
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Social stratification is a multidimensional phe
nomenon.
But it seems that Income, prestige and
power are its most universal elements.^

Theoretical Considerations Of Stratifications
The discussions on social stratification have as
their background the following questions:
1.

Are there social classes in Yugoslavia today?

2.

If there are social classes, what would these
classes be like?

3.

If there are no social classes, but there are
social stratas only, what strata are these?

4.

What are the factors which determine the

class existence?

^Vojin Milic, "A Conceptual and Hypothetical Frame
for the Study of Social Structure," Sociologija II, No. 2,
(1960), 3-40.
As early as 1956, R. Lukic has written on the notion
of social classes, "Sur La Notion de Class Sociale," Trans
actions of the Third World Congress of Sociology, Vlll, (1956)
199-206; "Exploitation and Social Classes," Nasa Stvarnost,
No. 7-8, (1958); Oleg Mandic, Classes, Caste, and Social
Stratums, (Klase, Kaste i Stelezi), (Beograd;
Rad, 1957).
For other views on social stratification, see
"Social Structure of the Yugoslav Society," a summary of the
discussion held in Belgrade on No. 12 and 13, 1962, in
Socioloski Pregled, No. 2, (1962), 103-143.
For further breakdown of different conceptual works
on social stratification see:
Ilija Stanojcic and D. Draskovic,
"Some Results in the Investigation of Social Structure of
Yugoslav Society," Sociologija IX, No. 3-4, (1967), 61-67.
Z. Vidakovic, "The Development of Working Class and
the Revolutionary Tradition from Class to Classless Society,"
Sociologija IX, No. 3-4, (1967), 13-23.
R. Lukic, "The Problems of Humanization of Social
Relation in Socialism," Sociologija IX, No. 3-4, (1967).
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5.

Are these factors still found in Yugoslavia today?

6.

On the basis of the class-determining factors
which of the following would be true:
a) In Yugoslavia the social classes are disappearing,
b) Yugoslavia is faced with the problem of classappearance,
c) There are no classes in Yugoslavia today but only
certain strata which resemble, in a way, a classtype society,
d) Slowly but surely Yugoslavia is liquidating the
remnants of the old class-society and will
eventually one day become a classless society.

The freedom which the Yugoslavs have in this free-floating
meditation and utilization of the Western thought in the
analysis of social class, desires careful attention.

This is

because in the writings on social stratification in Yugoslavia,
the mixing of the Marxist and non-Marxist is so apparent, and
yet difficult fo clearly discern.

Only careful analysis can

bring out the distinction between these mixings.
fol l o w i n g s e c t i o n we

In the

shall present some of the Y u g o s l a v i a n

names which vividly represent the extremes within the
brand of Marxismo
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-99When reviewing the works by the Yugoslavian soci
ologists on social stratification one readily gets an imp
ression that the Yugoslavs are caught in a dilemma whenever
they write on social class.
basic groups of sociologists.
or Marxists-"revisionists".
at least undeclared.

This dilemma stems from the two
They are either "true" Marxists
Any others are "non-existant" or

The first group does not allow many

external influences on their ideologically determined position.
These men are:

Ziherl, Pecujlic, Kosanovic and Goricar.

The

other group, though respectful toward the Marxian notion on
social class, writes in a more sophisticated manner.

These

sociologists, for example, neither deny the validity of the
Marxian view on class, nor do they stick to it firmly.

They

somehow build up their theory of the class in the contemporary
social experience in Yugoslavia, and hence could be called
"revisionist".

Quite often their original interpretation of

the phenomena from their county resembles the views on the
social class from the Western countries.
group are:

Noticed in this

S. Bosnie, R. Lukic, M. Popovic and Rudi Supek.

In the search for answers to the above questions, it
was imperative to start the theoretical work with a historical
review of the different concepts of social class.

To the

Yugoslavs among the most important concepts was, of course,
that of Karl Marx.

Marx saw class through the economic
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relationship, i.e., as the basic aspect of ownership of the
means of production.

If the means of production belong to

private individuals then these will take advantage of other
people's labour (economic values) and therefore they are
called exploiters.
or proletarians.

Those who sell their labour are exploited
This is the basic notion of class by Marx.

After World War II, through the nationalization of
private ownership of the means of producucror;, the economic
relation of the class-type as defined by Marx, would have
disappeared in Yugoslavia.

If Marx's notion of social class

was the only determinant factor it would look as if there
are no classes in present day Yugoslavia.

Not to be misled

by the application of this criterion to their case, the
Yugoslavian sociologists proposed a thorough study of
and stratification.

class

What is peculiar, is the fact that some

of the "twentieth century Marxists" or "modern Marxists"
(the revisionists) know to manipulate all those criteria,
according to which social class has been defined in the West,
and adapt these criteria to the Yugoslavian situation, and
hence make

them almost original.

These sociologists think

that a study of social stratification should include, beside
the question of ownership of the means of production, the
following elements as well;

social role, social position,

types of social institutions in which individuals occupy
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their positions, the laws responsible for any change of
social structure, hierarchical arrangement of social occu
pations, types and positions of the work groups in work
situation, etc.

Social Class Defined
Misroslav Pecujlic has proposed the following
characteristics of the social classes:
1.

2

Classes are large social groupings which are re
cognized by their specific place in a particular
system of social production.

This is to say that

classes are recognizable according to their re
lation to the means of production.
2.

Classes pursue different and opposite political
iterests.

3.

Each class must have its own class-consiousness.

4.

Classes are irreconcilable, conflicting groups.

5.

Classes have their lawful tendency toward strati
fication.
Peculjic's definition of social classes through their

characteristics is typically Marxian in kind.

It includes the

notions of ownership, class antagonism, class consciousness,

^M. Pecujlic", "Theoretical Framework of Study of
Class Changes in Socialism" Sociologija VIII, No. 1-2, (1966),
5-27.
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etc.

In order to contrast definition with some more original,

contemporary notions of social class, we need to bring in
Lukic*s definition of social class, which is based on obser
vation of the present-day Yugoslavian society.

Lukid states:

In order to answer the question whether classes exist
in our present-day society, it is necessary, first of
all, to define in a precise manner the meaning of the
term "social class" and to examine whether such group
ings, as we have determined them, do or do not exist
in our society.
I propose denoting the two groups that
exist in every exploiting society - the grouping of ex
ploiters and the grouping of the exploited by the term
"social class".
In order to make such a definition of
the concept of social class quite clear, it is necessary
to define more closely the concept of exploitation.
This time I am not going to deal in detail with the
classical concept of exploitation but with a new concept
of exploitation, which is far more significant for the
contemporary society as a whole and out socialist soci
ety in particular.
Popularly, exploitation is said to
be every unjustifiable appropriation of someone else's
surplus of labour, including exploitation in the classi
cal form, i.e., when the owner of the means of production
appropriates the surplus of labour (or value) of a work
er who works with these means of production.
This ques
tion is especially significant in our society, in view of
the distribution according to work.
The basic principle of socialism is distribution accord
ing to work, and this means that work or the product of
work has its value and that the distribution of social
product is to be effected according to the value of the
product of every participant in production.
If in dis
tribution he received more than the value of his product,
it means that he has unjustifiable appropriated part of
someone else's

layout.

This

appropriation obviously

differs from the one effected by a private owner of the
means of production, so that I draw a distinction between
the two kinds of exploitation - the classical one and the
new "socialist" one.
I consider that there exist groupings of unskilled manual
workers, unemployed, poor peasants and the like who are
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exploited by highly skilled workers, primarily intellec
tuals, and especially by the high political and economic
bureaucracy, as well as by speculators...I am of
the opinion that only the first one results in the form
ing of social classes and in class struggle whereas the
second one can lead to this only exceptionally,^
Lukid is aware that only empirical research can prove whether
the "class type groupings" exist in Yugoslavia today and
hypothesizes the existence of these groups in this way:
As I have already said, in our society there exist
classes formed as a result of exploitation in the
classical sense, i.e. exploitation by private own
ers of the means of production of workers employed
by them in those spheres of economy where such owner
ship and such employment still exist.
However, in
our country, class differences between these two
classical classes are not great, because of limited
private ownership and the legal protection of
workers.4
As these "in the classical sense" classes are still encoun
tered in Yugoslavia, so there are also those socialist pro
duced classes.
The study of the question of the existence of classes
in another sense, caused by a new kind of "socialist"
exploitation is much more complex.
Therefore, I feel
that the term "class" can be used only for denoting
those groupings which are relatively constant and
which, therefore, lead to the creation of a definite
consciousness which clearly differentiates between,
and opposes "us" to "them"....

^R. Lukic, "Social Classes and Our Present-day Society",
Sociologija, VIII, No. 1-2, (1966), 54-55.
'^Ibid. , p. 55.
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-104One of the most urgent tasks of our sociology is to
ascertain the actual position of these groupings
that we call classes....5
According to Lukic, the class groupings in Yugoslavia would
include:

farmers, craftsmen, workers, trade and catering

workers, intellectuals, and bureaucracy.

Bureaucracy in

cludes professional politicians and economic leaders.

To

the above Lukic would add the speculators and declassed
elements

[ex-politicians like Djilas, Rankovic or some of

the pre-war political elite]].

Each group which is constit

uted from one of the above categories will have its character
istic style of behaviour.

Its members would "mutually main

tain close connection...share the same ideology...have the
same social position."^
In other words, the properties of these groups des
cribed here resemble Marx's theory of social class:
ness, consciousness, and L. Waren's style of life.

close
If we ex 

clude Karl Marx's principal characteristic of social class,
private ownership, then we can say that all other character
istics of a social class are found in these groups in
Yugoslavia.

Lukic, as we have seen, has developed a very inter
esting theory of so-called "socialist exploitation" which is

^R. Lukic, "Social Classes and Our Present-day
Society." Sociologija VIII. No. 1-2, (1966), 55.
^Lukic', o£_. cit. . p. 55.
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manifested in the unequal wage

distribution between

those who have directly earned the money and
indirectly enjoy other people's

labour.

those who

As examples of

these Lukic mentions bureaucracy, highly skilled occupa
tions, political functionaries and the like, all asking
advantages over the production labourers.

This type of

exploitation is seen in a case of higher skilled workers
and unskilled labour.

Where the former group earns pro

portionally higher wages than the latter.

We also see

that this exploitation exists in the unfair treatment of
some individuals when these are compared to their fellow
"experts" from

the same occupational category

j]e.g.,

medical doctors in the Army, chemists in the military insti
tutes, TV stars, etc.J,

Another example of the socialist

exploitation could be seen in the unfair system of awards
for the farmers' labour.
very often sealed by

The prices from their products are

the Government.

This also is true for

some of the industrial products.
Because of this type of exploitation there arises
basic social differentiation.

This differentiation in turn

becomes groups or class stratification.

Lukic concludes his

thesis on stratification in Yugoslavia by saying that he has
called these groupings "social classes", since they exercise
a prevailing influence upon the course of development of our
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1

society .

Mihajlo Popovic gives a negative answer to the
question "Are there classes in Socialism?" if the answer is
sought in terms of the Marxian definition of class.

Logically

the answer is that there are no classes because "social
stratification does not rest upon private property and ex
ploitation of the labour".®

However, if we perceive the class

through social roles and social positions then, Popovic
suggests, we have three kinds of strata in a socialist
society.

These are:
1.

The stratum of high political and economic
leaders,

2.

The median strata of lower and "small" leaders,
various professions like engineers, doctors,
professors, administrative officials, and
finally,

3.

The stratum of direct producers - workers.

The differences among these strata "do not rest on
property over the means of production but on various roles

^R. Lukic, o£. c i t . , p. 55.
®M. Popovic, "A Theoretical-Hypothetical Framework
for the Study of the Stratification Structure of a Socialist
Society." Sociologija VIII. No. 1-2, (1966), 26-43.
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they play within the social division of work.

Popovic'

then explains his scheme of four basic dimensions of every
social activity:
a) technological - instrumental, i.e., the means with
which it is carried out, b) dimension of the division
of activities, including division of work, c) division
(distribution) of social power, i.e., an unequal possi
bility of participation in decision-making on what work
will be done and how will the distribution of products
of activities be carried out and d) value normative
dimension, i.e., values and norms that orientate and
regulate social activity.
To each dimension of activity
corresponds a definite kind of social relation; to the
first dimension - the technological relationship of
people towards the means of activity; to the second
dimension - the relations among various professions or
relations of social division of work in general ; to the
third dimension - the relations between those who govern
and those governed; and finally, to the fourth dimension
- the relations among people to the fourth dimension the relations among people of different ideologies and
among different ideological organizations.10
The concepts of groups, strata and classes are explained in
terms of the "dimension of the division of activities":
Social groups appear as a part of the horizontal
differentiation of the social structure, i.e., on the
basis of an objective need for uniting those perform
ing the same or complementary roles.
The results of
a vertical differentiation are strata in the broadest
sense (e.g., hierarchical arrangement of occupations)
which are defined as social groupings that occupy the
same or a similar position (status) in the system of
d i s t r i b u t i o n of social power, m a t e r i a l

and other

values and social prestige.
The strata in a broader
sense appear as classes, castes, estates or in some

Popovic^, "A Theoretical-Hypothetical Framework
for the Study of the Stratification Structure of a Socialist
Society," Sociologija VIII, No. 1-2, (1966),
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other form.
Classes are defined as big social strata
that differ in that some are the owners of the means
of production and others only the owners of their
labour force, but what they have in common is that they
are personally (legally) free so that those not owning
the means of production are only economically forced
to sell their own form of labour to others possessing
these means and are thus exploited by t h e m . H

Zoran Vidakovic, on the other hand, does not see
social stratification in Yugoslavia through the strata levels
only, as it is the case with Popovi<f.

Vidakovic is under the

opinion that in Yugoslavia we have cases where the class is
disappearing rather than

d e v e l o p i n g .

This man then stresses

that division of labour is one of the essential character
istics of the socialist stratification, along with those
characteristics based on property-ownership which are class
remnants, and are eventually disappearing.

Vidakovic sum

marizes the class situation in Yugoslavia today as follows:
Since the possibility of formation of antagonistic
property relations, on the basis of which some com
plexes of significant social differences could be
transformed into a class division of society, has
been eliminated, the centre of the reproduction of
these social differences shifts from property re
lations towards the division of labour which, in the
absence of an intermediate factor - class property cannot r e s t o r e a class d i v i s i o n of the society.
But

Popovic, "A Theoretical-Hypothetical Framework
for the Study of the Stratification Structure of a Socialist
Society," Sociologija VIII. No. 1-2, (1966), p. 42.
l^Zoran Vidakovic', "Contribution to the Theoretical
Approach to the Investigation of Relationship Between the
Division of Labour and Class Structure in the Present-day
Yugoslav Society," Sociologija VIII, No. 1-2, (1966), 57-73.
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as the division of labour still contains some of the
essential characteristics formed in the society of
capital and hired labour, from the class nature of this
phenomenon there arises a tendency towards social
structuring with limited class characteristics.
All
more important features of social stratification in
the present-day Yugoslav society arise from the elements
of a class division of labour and social differences
formed in this way render possible the reproduction of
specific aspects of division of labour inherent in a
class society.
The re-establishment of such character
istics of the division of labour is linked with the
reproduction of some elements of wage relationships and
power over labour.13

Since the division of labour has been labelled as
"responsible" for class-type groupings in Socialist Yugoslavia,
let us for a moment return to M. Pecujlic*s explanation of
"class-groupings."
Pedujlicf sees three types of social groupings:
1.

Class-groupings

2.

Bureaucratic groupings

3.

Social-professional groupings and selfmanaging structure of society.1^

1.

Class Groupings
Pecujlic suggests that the existential type of social

division which appears in the sphere of material production

Zoran Vidakovic, "Contribution to the Theoretical
Approach to the Investigation of Relationship Between the
Division of Labour and Class Structure in the Present-day
Yugoslav Society," Sociologija VIII, No. 1-2, (1966) p.
Pecujlic, o£. cit . , 23-25.
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(a) Private monopoly over the means of production.
(b) The assigning of the managerial functions on the
grounds of ownership of the means of production
(e.g., shareholder participation in choosing the
board of directors, and
(c) Unequal

the like).

distribution of the earned capital

(discrepancy between those who work with their
hands and those who

'work' with their money).

Pecujlic' further suggests that stemming from the different
positions in the economic structure we have diverse positions
in the political-power-structure and the rise of class in
terests.

These,

however, are of secondary nature since they

primarily depend

on the economic structure of society. From

these positions, both economic and political, we have various
class outlooks such as class identification, pshychology and
ideology.
ship.

The latter in turn have an effect on class relation

Pecujlic describes these effects in this way:

Consequently, classes in essence, represent conflicting
social groups; banners of sharp conflict which actually
is the motivating force of the changes of global social
system....
Class struggle, in particular, comprises a
component part of the definition of classes.
Neverthe
less, all these elements are of secondary nature, since
they have sprung up from private ownership over the
means of production, management of people and exploit
ation.

Ped’ujlic'", ££. cit . , p. 24.
iGlbid., p. 25.
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2.

Bureaucratie Group
This type of social group developed when "the

abolition of private ownership over the means of production
and its transformation into state ownership" took place in
the Yugoslavian e c o n o m y . B u r e a u c r a c y is seen as a specific
strata and described by Pecujlic much along the lines of R.
Michael.

Thus:

Bureaucracy constitutes a system of basic social
relationships which is characterized by the fact
that a specific strata -' estranged from the direct
producers - is in charge of the fundamental social
activities and is managing the people.
The monoply
of management becomes a specialization, a profess
ion of a distinct social group comprising the follow
ing components:
(1) Monopoly over the management of
state property.
(2) The monopoly over the right to
dispose, on behalf of the society, with newly created
values.
(3) Monopoly over political-decision making,
determining the position of a portion of a social
whole.
(4) The section of managers emerges out of
the ruling class, gaining greater independence in
the process, greater assertion and protection of its
own interests.!®

3.

Social-Professional Group and
Self-managing Structure of Society
The principal features of this type of group are:
(a) The authority of management is transformed from
management over the people to management ever the

^^M. Pecujlic] o£. £ U . , p. 25.
18
Ibid.. . p. 25; How bureaucracy can become a new class
by having the control over the means of production, as it is
experienced in Eastern Europe, see M. Djilas, "The New Class,"
in The New Class (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger, 1966),
37-103, or see also Rizzi, Burnham, etc.
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the people to management over the technical pro
cesses.

Because of this transformation of auth

ority new social relationships are established in
industry.
(b) The functions of management are reduced to technical
aspects because the workers' councils have assumed
the manager's role.
(c) It is between the bureaucratic and socio-professional
(self-managing) type of social grouping that there
lies the transitory stage of the first into the
, 19
second.

After having analyzed the three basic types of groups
(stratas), Pecujlic recognizes the fact that social conflicts
are possible because all basic cells of a society are not
harmonic organisms without conflict.
Other sociologists differ from Pecujlic in many
regards.

Zdravko Mlinar for example in his article "The

Integrative or Disintegrative Role of Social Differentiation"

20

says that there is always a danger that vertical social differ
entiation can become a closed system of social stratification
primarily because of the following reasons:

^^Pecujlic'', jO£. cit. , p. 26.

20

Z. Mlinar, "The Integrative or Disintegrative Role
of Social Differentiation," Sociologija VIII, No. 1-2,(1966),
83-85.
------- ----
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(a) Among a definite number of individuals certain
differences are necessary, formed, no matter whether
we start from the individuals and their inherent
abilities and activities or from the model of a nec
essary functional partition of the society and appro
priate specialization.
(b) Individuals do not mutually differ on the basis
of only one but of several criteria. Here the results
of numerous empirical investigations have shown that
there regularly occurs a cumulation of polarized
structural and different functional characteristics
with those who can be termed as the "higher" gathered
on one side and the various "lower" on the other.
(c) In addition to the afore-mentioned, we are parti
cularly interested to see what are the aspirations
(need-motivations) of citizens grouped at the lowest
steps of the vertical ladder of a society or group.
(d) Finally, there is an invisible stratification
which cuts across the whole society.
Namely, in
dividuals - who are actually different from others,
not only in the light of one but of several criteria have begun to associate closely in accordance with
the principle of social homophily; the equal with the
equal.
No matter whether relations of friendship,
kinship or legal relations are involved, one notices
in all cases a tendency of various strata to close the
themselves up, so that, for instance, individuals
enjoying the highest prestige associate mainly with
their equals and conversely, those with the lowest
prestige (the lower incomes, the lowest education, etc.)
close themselves up into the stratum of the "lowest"
etc.21

Some Yugoslavian sociologists have paid much attention
to the social roles and the types of economic activity when
they write about social class.

Some of these make two basic

distinctions in economic activity:
sector of the socialist economy.

Private sector and the
One of these is Slobodan

2!z. Mlinar, "The Integrative or Disintegrative Role
of Social Differentiation," Sociologija VIII, No. 1-2, (1966),
84.
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Bosnic]

Slobodan Bosnie bases his analysis of social
stratification on the following elements:
a. ownership of the means of production
b. type of economic activity
c. degree of specialization
d. degree of economic activity
On the basis of the above scheme Bosnie divides the
Yugoslavian population into two principal groups:

(A) Popu

lation with collective control over the means of production,
(B) Population with private control over the means of pro
duction.

Each of these is broken down further as follows:

A. Population with collective control over the means of
production.
I.

Production (e.g.,

industrial manufacturing)

(1) highly skilled labour
(2) unskilled labour
II.

Economic services

(e.g., bakeries, laundries,

barber shops, etc.)
(1) h i g h l y sk il l e d and skil l e d labour

(2) semi-skilled labour
(3) unskilled labour
III.

Unproductive sector of economy (e.g., govern
mental administration)
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(1) people with assigned functions

(e.g.,

bureaucrats and political heads)
(2) highly skilled and skilled workers

(e.g.,

administrators with or without proper
schooling)
(3) workers with a low degree of skills

(e.g.,

auxiliary help)
B.

Population with private means of production,
I.

Production
(1) peasants - hiring the workers
(2) peasants - doing their own labour
(3) agricultural free labourers

II

Service Industry
(1) artisans - owners of the means of production
(2) hired labourers

III.

Non-productive sector of economy
1,
2.

people of free occupation-intellectuals
people of no occupation and free (unemployed)
manual workers.

IV.

People with no activity but supported by the state,
for example, veterans, pensioners, disabled,
unemployed, etc.
From the aforesaid, it is clear that sociology of

stratification has been receiving much attention in Yugoslavia.
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Thus the answers to most of the questions asked about social
classes
1.

in Yugoslavia can be summarized as follows:
Some social classes in

Yugoslavia do exist as the

remnants of the old class system (from capitalist
Yugoslavia, which existed until 1941.)

These

classes result from the fact that there are still
some private owners of

shops, service industries,

and agricultural land, who by this virtue have
maintained a class-type relationship with hiredlabour.
2.

There are social groups deriving from occupational
categories which do, in many instances, resemble
classes in the capitalist societies.

But because

of the system of collective ownership of the means
of production on which Yugoslavs make a strong
emphasis, they would not say that these social
groupings constitute in themselves social, classes,
and yet they are the subject of intensive discussion
and study as if they were social classes.
3.

Most theories so far developed in Yugoslavia ask for
empirical verification of these critical questions:
(1)

if there are those remnant classes in Yugoslavia

today, are these classes gradually disappearing or
re-generating?
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(2)

Are the occupational groupings becoming more

and more distinctive in their outlook so as to act
in a way as the social classes act in other
societies?
To most of the questions pertaining to vertical diff
erentiation and class positions in Yugoslavia, the answers are
still to be found in the future empirical research in this
field.

However, many substantial projects have been completed

and have produced valuable findings.

Empirical Work On Social
Stratification In Yugoslavia
The first empirical work on social stratification
in Yugoslavia was organized by the Social Science Institute
in Belgrade.

The sample for this study was a group of 5,012

workers selected from 2,600,000 employees who were working
for 255 industries.

The theoretical formulation of the class

definition was historical-materialistic in its character. ^2
This study used subjective approach in testing the acceptance
of the working-class status among the industrial workers.

^^See I. Stanojcic and D. Draskovic, "Some Results in
The Investigations of Social Structure At Yugoslav Society,"
Sociologija IX, No. 3-4, (1967), 61-69.
For the first empiri
cal project having the sample of 5,012 workers see:
Aleksandar
Todorovic, "The Social Consciousness of Workers and the ClassIdentification," Sociologija VII, No. 3, (1965), 105-121,
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Table 7 shows the answers to the question:

that you are a worker?"

"Are you satisfied

The workers had to choose one of the

six listed answers:
1. very satisfied
2. generally satisfied
3. indifferent
4. generally unsatisfied
5. quite unsatisfied
6. d o n 't know
41.2 percent of highly skilled tradesmen were "very satisfied"
with their class status.

Less satisfaction is found among

skilled workers with 22,5 percent being "very satisfied";
19.4 percent of the semi-skilled showed the same degree of
satisfaction, while only 15.8 percent of the unskilled workers
were "very satisfied" with their social position.

As it is

evident that degree of satisfaction with the w o r ke r’s status
decreases with the lesser degree of qualification.
By age groups the degree of satisfaction with one's
status progresses with aging;
19 years

20-24 years
25-29 years
30-34 years

"very s a t i s f i e d "

- 10.18%

ofage "very satisfied"
ofage "very satisfied"
ofage "very satisfied"

of age

- 10,18%
- 18.7%
- 24.3%

Z^Todorovic, o£. c i t . , p. 113.
About intellectuals in Yugoslavia, see Rade Aleksic,
"Intellectuals in Yugoslav Society," Sociologija VI, No. 1-2,
(1964), 115-134.
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When another group of 483 workers were asked how
satisfied they were with their working class status, 425 or
88 percent replied positively.

However, when the same people

were asked what would they like their children to be, 412 or
85.5 percent wished that their children be white-collar workers
only 25 or 5.2 percent wished their children to be workers and
only 6 or 1.24 percent declared that they would like to see
2^
their youngsters go into farming.
Another project was carried by the Central Council of
the Syndicate in the Republic of Croatia in 1959.
pose of this project was

to measure the workers'

25

The pur

satisfaction

with their work position and to see how do workers perceive
social mobility in general.

The sample was made of 6,562

employees from all over the Republic of Croatia,
4,711 men and 1,138 women in the sample.

On the question;

"Are you satisfied with the work that you do?"
answered positively.
than men (85,7%).

There were

82.9 percent

The women are a little more satisfied

The younger workers up to the age of 25

are least satisfied (78.7%).
On the question
job in this firm?", 54.4

"Do you expect to get a better paid
percent expressed their

optimism for

^Slilos Ilic, "Some Results of the Inquiry 'Social
Structure and Mobility of the Working Class of Yugoslavia',"
Sociologija II. No. 2, (1960), 137-148.
^^Josip £upanov, "An Inquiry Into the Attitudes of
Workers," Sociologija II. No. 1, (i960), 114-124.
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such a promotion,

VIhen the employees were asked

what makes

one move upward from the present job position 36.8 percent
replied that it is only possible if one extends his level of
education; for ]2,9 percent mobility is possible through one's
participation in the workers' council, and 12.6 percent think
that membership in the League of Communists can be instrument
al for people looking forward to mobility.
In the same year, 1959, a sociological survey was
made among the students in a voluntary youth-work camp.

27

The

students were asked to rank 36 different occupations accord
ing to the social importance and prestige of these occupations.
The ranking was made on a 5 point scale.

Number 1 on the

scale was

the highest possible ranking for any occupational

category,

and the number

5 was the lowest ranking point on

the scale.
The following professions were ranked highest by
male students according to their social importance:
(1.6%), professors

(and high-school teachers)

rial skilled workers
enterprises

(2.2%), colonels

(2.5%)....

engineers

(1.6%), indust

(2.3%), managers of

The lowest scoring received porters

(3.8%) and football players with the same scoring as porters.

26
Workers,"

^

Jos ip Zupanov, "An Inquiry into the Attitudes of
Sociologyja II, No. 3-4, (1960), p. 116.

2^Krsto Kilibarda, "Social Importance and Social
Prestige of Workers According to the Appreciation of Intell
ectual Youth," Sociologija III, No. 1, (1961), 79-88.
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According to the social prestige the following
scoring was obtained:

engineers

(1.7%), professors

high-school teachers)(2.1%), colonels
enterprises

(2.4%), football players

(includes

(2.1%), managers of
(2.5%)...and the least

scoring was given to the porters.

TABLE 3
RANKING OF THE OCCUPATIONS BY THE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS^

Male - students

N=308
By Social
Importance

Football Players
Managers of Enterprises
Professors (and High-school Teachers)
Industrial skilled workers
Industrial unskilled workers
Engineers
Porters
Colonels
Peasant-land owners

By Social
Prestige

3.81
2.54
1.64
2.18
2.80
1.63
3.81
2.25
3.81

2.51
2.36
2.05
2.81
3.62
1.68
4.52
2.08
3.85

a -Krsto Kilibarda, "Social Importance and Social Prestige of
Workers According to the Appreciation of Intellectual Youth",
Sociologija, III, No. 1 (1961), 81.

For the answer on the question "According to what
criteria do you judge people?"

2R

the students had to choose

from the following list of criteria:

social background, wealth

work, physical appearance, intelligence, political affiliation,
po

Krsto Kilibarda, "The Intellectual Youth on the Value
Criteria of Men," Sociologija II, No. 3-4, (1960), 89-100.
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character, success, and social position.

The students have

indicated that they most appreciate one's work and then
character.

Wealth received very little attention (0.02%).

TABLE 4
HOW AND ON \aJHAT CRITERIA DO YUGOSLAV STUDENTS JUDGE PEOPLE?^
U n i V e r s i t y
M a l e
From
Peasants'
Background
N= 137
Social background
Wealth
Work
Success in life
Physical features
Manners
Intelligence
Political affiliation
Social position
Character

From
W o rk er s'
Background
N= 61

St

From
Clerical
Families
N= 97

u d e n t s
Female

N= 92

0 .1%
-

35 %
1 0 .2%
-

9 .5%
1.5%
-

3 3 .6%

_
-

36 %
-

0.01%
1 3 .2%
-

-

2 9 .5%

-

38%
-

0 .02 %
1 8 .5%
6 .5%

-

1 4 .5%
0 .9%
-

37. 0%

-

19.5%
-

0 .9%
4 2 .4 %

a - Krsto Kilibarda, "The Intellectual Youth on the Value
Criteria of Men", Socioloeiia, II, No. 3-4 (1960), 89-100

The students were then asked to answer on what criteria does
Yugoslavian society judge people in general.

Work, social

position, character and wealth were taken as most important
indicators for social reputation.
When the students had to point out the criteria
according to which Yugoslavian society in general judges peo
ple, we see that social position and wealth score almost as
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-123TABLE 5
ON WHAT CRITERIA DOES YUGOSLAVIAN SOCIETY JUDGE PEOPLE*
(University Students ' View)
S t u d e n t s

M a l e
From
Peasants'
Families

From
W o rk er s’
Families

35.8%

29.4%

43.5%

29.4%

19.0
14.6
11.7
4.4

11.5
11.5
10.0
10.0

15.5
11.3
10.3
8.3

17.4
13.0
12.0
8.7

Work
Social
position
Character
Wealth
Success

a -

Female
From
Clerical
Families

Krsto Kilibarda, "The Intellectual Youth on the Value
Criterai of Men", Sociologija, II, No. 3-4, (1960), p. 94.

high as work and character.

This indicates that idealistic

youth differs from the rest of the society by almost neglect
ing these two elements:

wealth and social prestige.

When the students were asked which of the m a n 's virtu
es do they appreciate most, modesty, honesty and stoicism have
received the highest scoring.

29

In interpreting the data in Table 6 the researcher
Kilibarda has explained that Yugoslavian students have shown
"a socialist maturity" by appreciating those virtues of which
their society has taught them during the period of building
socialism, namely modesty, honesty and acceptance of hardship.

29susnic,

0 £.

cit., p. 76-77.
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MAN'S VIRTUES WHICH ARE HIGHLY APPRECIATED
YUGOSLAV UNIVERSITY STUDENTS*
S t u d e n t s
M a l e
From
Peasants'
Families
N= 137
Intelligence
Bravery
Stoicism
Modesty
Faithfulness
Honesty

11.0%
7.3
24.0
58.0
9.5
4.4

From
W o r ke rs '
Families
N= 61
14.7%
6.5
21.0
41.0
11.5

Female
From
Clerical
Families
N= 97

N-= 92

21.3%
9.3
27.8
40.0
9.3
6.2

19.6%
4.4
20.0
34.9
15.2

...
a- Krsto Kilibarda, "The Intellectual Youth On the Value
Criteria of Men", Sociologija, II, No. 3-4 (1960), p. 92

Since the purpose of this review of this branch of
sociology is not to give full details, but rather to sum
marize the various theoretical frameworks developed so far,
it is not possible to go into more empirical cases of social
stratification.

One should, however, bear in mind that

empirical projects are just being announced, and in the next
two to three years we shall be able to see more facts from
this fascinating area of social stratification under MarxistSocialistic conditions.
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CHAPTER VI
INDUSTRIAL SOCIOLOGY

An outline for the scope of this branch of sociology
in Yugoslavia was suggested by Rudi Supek at the Sociological
meeting held in Belgrade on March 27 and 29, 1959.^

^M. Illic and M. Gluscevic, "Meeting of the Soci
ologists in the Institute of the Social Sciences," Sociologija
I, No. 1, (1959), 124-140.
For theoretical formulations of this discipline see:
Illija Stanoj^fid, "On the Notion of the Object of Sociology of
Work," Sociologija III, No. 2-3, (1961), 32-41;
For compara
tive views on the SeIf-Management in Yugoslavian economy see:
Drago Jezernik, "Yugoslav Workers' Council as Seen by an
American Sociologist," Sociologija III, No. 3-4, (1961), 176182,
this is an evolution of the Jlri Kalaja's article "A
Yugoslav Workers' Council," Human Relations (1961), 27-31;
Later Kolaja published the book based on the same research:
Workers' Council:
The Yugoslav Experience (New York:
Praeger,
1966).
Ante Fijamengo, "The Self-Government and Socialism",
Sociologija VII. No. 2, (1965), 91-115.
R. Supek, "The Problem of Social SeIf-Management in
the Field of Culture," Ibid.. 115-116.
R. Pavicevid,
Ibid., 135-147.

"Two Concepts of Self-Management,"

For an overall view on the Workers' Councils in Yugo
slavia, the following works should be consulted:
Mika Spiljak
(Currently the Prime Minister of Yugoslavia), "Ten Years of
Workers' SeIf-Management," Sociologija III, No. 1, (1961), 3-10;
A. Deleon and L j . Mijatovic, Congress of W orke rs ' Council of
Yugoslavia (Beograd:
Rad, 1957); Stane KavSic, Ten Years of
W o r ke rs ' Council (Beograd: Kultura, 1960); Benjamin Ward,
"Workers' Management in Yugoslavia," The Journal of Political
Economy . LXV, (Oct. 1957), 373-386 and compare it with the com
ment made by:
B. Horvat and V. Ra&kovic, "Workers' Management
in Yugoslavia:
A Comment" The Journal of Political Economy,
LXVII, No. 2, (1959), 194-199.
-126-
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From this suggestion it appears that one of the principal
aims of this discipline is the study of the system of work
ers ' councils in industry, and its effect on the general
socio-economic structure of Yugoslavian society.
The system of self-government in all spheres of
community life in Yugoslavia was introduced in 1950.

This

happened two years after Yugoslavia was expelled by Stalin
from the Eastern European community under a suspicion of
being "pro-Western".

After being isolated from the rest of

the communist countries, Yugoslavia waged a counter-propaganda
battle in self-defence.
aspects of life.

The new reforms were initiated in all

Among the changes, the process of economic

decentralization began by discharging the central planning
and management of economy to the local units, which inclu
ded the direct producers - the workers.

However, the giving

of such an important task to the workers was impossible with
out establishing a system of local management.
was found in the formation of Workers' Councils.

The solution
Soon after

According to the law, the Workers' Council is the
highest body of enterprise management.
It may have from 15
to 120 members.
The number of members is fixed by Statute
according to the size of the enterprise.
The term of office
of the Workers' Council is one year. The elections are held
at the beginning of every year but not later than the end of
April.
The list of the candidates may be submitted by the
Trade Union organization or by any group of one-tenth of the
total number of the workers and the employed of the enter
prise.
Both, partial and complete lists may be put forward.
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the Workers' Councils were constitutionalized, they became
established rapidly not only in industry but also in various

Workers directly engaged in production and the office staff,
technical staff, workers engaged in auxiliary activities, etc.,
must be proportionally represented on the Workers' Council.
The elections to the W o r k e r s ' Councils are effected on the
basis of general, equal and direct suffrage and by secret
ballot.
The candidates that obtain the largest number of
votes are elected irrespective of the list on which they run.
...At its meeting the Worker's Council determines the econo
mic policy of the enterprise, the organization and the regul
ation of the internal relations in the enterprise.
The scope
of competence of the Wor k er s' Council includes the following
affairs:...the draft of the enterprise statute, rules and
regulations, the draft of the rules on labor relations and
other internal rules of the enterprise; approval of the annual
economic plan and financial report:
management of fixed assets,
investment loans and supplementary working assets; approval of
periodical reports of total income ; deliberation of the wor k
ers and the.various enterprise funds; settlement of more imp
ortant organizational problems; election of enterprise rep
resentatives to the trade chambers and other representative
bodies, and the deliberation of the other matters that belong
to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Work er s' Council under
the general rules and regulations.
The Management Board is an executive body chosen by the W o r ke rs '
Council and is responsible to it. The Management Board is in
a sense the executive arm of the W o r k e r s ' Council that elects
it and supervises its work.
So far we have mentioned only the
status of the Workers' Councils and the Management Board.
The
role of Director should also be briefly described.
The Director is appointed by the Municipal Peoples' Committee
on the recommendation of a special commission; one half of
the commission are named by the Workers' Council of the enter
prise and the other half by the Municipal Peoples' Committee.
The Commission invites applications to the vacant post of
Director, and recommends the most suitable candidate to the
Peoples' Committee.
Besides representing the enterprise before the Governmental
institutions, the Director is also responsible for the
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community activities, such as education, culture, public
health, and the like.^
Industrial sociology in Yugoslavia stresses this
area as its main area of study, on the basis of the general
importance placed so far on this sytem of management by the
Government of Yugoslavia.

The government is justifying the

existence of the Workers' Councils in the following manner:
1.

Self management in industry is the best system for
implementing Marx's motto:

2.

"Factories to workers",

If a decentralization of the state power is to be
achieved, then the Workers' Councils should be the
new institutions which will receive the power from
the Central Government.

Especially this should be

so in the area of planning, wage distribution,
management and so on.

functional aspects of the enterprise. Reorganizes the pro
duction process and manages the activities of the W o r k e r s '
Council and of the Management Board.
The Director also sees
that activities of the enterprise are in accordance with the
legislative prescriptions.
Briefly:
it is both his right
and duty to withhold the execution of decision then a Peoples'
Committee shall deliberate.
The Director is a member of the Management Board by the virtue
of his position (ex-officio) and is on an equal footing with
the other members of the Board.
The above description is taken from The Development of SelfManagement in Yugoslavia, (Belgrade, 1957), (in English),18-36,
^Ibid., p« 5.
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3.

By discharging the state power to the Councils it
is hoped that further steps could be taken toward
an eventual withering away of the state altogether.
Some areas over which the Councils have acquired

control are:

(1) wage planning,

(2) profit distribution

(this is especially true after 1953),

(3) dismissal of

directors when they are found incapable^ (See Table 10).
The first Congress of Workers' Councils was held in
Belgrade in 1957.

The Congress convened for the purpose of

summing up and analyzing experiences gained by the Work er s'
Councils and indicating the roads and prospects for the de
velopment of workers' management and social self-government
in the future.

To evaluate the progress made thus far by the

Workers' Councils, many economists, political scientists and
sociologists have been undertaking empirical research pro
jects,

This effort makes up the bulk of the content of

Yugoslavian post-war industrial sociology.

In its theoret

ical premises, this sociology has emphasized the following
aspects in industrial organization:
(1)

The workers' participation and their interest
shown in the work of Councils.

(2)

System of work-rewarding as a positive reinforce
ment in the forms of wages and bonuses.
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(3)

Widening of the workers' role not only in the
management of affairs but also in production
and quality control.^
These points could be grouped into two basic cate

gories:

(1) the subjective category (workers' satisfaction

or alienation with the work he is performing), (2) the ob
jective category (giving useful suggestions for improvement
the enterprise in general),^
From these basic factors industrial sociologists
have extracted the following concepts around which their
research interest have been oriented:
1.

Motivation of the workers under the system of
seIf-management.

2.

Adaptation of the peasant-industrial workers to
the new situation,

3.

Information received and passed from the manage
ment "downward".

4.

Organization of work, social activity (clubs,
syndicates, educational courses, and the like).

5.

Theory of the system of workers' management,
i.e., the so-called human aspects of it, or

^The Development of SeIf-Management in Yugoslavia.p.24,
^M, Ilic and M. Glusdfevic, o£. ci t. , p. 130.
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7

social relations in the work situation.
6.

Bureaucracy and democracy in the system
of workers' seIf-management.

7.

Structure of a working group.

8.

Adjustment of self-interests to group-interest.

9.

Group cohesiveness.

10.

Political participation, i.e., the affiliation
of the workers with the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia.

8

There are more concepts and problems around which
the theory of industrial sociology has been build and which
are being empirically tested.

One, however, should not over

look the fact that sociological theory dealing with the ques
tions of social management of the economy has not been fully
developed as yet.

According to Zoran Vidakovic, the reasons

for the slow development of theory are these:

^The Development of SeIf-Management in Yugoslavia,
P. 132.
SeIf-Management in Yugoslavia has also been applied
to other areas beside the industrial enterprises.
In 1962
there were 212,000 members of the Workers' Councils in in
dustry; (1961); 21,470 members of the Housing (Dwelling)
cooperatives; 105,335 members of the Councils in Agricult
ural Collectives; 119,323 members of the School Boards
(public schools, secondary and vocational schools), 3,983
members of the Senates of the higher schools and universities,
and so on.
See Rade /Aleksic, "Intellectuals in Yugoslav
Society." Sociologija VI, No, 1-2, (1964), 126.
Bjoze Derganc, "The Working Group in the System of
Workers' Management," Sociologija V I . No. 3-4, (1964), 72-82,
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1,

There is a general lag between the development of
social sciences and the rapid, often revolutionary,
reality, i.e., the fast process of social change in
Yugoslavia.

2,

Yugoslavia began to introduce a socialist structure
in the sphere of social-economic life before she had
adequately developed the productive capacity of her
economy.

3,

There was a strong tendency to "conserve" the de
velopment of the Workers' Councils, or at least to
limit it to two basic spheres:

Social-political

aspect of decision making, and distribution of
9
income.
According to Vidakovic, the theory which had to deal
with such basic questions became sterile and limited because
it could not be generalized.

After being used in several

research projects such undeveloped theory became exhausted,
and useless for further studies.

Instead, Vidakovic proposes

a system of theory which would relate each project of in
vestigations to the total knowledge of the workers' manage

ment.

This is to say theory must be able to help the accu

mulation of results, rather than let the results stand
isolated by themselves.

^Z. Vidakovic^, "The Problems of Relationship Between
Theory and Empirical Research in the Studies of Workers' SelfManagement," SocloTo&ija VI, No. 2, (1965), 91-91.
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The following components would constitute such a
general theory for the study of the work er s' management in
economy:
(1)

The workers' management, as related to the parti
cular aspect of general social structure and
social dynamics of the Yugoslavian society.

(2)

The w o r k e r s ’ management as related to the degree
of productivity of the total economic system,
rather than to the one case under study (technology,
means of production, education of the workers, etc.)

(3)

The workers' management as related to the quality
of the produced goods, i.e., marketing.

(4)

The question of the division of labour in socialism.

(5)

The aspects of the general production planning and
supply of the raw material.

(6)

The position of the political authorities to the
self-managing economy (the political power, and
system).

(7)

The workers' management as related to the total
cultural needs of Yugoslavian society.
Vidakovic concludes that the above suggestions for

building a general theory of industrial sociology cannot be
integrated into a general theory without considering the
theories of all social-science disciplines.

Only with help
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-135from all these disciplines an integrated, general theory
for the study of self-management in economy can be expected
to emerge.
Despite the lack of an integrated theory in in
dustrial sociology in Yugoslavia, there are many worthwhile
projects of empirical nature completed so far.

This thesis

will present some findings from these projects, having in
mind three purposes:
(1 )

to utilize the facts as indicators of the nature of
research (e.g., the role of the League of Communists
in the economy; the educational levels of the man
agers and so forth),

(2 )

to judge the degree of objectivity of the research
ers under such a social-political system as it
exists in Yugoslavia today.

(3)

to support our hypothesis that empirical-sociological
investigations have been a reality in Yugoslavian
sociology since 1957.
The first empirical projects in the field of indust

rial sociology were organized by the Institute for Social

Vidakovic, "The Problems of Relationship Between
Theory and Empirical Research in the Studies of W o r k e r s ' SelfManagement," Sociologija V i . No. 2, (1965), p. 82.
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(1)

projects have revolved around:

the role of the Councils of Producers in the
Commune s .

(2)

the functional problems of some W o r k e r s ' Councils
in small enterprises

(7 to 29 member collectives).

(3 ) the role of referendum and of the vote in indust
rial enterprises.
These pioneering projects were carried out from
January 1, 1957 to September 1, 1958.

They were the first

empirical projects in industrial sociology in Yugoslavia.
Following are some of the more interesting findings that were
reported.
In 30 food servicing enterprises at Zagreb, the
ratio of bureaucratic or clerical jobs to the workers was
too high.

Out of all the employed in these enterprises, 71.1

percent were workers, and 28.9 percent were persons in clerical
or white-collar positions.

In the field of commerce, this

ratio was a little better.

Out of all employed, 80 percent

were workers and

20

percent were clerks.

12

Matic, "Miscellany of the Institute for Social
Management at Zagreb," Part I, Sociologija I, No. 2-3, (1959),
148-160, Part II, Sociologija II. No. 2, (1960), 148-156.
12

Stevo Matic, "Three Inquiries Concerning the
Operation of Workers' Management," Sociologija II. No. 1.
(1960), 124-132.
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-137When some issues were to be voted on, the initi
ative for calling the référendums came from the following:
35 percent from the Workers' Council, 9 percent from the
Management Board, 36.2 percent from the Union (Syndicate),
11.8

percent from the working collective itself (from the

workers), 3,2 percent from the League of Communists organiz
ation, and 4.8 percent from the Director himself.

It appears

from the finding that most hesitant to call the référendums
were:

the Party organization and the directors, whereas

those who favour a referendum as the best method for solving
problems were the Workers' Councils and the Syndicate.

13

Almost at the same time, when Zagreb's group began
its empirical investigations of the problems in industry,
the Center for the W o rk e r s ' Self-Management in Belgrade also
began its series of projects.

The most interesting piece of

research from this group was a project regarding the direct
orship of the economic enterprises in Serbia.
The sample was made up of 3,500 enterprises all
from the Republic of Serbia.

As Table 11 indicates, the

l^Stevo Matic, "Three Inquiries Concerning the
Operation of Workers' Management," Sociologija II, No. 1,
(1960), p. 129.
^^Rudi Supek, "Directors in the System of Workers'
Management," Sociolgija II, No. I, (1960), 132-138.
This situation today might be changed due to the
economic reform which has been started in 1965.
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educational level of directors was rather low.

Table 13

shows the educational levels of the directors by the type
of economic activity (the type of industry).

The lowest

education of directors is recorded for the whole Republic
of Serbia in the construction industry.

In this branch of

industry there were 60.4 percent of directors who have com
pleted secondary school only.

This does not mean that there

were not enough qualified persons who could provide leader
ship for the industry in Yugoslavia.

Table

8

shows the

number of university graduates in Yugoslavia from 1919 to
1961.^^

From the Technical Faculties there were 17,987

engineering degrees awarded between 1945-1961.

The next

category in the number of graduates is the medical profession.
In the same period, 13,499 medical doctors graduated from the
Schools of Medicine in Yugoslavia.

Following these graduates

of the Faculties of Philosophy (12,543 degrees) and of the
Schools of Economics

(8,789 degrees).

16

Returning to the educational levels not only of
directors but also other functionaries in the economic enter
prises, Table 11 provides us with information for the whole

^^Rade AleksicT, "Intellectuals in Yugoslav Society,"
Sociologija VI. No. 1-2, (1964), 115-134.
^^Ibid,, p. 124.
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country of Yugoslavia.

If we compare the educational level

of directors with that of the presidents of the W o r k e r s '
Councils, we see that the latter have less formal education.
Since the presidents are elected from the workers' groups,
this is easier to understand.

One conclusion that can be

made is that at that time (1950-1957) the directors were
actually nominated by the League of Communists.
emirical

study today

Only a new

can give us the present picture of

this aspect of industrial life.
A final note regarding the directors in Yugoslavia.
In 1956, 563 directors out of 6,079, or 9.3 percent, have
been released from their duties.

This sample includes only

the enterprises with 30 or more workers.

It is, however,

unknown how many of these were released because of lack of
education.

The information supplied indicates that 563

directors were released because of the following:

10.5 per

cent have committed economic crimes

("white-collar crimes");

and 14.5 percent for "negligence".

The biggest percentage

(75 percent) were released from their duty because of some
other reasons.

17

The following findings indicate on whose request
the release from directorial duty was made.

The percentages

Supek, "Directors in the System of Workers'
Management," Sociologija II, No. 1, (1960), p. 135.
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are for the whole of Yugoslavia.

TABLE 9

RELEASE FROM DUTY OF DIRECTORS
IN YUGOSLAVIAN ENTERPRISES*
Release made because of:_______________ in ^
The request of the state organs
55*00
Director's ov/n proposal
10.80
On the Workers' Council request
19*70
On the total membership's
(workers') request___________________ 10.10
a - Rudi Supek, "Directors in the System of
Workers' Management," Sociologija 11,
No. 1, (i960 ), 135 .

Another area of research which attracted young
sociologists in the field of industrial life is that of
income distribution.
things,

A questionnaire asking, among other

"was the distribution of the net income in your firm

for the year 1958 just or not just?" was distributed among
the industrial workers of Nis

(N= 91 workers), Borski Rudnik

(N= 635), Novi Sad (N= 134), Zemun (N= 73), Belgrade

(N= 197). 18

The sample for each enterprise represented 10 percent of the
total number of employees.

The answers received are in

Table 10.

^^Momcilo Radosavljevic, "Workers on Some Assertions
of the Distribution of Net Profit and Personal Income,"
Sociologiia. II, No. 1, (1961), 70-79,
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TABLE 10

JUDGMENT OF THE WAGE DISTRIBUTIONS^

Persons asked

Number of
Persons
Asked

Distribution
Was Just

Distribution
Was Not Just

Have No
Opinion

(%)

Those from the
Management body

154

7 4 . 0

20.1

Ordinary members
of the firm

946

39.7

31.6

5.9

2 8. 7

a - Momcilo Radosavl jevic, "'Workers on Some Assertions of the
Distribution of Net Profit and Personal Income," Sociologija
II, No. 1, (1961), 7 1 .

There are also some projects which have supplied
the information as to the social and political participation
of the Yugoslavian workers.

Among 483 workers selected from

all over Yugoslavia, 428 or 88.5 percent belong to the wor k 
ers Union (Syndicate).

From the same sample

(483) there were

110 or 23 percent of the workers in the League of the
Communists of Yugoslavia,

This percentage, however, varies

from one type of industry to another.

The highest percent

age (45.9) of the workers in the League of Communists are
from industry and mining.

The smallest percentage is in

transportation (16.4) and construction industries

(12.9).

19

To the question "do the Workers' Councils possess
enough power?" the workers from the same above-mentioned
19

Milos Ilic, "Some Results of the Inquiry 'Social
Structure and Mobility of the Working Class of Yugoslavia',"
Sociologiia II, No. 2, (1960), 137-148.
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group (483) replied:
-There is enough power vested
in the Workers' Councils

396 or

82.0%

-There is not enough power given
to the C o u n c i l s .................................62 or

12.8%

The Workers' Councils are,

roughly speaking,

the

production workers

and the administrative personnel

(20.9%).

(79.1%)

made of

Table 14 shows the break-down of these percentages

for each categories of skills.
When the cross-national sample of the workers was
questioned on the effectivity of the Councils, 25.4 percent
praised the Councils for boosting the rate of productivity.

20

Twenty-five percent said that Councils are effective in the
political education of the working people; 24.2 percent posi
tively rated Councils for contributing to the elevation of
the living standard; 6.9 percent saw the Councils as being
quite effective in controlling the wishes of the individuals,
and finally 6.7 percent of the workers think that "the Workers'
Councils cannot do anything for the betterment of the wor k 
ing class.
On the question of the w o r k e r s ' right to strike
"there has net been research cairied ou"t "tha"t "this aii"thor is aware

20
Milos Ilic", "Some Results of the Inquiry 'Social
Structure and Mobility of the Working Class of Yugoslavia',"
Sociolgiia II, No. 2, (1960), 137-148.
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of.

Some journalistic articles have appeared here and there.

From these articles it is evident that in the period between
1958 and 1966 in Yugoslavia there were 1,365 "work stoppages"
or strikes.

In most cases the production workers were among

the first to start the strikes and the reason for striking
as wage disputes.
Numerous other projects range from the study of
the cultural life of the workers to the study of motivation
for the leadership role in self-management of the Councils.

22

One report has indicated that on the average, 49 percent of
the workers in industry regularly read the daily press and
that the highest tendency to leave the firm is among highly
skilled workers

(16.0%) while only 5.6 percent of the u n 

skilled workers with to do so.

From the staff-line, about

23.5 percent of the personnel have expressed desire to
switch to better jobs.

po

The nature of this thesis limits the number of pro
jects that can be reviewed here.

In summary, the writings

that can be classified under industrial sociology in Yugo
slavia, show for one thing, a strong empirical trend.
22

A Comprehensive, Annotated Bibliography of Empir
ical Projects was published by the Sociological Institute in
Belgrade in 1964 (Bibliografska Anotacija Dela Empiriskog
Karaktera).
23

Jakim Sinadovski, "Attitudes and Relations of Dir
ect Producers in the Process of Formation of Working Commun
ities," Sociologija IV, No. 3-4, (1962), 158-176.
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Questionnaires, interviews, statistical techniques
and unbiased random samples seem to be in common use.
Secondly, industrial sociologists in Yugoslavia
write, by and large, objectively and do not seem to be afraid
to uncover the social realities of the day.
Thirdly, most of the empirical research is of the
survey type, i.e., it attempts to assess the prevalent pat
terns, practices or destributions of characteristics, rather
than endeavouring to test theoretical hypotheses.

In this,

it is similar to American Sociology in the 19 3 0 's stage of
its development.^^

Theory itself seems to include many

concepts current in American industrial sociology, yet it
revolves around the practical questions of development of the
Yugoslavian industrial institutions, in particular, the
Workers' Councils.
Finally, in terms of the number of empirical pro
jects undertaken, industrial sociology, together with rural
sociology, is one of the two leading specializations of
Yugoslavian sociology.

24cf. R. C. Hinkle, Jr., and G. J. Hinkle, The
Development of Modern Sociology (New York:
Doubleday and
Co., 1954), p. 46-48.
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CHAPTER VII
SOCIOLOGICAL INSTITUTIONS

Sociology As An Academic Discipline
In the last decade, sociology in Yugoslavia has
become institutionalized, both as an academic discipline on
the high-school and university level, and as a sociological
research enterprise.

As a research discipline,

it is being

widely used by a number of specialized institutes.

As an academic discipline, sociology was intro
duced at the five principal universities:

Beograd, Zagreb,

Ljubljana, Skoplje and Sarajevo in 1953-1954.

At this time,

sociology was taught under the subsumed names of Fundamentals
of Marxism, Historical Materialism, Fundamental Science of
Society and the like.

It was not until 1959 that a Yugo

slavian university had opened the first Department of
Sociology.

It was known as the 21st consecutive group with

in the Faculty of Philosophy at the University of Belgrade.
In the year 1 9 5 9 -6 0 , the first 137 sociology
students registered at the university.

In the following

school year, 1 9 6 0 -6 1 , there were 294 new students in the

Department of Sociology.

In 1 9 6 1 -6 2 , the number of soci

ology majors climbed to 3 8 2 , but it dropped to 210 in

-1 5 0 -
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The first program for sociology majors, a four
year program, was rather of a compulsory nature.

The

following courses had to be taken:
General Sociology,
History of the theories of social development,
General Research Methods
Sociological Research Meth o d s ,
Statistics,
Demography,
Social and Industrial Psychology,
Sociology of Work,
Rural Sociology,
Urban Sociology,
Social Pathology,
Fundamentals of Ethnology and Social Anthropology,
Political Economy,
History of XIX and XX centuries with the History
of the Worker s ’ Movement,

Andjelic, Tatomir, et. âl» ^ d s , Hundred Years Of
the Faculty of Philosophy. (Sto godina filozofskog fakulteta),
(Beograd:
Narodna Knjiga, 1963), 169-174.
Offering of sociology as a major at the University
of Belgrade climaxed a prolonged discussion on needs to e d 
ucate highly qualified social scientists who would look at
the problems of the socialist development of Yugoslavia.
The problems of Yugoslavian socialism are considered parti
cular and in a sense unique that need to be scientifically
researched in order to be understood (stratification, crime,
family, m o b i l i t y , w o r kers' management and many other problems)
For discussions regarding teaching of sociology see:
Sociologiia I, No. 1, (1959) and "Programme of Teaching of
Social Sciences in Our Higher Schools",
Sociologiia I,
No. 2-3 (1959), 191-192.
Rudi Supek, "Yugoslav Sociology and the Programme
of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia", Sociologija I,
No. 2-3 (1959), 3-15.
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Political and Legal Institutions in the Contemporary
Societies,
One Foreign Language.
The first group to go through the above program
graduated in 1963.

There were 15 graduates, or 12.6 percent,

from the initially enrolled group.
11

From these, there were

full-time students and 4 who managed to finish in the re 

gular time, although they were part-time or extension stu
dents.

All but one of the graduates found jobs either in

the institutes for the social sciences or the governmental
agencies.

The remaining sociologist went into high-school

teaching.^
In 1962-63, the Master's Program was initiated at
the University of Belgrade.

A student could take one of the

following major areas offered for specialization:

2

The new programme (since 1963) requires seven
sociology courses for sociology major:
general sociology,
history of sociological theories, sociological-research
methods, sociology of work, sociology of culture, sociology
of settlements and social anthropology with social pathology
The students are also required to take 10 additional, op
tional, courses and one foreign language.
Ibid. . p. 171.
3
Kamenko Bugarski, "The Facts About the Teaching
Staff for the Course of the Introductory Sociology",
Sociloski Pregled No. 1 (1964), 54-59.
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General Sociology,
Sociology of Settlements (Urban and Rural Sociology),
Sociology of Work,
Sociology of Culture, and
Sociology of the Family.4
In 1963, the first three doctoral dissertations
were submitted to the Department of Sociology at the
University of Belgrade.
degree

Though these were the first doctoral

in sociology to be conferred by this Department, yet,

even before that time there were sociologists with Ph.D.
degrees in Yugoslavia.

These individuals were graduates of

the Academies of Arts and Science, the Schools of Law, or from
the Faculties of Philosophy.^
Most of these professors are in the younger age
bracket.

In 1967, the average age of the teaching staff in

the Department of Sociology at the University of Belgrade,
was 42.3 years.

6

The Masters Program in Yugoslavian universities is
relatively comparable to that of the Western countries.

The

students are involved in seminar-type classes and are r e 
quired to submit theses.

^Anjelic, T , , o£. c i t . , p. 171.
^e.g., Cvetko Kostic won his title from the Serbian
Academy of Science for the work:
Peasants-Industrial Workers ;
Ilija Stanojcic, defended his dissertation at the Faculty of
Philosophy:
National Question in the Works of Svetozar
Markov id", etc. T. AndjelicT, o£. c it. . p. 71.
^T. Andjelic, o£. c i t . , p. 71.
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On the doctoral level, however, the Yugoslavs
differ from the Western world.

There is no residence re 

quirements, for example, but the candidate must write and
defend his dissertation.

Sociology Students and Professors
In 1961, the School Council of the Department of
Sociology at the University of Belgrade decided to conduct
a research study on sociology majors.

The purpose of this

research was to learn about the social, economic and political
characteristics of the students.^
In Table 16, the students' average age is given for
each entering generation since the first class of 1959:

TABLE 16
SEX AND AGE OF SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS
IN YUGOSLAVIA, 1959-63*

Generation

Male
%

Female
%

Total
7o

I
II
III
IV

53.3
52.0
57.7
76.9

46.7
48.0
42.3
23.1

100.0

100.0

25.1
24.7
23.1

100.0

20.1

24.0
22.9
23.0
19.1

59.9

40.1

100.0

23.2

22.2

(1959/60)
(1960/61)
(1961/62)
(1962/63)

Total

a - Sociologiia, V. No. 1-2,

100.0

Average Age
Male
Female

(1963) , p. 146.

^Borislav Dimkovic, "What Has Shown the Analysis
Made by the School Council of the Sociological Group Concern
ing Students of Sociology at the Beograd University".
Sociologiia. V, No. 1-2 (1963), 144-157.
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From this table, it is evident that the students' age is
above an expected normal level, which would be 18 or 19
years for the students in their first year.

However, some

justification for the over-age could be found in the following
fact.

From the 1,011 full- and part- time students of soci

ology who were registered during 1959-1963, 37 percent of
g

these came from the Teachers' Colleges.

This leads us to

assume that a number of the students may have taught in the
public schools for a number of years before coming to the
university.

One also could guess that there were some drop

outs from other Faculties.

Others could have worked after

graduating from high-school before commencing their univer
sity education.
Students pointed out that almost twice as many
students

(49.0%) came from peasant parentage than from a

workers' background (12 .2%).^
The information received concerning the students'
family background indicates that peasant families in Yugo
slavia are more willing to have their children educated than
g

Borislav Dimkovic, "What Has Shown the Analysis
Made by the School Council of the Sociological Group Concern
ing Students of Sociology at the Beograd University",
Sociologiia, V, No. 1-2 (1963), p. 153.
^B. Dimkovic, o£. ci t . , p. 147; for more on the
schooling of the peasants youth see: Adhem Dilic "Rural Youth
and Education After Elementary Schooling", in Sociologija Sela
V, No. 18 (1967), 55-60.
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are the workers' families. It is not possible at this time
to make any hypothesis as to whether it is the question of
"willingness" or simply the question of economic motivation
to send children to school.

Also, there might be other

social factors which could play an important role in such
decisions as that to send a child to college.

TABLE 17
FAMILY BACKGROUND OF THE SOCIOLOGY MAJORS
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BELGRADE, 1959-63*

Generation

I
II
III
IV

Workers'
Family

(1959/60)
(1960/61)
(1961/62)
(1962/63)

Total

15.4

16 7o
18
32.2
23.0

69 %
62
26.6
38.4

12.2

22.3

49.0

12

7o

Peasant
Family

White
Collar
Family

15
6.6

a - Sociologija, V. No. 1-2,

Artisan

Pensionsers No
6c Deceased
Reply

-

-

-

11.1

8.0

7.6

15.4

4.4
-

4.7

7.8

1.0

(1963), p. 147.

Probably one of the most interesting activities of
the students' life is the students'

participation in political

organizatios,
In Yugoslavia, the students are eligible to parti
cipate in the League of Communists of Yugoslavia, which places
the main stress on the political-ideological improvement of
the students.

The degree of involvement on the part of
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sociology majors in the League of Communists is presented
in Table 18,

TABLE 18
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION OF SOCIOLOGY
MAJORS, 1959-63*

Generation

I
II
III
IV

Membership In The League Of Communists Of
Yugoslavia
Male
Female
Total

(1959/60)
(1960/61)
(1961/62)
(1962/63)

Average for all four
generations (1959/63)

62.4 %
69.0
61.0
30.7

72.1 7o
31.0
31.0
3.8

67.2 7o
50.0
46.7
34.6

55.7

34.4

49.6

a - Sociologija, V,, No. 1-2

(1963), p. 149.

It is noticeable that in each generation of students there
is a decreasing tendency toward participation in the League
of Communists,
A big drop is recorded for the female students.
In 1959-60, over 72 percent of the girls were members of the
Communist League.

In 1962-63, only 3,8 percent were members,

Without going into the reasons for t h i s , it is a p p r o priate
to compare these figures with generations in terms of age.
While the 1959 female generation had an average age of 24.0
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years, the 1962-63 generation was only 19.1 y e a r s . I f

we

hypothesize that there is less interest among students in
political life, we also should bear in mind the age factor.
It is likely that the recruitment of the 1959 generation
into the League was during a period in which the students
were employed prior to entering university, and at that time
they were already members of the Communist Party.
In the generation of 1959-60, there were 3 percent
of the students who had taken sociology as their major in
order to study and understand Marxism; 26 percent had a
general interest in the social sciences, and sociology was
of "great help to them."

Among the 1960-61 generation, 11

percent of the students expressed the feeling that sociology
as a career amounted to 30 percent.

In the class of 1962-63,

10

B. Dimkovic, o£. ci t . , p. 149.
On various problems of the students of sociology
see:
Srecko Mihajlovic", "The Meeting of the Students of
Sociology", Sociologija IX, No. 1 (1967), 89-92;
During this meeting an attempt was made to analyze
some of the reasons for the diminishing political interest of
the University students.
A typology of the contemporary
students, on the basis of their political interests, was
suggested.
The following five types of students could be
s een in today's Yugoslavia:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Destructive, anarchistic type (negative in
his political attitudes).
Conformistic type.
Apolitical type.
Moderate - Progressive type, and
Revolutionary or radical type.
Ibid.. p. 90.
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percent declared their interest in sociology, hoping to

pursue in it a research oriented career.
Some evidence has been found indicating a shortage
of well-qualified sociology teachers for both high-school and
university.

In 1963-64, there were 60 sociology teachers in

Serbia alone.

Only 33 of these were university graduates

while 27 had no degrees.

Those who had degrees did not have

sociology as their area of specialization.
14 high schools in Belgrade

For example:

(13 gymnasiums and one teachers’

college), sociology was being taught by 22 teachers.
largest number of these

in

The

(54.5%) have declared philosophy to

be their major.
History as a specialization was reported by 17.9
percent of the teachers.

The rest, 27.6 percent of the

teachers, were from the schools of Law, schools of Economics,
Geography and other social sciences.

11

12

B. Dimkovic, o£. ci t . , p. 155.

12

According to the teaching program for the secondary
schools revised in 1963/64 sociology is offered in grade 9 and
10, 2 hours of lecture weekly, see:
BogicT Kne&evid, "A Review
of the Program for Science of Society", SocioloMki Pregled No.l
(1965), 89.
On some problems of teaching sociology at the highschool level see discussion by Miodrag Rankovic, in D. Dra&kovi^,
"Round Table and Annual Assembly of the Sociological Association",
Sociolgiia. VI, No. 3-4 (1964), 155-170.
For the problems of
the University level see discussions by C. Kostic, in I b i d ,
p. 157-159.
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At the university level, there is a problem of a
shortage of specialists in specific areas, as for example,
in the Sociology of Work.

Otherwise, there is a constant

trend to have the university professors sent abroad to acquire
specialization.

There is not enough data on the university

professors but we could speculate that the teaching personnel
at the universities across the country is becoming a rather
selective group with fluent ability in at least one or two
foreign languages.

Universities and Institutes
The University at Ljubljana (Slovenia) has done
empirical projects in the area of mass-communication, agri
culture and industrial sociology.

This university is strong

est in the area of industrial sociology.
The University at Zagreb (Croatia). known as Sveuciliste. has done a great deal in the area of rural sociology,
political-revolutionary movements in Yugoslavia, general
theoretical sociology and some research in industrial sociology,
At this university, there is a traditional orientation towards
peasant life and, in cooperation with the Agrarian Institute
and the Journal, Sociologija Sela (Rural Sociology), Zagreb's
group of sociologists are enjoying a good reputation.
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The University at Sarajevo is in the process of
developing sociology.

Some names from this school have

become known through their writings in the periodical, Pregled.
(Review), such as B. Djurdjev, I. KosanoviC, and L j . Zivkovic,
At Skoplje

(Macedonia) , a big project of social psy

chological nature was done concerning earthquakes and their
consequences on the residents of that city.

13

Some professors

are known for their writings on general sociology.
The University of Belgrade is known through the
names of its professors who have published the first volumes
in specialized areas :

K. Milic and M. Djuric in Methods:

A. Todorovic in Urban Sociology:

I. Stanojcic and R. Lukic

in General Sociology, to mention only a few.
There are several specialized institutes for socio
logical study.

Most institutes were formed after the rebirth

of sociology in 1957.

The largest ones are:

the Institute

for Sociology and Philosophy (Institut Za Sociologijo in
Filozofijo) at Ljubljana; the Agrarian Institute-Sociological
Section (Agrarni Institut-Odjelj Za Sociologija) at Zagreb;
and the Institute for Social Management
Upravljanje) in Belgrade.

(Institut Za Radnicko

In Belgrade, there are three big

13

J. Sinadinovski and S. Ivanovski, "Working Pro
gramme of Sociological Investigations in Demolished Skopje",
Sociologija. V, No. 1-2 (1963), 63-79,
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institutes engaged in sociological research:
Science Institute

the Social

(I.D.N., that is, Institut Drustvenih

Hauk a), the Institute for Sociology (Socioloski Institué),
and the Institute for Criminology and Criminalistics
(Institut Za Kriminalis'feicka; Kriminoloska Istrazivanja).
A complete list of the projects undertaken by all these
institutes is offered by Socioloski Pregled (Sociological
Review).
There are other institutes which do have some
sociological orientation but are not exclusively in the field
of sociology. Such an institute is the Institute for History
of the Croatian Workers' Movement

(Institut Za Istoriju

Radnickog Pokreta Hrvatske) at Zagreb.

This institute was

formed in 1961 and has since published the journal, Putevi
Revolucije, (the Roads of Revolution) .
68

In 1965, there were

projects underway (36 researchers were from the Institute

while 32 were from the outside on a contractual basis).
This Institute, like the others, received over 64 foreign
journals and periodicals.

In 1965, the library had about

15,000 v o l u m e s of domestic and foreign social science pub

lications .
15

Franjo Tudjman,
Three Years of the Operation
of the Institute", Putovi Revolucije. No. 5 (1965), 278.
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Another institute which is not directly concerned
with sociology, but touches on some sociological aspects,
especially the sociology of revolutions and ideology, is the
Institute for the Study of the International Wor k e r s ' Move
ment

(Institut Za Prou^avanje Medjunarodnog Radnickog Pokreta).

This institute, its home in Belgrade, is probably the only
institute which is fully subsidized by the government.
the others operate on a contractual basis.

All

The clients are

either local governments, the federal government, or indivi
dual enterprises.^^

The funds, however, are hardly sufficient,

and some financial help is always needed.

This is especially

true for such institutes as the Institute

for Urban Study

at Zagreb which must rely on Croatian local governments.
The Institutes are the driving force of empirical
research in Yugoslavia.

They have the library staff coupled

with highly specialized researcher-sociologists and their
assistants.
Besides the research activity, these institutes have
other roles to play.

They mutually cooperate with each other,

for example, in sponsoring symposiums or other types of work
ing meetings.

At the meeting at Ohrid, held on May 5th to

^^For a comprehensive list of the Sociological
Research projects compiled by the Sociological section of
the Agrarian Institute in Zagreb, and names of clients, see:
The Work of the Agrarian Institute in 1965", Sociologija
Sela IV, No. 11-12 (1966), 162-167.
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the

8th,

1965 a single delegation from Belgrade was made up

of no less than 46 persons.

17

Besides mutual cooperation between Institutes,
there are also sociological societies in which sociologists
and researchers participate.

The Yugoslavian Sociological

Society has been in existence since 1954 with Dr. Oleg Mandic
as its first President.

18

The Society is responsible for

coordination among various other local societies and for
publication of the Yugoslavian central periodical:
(Sociology).

Sociologi.ja

It also sends delegations abroad and organizes

visits to Yugoslavia for foreign lecturers and delegates.
In the separate Socialist Republics, there are
local sociological associations.

They are responsible for

local activities in the field of the education of sociologists
as well as some research and publications.

19

Vojin Radomirovid, "Meeting on Methodological
Problems in Yugoslavia Held at Ohrid", Sociologi.ja Sela III,
No. 9, (1965), 71-75.
18

York:

Joseph S. Roucek, Contemporary Sociology. (New
Physological Library, 1958), p. 957.
19

On May 16, 17, 1960, the Sixth Annual Meeting of
the Serbian Sociological Association was held in Belgrade.
The Association had 40 members^ at that time.
The President
elected was Dr. Vlada RAÊKOVIC.
The meeting had 4 sections
at work:
Theory, Methods, Sociology of Work and Social
Pathology.
See:
Sociologi.ja. IV, No. 3-4, (1962), 113-115,
For the activity of the Croatian Sociological
Society in 1965 and see:
Sociologi.ja. VIII, No. 1-2 (1966).
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The Journals
During a meeting of the Yugoslavia Sociological
Society, held on March 27, 1959, it was decided that the
periodical Sociologija (Sociology) be published.

The first

issue of the periodical Sociologija appeared in 1959.

It has

been called the "Journal of Sociology, Social Anthropology
and Social Psychology."

At that time, it was a publication

of the Yugoslav Sociological Association and the group of
sociologists at the Institute of Social Sciences.

Later, it

became the periodical of the Yugoslav Sociological Society
in Belgrade.

It is published quarterly and priced at $2.40

per annum.
The first Editorial Board was composed of:

Milos

Ilic, Cvetko Kostic, Vojin Milicf, Radomir Lukic', Vuko Pavicevic, Ilija Stanojcic, and Rudi Supek.
In the introduction of the first issue of Sociologija
(1959), the scope and general purpose of the publication was
described as follows:
The periodical has as its basic aim to introduce our
sociological works to the foreign social scientists,
as well as to bring their works closer to our attention.
We are aware of the interest that these scientists in
other countries show for our country and for our social
life. This interest illustrates the faith which the
people of the world show in mutual understanding and
eventual human unification in the future.
To speed-up
this process the understanding and sharing of science
is of a paramount importance.
The science in our view,
then, must stand for truth and should be called to serve
as a link between the peoples wherever they have
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happened to live.

20

Pursuing the pledge given in its first issue,

Sociologija has been giving summaries of the articles either
in the French or English language.

Also, it informs its

2.1
members of the status of sociology in other countries, and
occasionally translates some foreign articles.

It publishes

theoretical works as well as summaries of empirical projects,
and is carefully edited and technically well done.

Sociologija Sela (Rural Sociology) is the sociologi
cal quarterly journal published by the Agrarni Institut at
Zagreb (Agrarian Institute).

Since July, 1963, the first

V

editor-in-chief was Stipe Suvar.

The price for a subscription

to this journal is about $2.00 per annum.

The journal is de

voted to the study of rural life and is the only journal
specializing in rural sociology.

Most of its articles are

abstracted in two foreign languages:

Russian and English.

(Sociologija offers abstracts only in one foreign language,
eitherEhglish, Russian or French, depending on the author).

21

Re:
Sociologija in France, for example see:
Sociologija II. No. 2, (1960), p. 125.
Re:
Sociologija in England, Sociologija II, No. 1
(I960), p. 100 and Sociologija III, No. 2, (1961), p. 191.
Re:
Czechoslovakia, see:
Sociologija VIII. No. 4
(1966), 123-126; and Re:
U.S.A., see:
SocioloSki Pregled,
No. 1 (1965), 20-39.
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The first issue of Sociola&ki Pregled (Sociological
Review) was published by the Serbian Sociological Society in
1961.

Until 1964, it was published annually.

In the issue

of January-April 1964, the editorial board announced its
intention to publish the periodical quarterly.

Shortly there

after, the Pregled ceased its publication, due to a lack of
funds .22
One remark regarding academic freedom as evidenced
in these journals can be made.

There is evidence that

"personal"clashesi and group conflicts are freely recorded
in these journals.

This is especially seen in the minutes

recorded from official meetings and symposiums.

These clashes ,

however, occur over specific issues or on questions of theory
and methods, as discussed in Chapter II.
22
^
The first editorial board was made up of Radomir
LUKIC, Vojin MILIC and Dragoljub MICUNOVIC.
The editor in
chief was Mihailo V. POPOVIC.
The following issues of Sociolo&ki Pregled appeared
within 4 years of publication:
No. 1 (1961), No. 2 (1962),
No. 1 (1964), No. 23 (1964), No. 1 (1965), and as Igst No.
2-3 (1965). For a full list of these journals see:
J.S.
Roucek, Contemporary Sociology (New-York:
Philosophical
Library, 1958), p. 958.
Some journals appeared after 1 9 5 8 , e.g.. Population
(Stanovni&tvo) was published for the first time in 1963 by
the Institute for Social Sciences in Belgrade; Sociological
Bulletin (Socioloski Bulten) was published by the students of
Sociology at the University of Belgrade and it is proposed
that this Bulletin be republished by the Yugoslavian Associa
tion of Students of Sociology.
^
Another well edited and widely read journal is
GLEDISTA (Views) published in Belgrade by the students and
professors of social and political science.
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Internatlonal Cooperation
Yugoslavian sociologists participate in most inter
national sociological conferences and symposiums.

Occasion

ally, they organize international meetings in their own
country.
To list all the events in which Yugoslavian soci
ologists have participated would go beyond the scope of this
work.

Yet, a full understanding of the cooperation of soci

ologists from this country with other colleagues can be achi
eved only through a description of the meetings.

The follow

ing are some of the most important dates from the international
calendar of the Yugoslavian sociologists.
In 1958, Yugoslavia and France have established a
permanent Sociological Seminar.

Yugoslavia is represented

by the Institute for the Social Sciences from Belgrade and
France and participates through Centre de Recherches Coopera
tives de 1 'Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes (Vl-e section) in
Paris.
The first seminar was held in Yugoslavia in April,
1960, and lasted twenty days.

Several topics were included

in the program of which a number dealt with social class, in
dustrial life and the family, and the workers' power through
participation in workers' councils.
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The Italian Sociological Association in cooperation
with the International Sociological Society held an Inter
national meeting in Milano between June 28 and July 3, 1960,
at which Yugoslavian Sociologists were represented by Dr.
Radomir Lukic.

Then on September

8

to September 26, 1961,

an International Seminar on family was held in Opatija,
Yugoslavia.

23

However, one of the biggest cooperative projects
ever carried out in Yugoslavia was undertaken by the Institute
for International Social Research (Princeton University) and
the Institute for Social Research in Belgrade,

The aim of the

project was to compare the wishes and fears of the peoples
around the world.

The project has been underway since 1957

and included besides Yugoslavia, eleven other countries in
cluding U.S.A., S.R. of Germany, Brazil, Cuba, India, Israel,
etc.
In Yugoslavia the research project started in 1962.
The sample included 1,524 persons from whom 756 were male

^^0. BURIC, "Vllth International Seminar for Family
Studies", Sociologija III, No. 2 (1961), 194-197.
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and 736 were female.

Table 19 shows some results.

TABLE 19
FEARS AND WISHES OF YUGOSLAVIAN PEOPLE^

7o
War
76
Natural Disaster
19
Return of the old Regime
7
6
Tito's Death
No Fears
6
Disunity of the Yugoslav peoples 5
Occupation
5

No,, of Replies
1,164
295
105
98
85
76
72

a - Zlata Grebo, "Personal and Social Wishes and
Fears", Sociololki Pregled. No. 2-3 (1964), p. 52.

Following is a summary of the part of the research
done in Yugoslavia, including Dr. Cantrila's hypothesis re
garding the expressive optimism of the Yugoslavian citizens:
In considering the general results of this survey,
the start was made from the hypothesis that the
Yugoslav society as a whole is characterized by
expressive optimism on t e personal and generally
national level, and that the women, as equal m e m 
bers of the society, look also with optimism to
the present and future.
The results show that there are differences between
wishes and fears of me n and women, but these diff
erences are expressed more in the frequency of some
modalities than in their diversity.
The dominant wishes of Yugoslav people concerning
personal level are connected with the improvement
of their material situation, and with health,
happiness, and education of children.
Personal fears
are mostly connected with health:
personal health
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(43%), health of the family members (31%), happy life
of children (14%.), and happy life of a whole family
(117o). The fears in connection with deterioration of
material situation regarding employment, income,
housing conditions, or similar, are appearing much
more seldom.
General population wishes, with frequency of over 20%,
show political maturity and understanding of the essenti
al problems of socialism and peace.
Thus, for example,
40% of the respondents have wishes for the improvement
of the standard of living of the Yugoslav population,
and about 25% of them wish the preservance of peace and
long life of Tito.
About 76% of the respondents are
mostly fearing the horrible consequences of the atomic
war.
Fears of the war on the personal level were ex 
pressed by more than 25% of the respondents.
The evaluation of the position on the scale shows that
Yugoslav citizens are characterized by an expressive
optimism.
The evaluation of the personal position states:
past 4.3, present 5.0, future 6.7. The position of the
society is evaluated in the past 4.9, in the present 6 .8 ,
and in the future 8 .6 . As in the case of expressed wishes,
the differences in the evaluation of the position of the
scale between men and women are minimal.
Observing general results of the survey as a whole, and
measuring the optimism and pessimism on the personal and
general level, the basic hypothesis of this work con
cerning the expressive optimism of Yugoslav people, was
confirmed.
Optimism concerning the evaluation position
on the line past-present-future was expressed by 48% of
the respondents, while concerning the society optimism
is even more obvious and is expressed by 65% of the
respondents.24
9/

Zlata Grebo, "Personal and Social Wishes and Fears",
Socioloski Pregled. No. 2-3 (1964), 60.
D. Nikolic, "Planning and Realization", Statisticka
Revija XI. No. 2-3 (1963), p. 144.
H.
Cantril and A. Fee, "Hopes and Fears For Self and
Country", The American Behavioral Scientist VI, No. 2 (1962.
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It is also worthwhile mentioning that Yugoslavia
is an active participant in the work of the European Socio
logical Centre (Centre de Sociologije Européenne) which was
formed in 1960, as one of many similar institutes within the
university of Paris, more precisely within the L 'Ecole
25
Pratique des H autes Etudes.
Between September 21 and October 1, 1963, the
United Nations European study group met at Leicester, England
at which, among 15 other countries, Yugoslavia was represented
9A

by the late Darinka M. Kostic.
Before sending its 12 member delegation to the First
World Congress for Rural Sociology held on August 17 to 22,
1964, in France, Yugoslavians attended the first meeting of
the working group on Rural Sociological Problems in Europe in
Paris on August 12 to 14, 1964.
At St. Vincent

27

(Italy) the International Sub-

Committee met on September 9 to 12, 1964.

Dr. Oleg Mandic

attended the meeting as a representative of the Yugoslavian

2^Cvetko Kostic, "European Sociological Centre",
Sociologija Sela III, No. 10 (1965), 74.

2^D. M. Kostic, "Seminar on Social Rural Develop
ment of the United Nations European Study Group", Sociologija
S e l a , II, No. 4 (1964), 61-65.
27

A review of the Congress is offered by Rudolf
Bicanin, "The First World Congress for Rural Sociology",
Sociologija Sela. II, No. 5-6 (1964), 110-114.
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Sociological Society.

Also at the international sociological

meeting of the French speaking sociologists

(Association

Internationale des Sociologues de Langue Française) held in
the City of Quebec between September 29 and October 4, 1964,
Yugoslavia participated by sending two of its sociologists:
R. Lukic and Oleg Mandic.

Mandic delivered a paper on social

stratification in Yugoslavian society.
At the initiative of the Yugoslav Academy of Science
and Arts

(tagreb) . the European Sociological Centre, the

Congress for Freedom in Culture (Paris) and the Yugoslav
Sociological Society, the First International Colloquy on
the contemporary rural problems was held in Dubrovnik on
November 18 to 23, 1965.

In the same year the Institute for

Sociology (Belgrade) in cooperation with the European Socio
logical Centre (Centre Sociologie Europeene) and the Agrarian
Institute from Zagreb, has undertaken a pilot-project in the
villages across Yugoslavia.

This is a part of a larger inter

national project designed to see some of the social changes
in the Mediterranean countries.

28

28

See "Sociological Research in Yugoslavian Villages",
Sociologija Sela. Ill, No. 10 (1965), 66-67.
For a summary on the cooperation of the sociological
group of the Agrarian Institute (Zagreb) with foreign colleagues
see, Sociologija Sela V, No. 15, (1967), 65-67.
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One of a few international sociological meetings
held in Eastern Europe which the Yugoslavian sociologists
attended was the colloquy on rural sociology held in Prague
on November 24 to 27, 1965.

29

Yugoslavia took an active part

at the meeting through its delegate S. Suvar who delivered a
paper.

A year later Yugoslavia acted as host for 50 delegates

from 25 countries who came to Zagreb on October 18 to 20, 1966,
for the Fifth International meeting on the Socio-Economic
changes in the village and the position of women and family
in the contemporary rural life.

30

In order to analyze the French-Yugoslav joint pro
ject on social change in the village and to compare it with
other Mediterranean countries, an international symposium was
held in Belgrade on December 20 to 22, 1966.

The principal

speaker at this meeting was the Director of the project Jean
Cuisenier from France.

31

9Q

Colloquy on Ways of Collaborations of Rural
Sociologists in Socialist Countries", Sociologija Sela, IV,
No. 11-12 (1966), 167-169.
^^Svetozar Livada, "Fifth International Seminar on
Socio-Economic Changes in Village", Sociologija S e l a , IV,
No. 13-14 (1966), 114-117.
^^Adolf Malic, "International Symposium ’Social
System in Rural Community'", Sociolgija Sela V, No. 15 (1967)
55-57.
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As the last note on international cooperation by

Yugoslav sociologists, one should not miss mentioning that
Rudolf Bidanin and Radomir Lukic"" have been selected for the
advisory board of the recently published International
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences

(N.Y.:

Free Press, 1968).

Translation of foreign text books has become very
intensified in the last few years.

For example W.J. Goode

and P.K. H a t t , Methods in Social Research has been published
by the Jugoslovenski Zavid Za Proucavanje Skolskih JL Prosvetnih
Pitan.ja in 1966;

32

C.W. Mills' Sociological Imagination; G.

Gurvitch's works; G, Friedmann's works; W. Foot White's The
Organization M a n ; and many other, particularly Western,
authors, are now available in the Serbo-Croatian language.

(Beograd:

^^viliam Gud- Pol Het, Metodi Socialnog Istrazivanja,
Vuk Karadzic, 1966).
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A PPENDIX A®

The following are some of the projects that were carried
out by the Sociological Section of the Agrarian Instiute
at Zagreb in 1966.

1.

Social Changes in the Village

2.

The Social and Economic Position of the
Rural Youth

3.

The Changes in the Social and Economic
Structure of the Village

4.

The Current Problems in the Income
Distribution in the Village.

a

This is a partial list.
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appendix

An Outline of Historical Materialism

I.

II.

The Elements of the Form of Society (Social Structure)
A.

The Classes

B.

The State (The origin of the classes;
protector of social unity)

C.

Social Being As the Determinator of Social Mind

D.

The Elastical Determinism - A Methodological
Principle

the

The Discovery of the New Laws of Social Development
A.

The Basic Laws of Social Development

III. Historical Types of Society
A.

The Earlier Social - Economic Formations

B.

Contemporary Capitalism

C.

Socialism

a - Miroslav PecujlicT, "An Introduction To Sociological
Theory", in M. Pecujlic et
Fundamental Science
of Society, (Beograd:
Rad, 1963), 798, et passjjn.
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A CONCEPTUAL AND HYPOTHETICAL FRAME FOR THE STUDY OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE
( Summary )
By Vojin MILIC^
1. The division of labor has horizontal and vertical dimensions.
Horizontally, social role is any permanent or only temporary function of
individuals in the divisions of labor, hardly any individual has only one
social role.
2. But, division of labor has a vertical dimension, not only crossculturally but also in every particular society, into many more or less
hierarchically structured roles.
Income, prestige and power are considered
as the main elements of social rewards for the performance of social roles.
The more or less uneven distribution of these rewards is the basis of
social stratification,which is conceived as the vertical dimension of social
structure.
Two in some sense basic, concepts in the analysis of social stratific
ation are those of social position and social stratum.
Tl\e concept of social position is most closely connected with the
concept of social role. The social position of any individual is the
result of all his social roles. His social position is a complex result of
all social activity of an individual.
Social stratification is a multidimensional phenomenon.
But it seems
that income, prestige and power are its most universal elements.
I tried
to explain the reasons why income, prestige and power predominantly deter
mine the place of any social position in the stratification, and at the
same time I pointed at some unresolved problems whicli appear in the
application of the multidimensional conception of stratification.
According to the manner of their acquisition, two main types of
social position can be distinguished: inherited and acquired.
social stratum is conceived as the basic form of stratification.
Its
concept is defined by means following three characteristics: (1) it is
composed of the people with similar social positions, and sometimes a
stratum has a special social function, (2) the stratum is the social frame,
(3) the stratum is a cultural subgroup.
In short, social stratum is a
real social form and not a conceptual or statistical construction, with the
consequence that on the same levels of stratification so many strata can be
formed as there are ethnic or racial groups. These factors can induce the
formation of quite unexpected political and social relationships between
social strata.
Ihe social stratum is a broad social frame for the formation of social
interest groups.
Its basic common interests follow from the fact that it
is composed of people with similar social roles.
The problem of moral integration of social strata is analysed in the
frame of Merton's theory of the influence of social structure on social
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After explaining various aspects of mobility (intra- and intergcnerational, horizontal and vertical), I tried, following Tn. Geiger's
idea, to show how the volume and main directions of mobility depend from
the channels, and in contemporary conditions, especially from the openness
of the school system, as the principal social institution which prepares
for various future social roles.
I tried to demonstrate that global and local studies of social
structure are complementary and equally necessary; that tlie decription of
social structure is only the first-step which would become inasmuch
scientifically meaningful as more significant regularities in relationships
between social structure and other social phenomena could be systematically
established.
So conceived, theory of social structure could be one of the
broadest theoretical approaches in sociological study of society.

Printed in Sociologija , II, No. 2 (i960 ), 3-40;
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SOME TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS
IN CONTEMPORARY URBAN SOCIOLOGY
SUMMARY
By Silvano Bolcic'
This paper discusses various developments of the
methods in contemporary urban sociology, American urban
sociology, in particular.
1. As a rule, experience Influences statistical and
ecological approaches to a great extent.
Social intervention
is conditioned by establishment of boundaries of urban agglo
merations, boundaries or urban service areas, growth rates,
and changes in population structure.
2. From methodological point of view, those investi
gations which deal with the indicators of the social features
of the urban unit (such as indexes of social status, indexes
of segregation and indexes of urbanization) have high impor
tance.
No smaller prominence have the studies of the strati
fication and social structure of the cities and the studies of
the social features of individual parts of the cities (such as
"subcultures" and "social areas").
3.
The predominance of statistics in these investi
gations has twofold consequences.
On one hand the results
are more objective and comparable, on the other, some socio
logical methods (e.g. methods of complex observations, survey
methods and research in attitudes) are ignored.

4. The city is a complex community and recent urban
research has not overcome the difficulties incurred by this
fact.
Therefore, the greatest part of investigators use the
method of partial analysis of some individual aspects of
urban units and not the one of total analysis of the city.
It is certainly a consequence of prevalent theoretical ap
proaches reducing the city to population and area.
The insti
tutional, organizational, i.e., social system, of the city has
been forgotten.

5 . Various methods of investigation of the city have
been developed; however, none of them is concerned with ana
lyzing the functions of the city in a global social system.
Employment figures do not reflect the real social functions
of the city in its environment and in the social system as a
who l e .
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6 . Highest concern has been given to theoretical and
methodological problems in research.
There is less information
on practical methodological techniques for collecting and ana
lyzing sociological data, though contemporary urban sociology
has developed the latter considerably.
7.
One should regard the city as a community with a
system of activities, institutions, social groups and social
relations.
A more complex methodological approach, a develop
ment of methodological tools for analyzing statistical data
and developing methods of observation, attitude research,
functional analyzing that corresponds to the complex sociolo
gical approach, are indispensable.
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THE THEORETICAL PREMISES FOR THE FOUNDATION
OF SOCIOLOGY OF ART
SUMMARY
By Milos Ilic^
It is assumed in the article that the sociology of art
is a fairly new discipline of sociology, originating from the
early 19th century.
The elements of the earlier sociological
analyses of art were only of episode significance from the es
tablishing of the art sociology point of view.
The author opposes the shallow or superficial socio
logism which confines itself to the stating of the general de
pendence of art on society.
The thesis, developed by Charles
Lallo, that can be safely relied upon, claims that the social
environment is the necessary but insufficient condition for
the emergence of art.
It is emphasized that the initial steps
in the development of art sociology, as a rule, underline only
the influence of society on art but neglect the reciprocating
influence of art on society.
In his analysis of the relation between work and art,
the author has noted that the rate of their correlation has
been transformed through history.
The effect of work, parti
cularly of its social component, was more noticeable in the
first, original and primitive forms of art.
True enough, it
is also manifested in the modern, contemporary art, but less
straight, finer and refined.
The points that can be considered sociologically im
portant in the development of art are especially those tran
sitive from the primitive artistic creation, which is closely
combining the process of art creation and their consumption
or utilization, to the differentiation of artistic creation
from utilization of art.
This point signifies the actual
separation of the artist from the public.
It is simultaneous
ly followed by the other forms of social differentiation:
se
paration of the artistic creation from the artistic reproduc
tion, the art from the craft and so on. Under the influence
of work the differentiation of the artistic styles had also
taken place.
This was very subtly explained by Arnold Hauser,
who claimed that the naturalistic style prevailed in the fine
arts of the earlier stone age (Paleolite), while the newly
born and the predominant style in the later stone age was ab
stract, formalistic, geometrical and ornamental.
The pattern
for such development of art was mainly noted by Hauser in the
transition from collecting to processing and productive econo
my, i.e., from collecting to processing and productive work.
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The collecting work dictated the imitation and copying of
nature (naturalistic style) in the art, and the processing
work imposed artistic stylization.
The social conditions also affected the division of
art into religious and secular, court and popular arts.
The
principle of the so-called frontal approach in the fine arts,
at a certain stage of development of fine arts, required pub
lic to be taken into account as one of the primary social
factors for the future development of art in general.
Marx's ideas about the relation of work and arts are
of particular importance for the sociology of art.
Among
these ideas, the particular place is taken by the thesis that
the stage of labour development or, indirectly, the stage of
production, through mythology, influences the art and the
artistic transposition of reality.
Then the attitude that
social and practical experience, the labour specialization,
prepares the man to perceive certain aspects of art, some
times even disables him to understand certain artistic speci
fic features.
Finally, that the distribution of labour may
in some circumstances have an unfavourable, preventing effect
on the possibility of aesthetic perception of reality and art.
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THE ASPIRATIONS FOR DIRECTORSHIP
SUMMARY
By Janez Jerovsek

In some communes in Slovenia we were establishing
what kind of people have aspirations for directorship.
Having this aim in view, we have examined in these communes
all applications of such aspirants of the year I 963 , that
is, the applications of the aspirants who competed for such
announced director positions.
We have established that for
these positions applied mostly those men who did not fulfill
professional and educational requirements for such positions.
We have also established that for these positions were apply
ing in relatively satisfactory number also people who are not
members of the Communist Union.
When we structured all re
ported aspirants on the basis of education, we have observed
the following tendency;
the higher was the formal education
of the aspirants, the smaller was the number of non-members
of the Communist Union among them.
The non-members of the
Communist Union among them were quite rare, better to say,
only exceptional cases.
The essential conclusion drawn from this analysis was
that a relatively very small number of people with high edu
cation have aspirations for directorship.
That had been the
reason why some communes, which announced the invitations for
applications, found themselves in awkward positions because
nobody with required education had applied, and they had to
seek the necessary candidate through informal channels.
Consequently, we have made a survey of 3^3 engineers,
jurists, and economists employed in industry; by this survey
we wanted to establish reasons that prevent people with high
education to have aspirations for directorship, as well as to
see with what intensity these reasons work. We have estab
lished the following facts;
some years ago the bodies that
were making the choice among aspirants in communes were
s t r o n g l y respecting political criteria.
During the last two
years, they commenced to give preference to the p r o f e s s i o n a l
criteria over political ones.
The positive change of the
criteria was made in fact, but this change was not made in the
too strong a respect for political criteria the respondents
have seen one of the main reasons that such a small number of
people with high education have aspirations for directorship.
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The other reason they see is the fact that the position
of directorship is subject to the principle of rotation, that
is, to re-election, and as such is not secure.
As reasons they
also quoted political demands of such a position too strict requitements in invitations for applications, relatively small
income (in comparison to skilled positions), and so on. The
respondents showed a strong direction of aspirations towards
profession or towards narrower specialization.
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ASPIRATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL ORIENTATION
OF RURAL YOUTH
SUMMARY
By Edhem Dili^
In this article the author presents the summary re
sults of an interview which embraced 4,293 pupils in the con
cluding classes of primary schools in villages and 2,271 young
peasants in the age between l4 and 25 ^ who live and work on
their own or of their parents' holdings.
This investigation
was done as a part of a wider study project:
"The Possibili
ties of Extending Socially Owned and Socially Leased Land as
a Consequence of the Influence of the General Social and
Economical Development on Changes of the Agrarian Structure".
As it was predicted, the pupils of the concluding
classes of the primary schools almost entirely tend to nonagricultural occupations, because only 0.4 percent respondents
declared their wish to become agricultural workers.
The inter
viewed pupils prefer mostly those occupations and professions
which enable quick economical independency and stability of
income, while general attractiveness of some nonmanual jobs
(doctor, technicians, etc.) proved to have no significant in
fluence upon the selection of desired occupation.
In the same
way the majority of the interviewed pupils prefer living in
towns, especially because of wider possibilities for entertain
ment, better general conditions of life, wider possibilities
for education and more developed cultural and comm^jnal insti
tutions.
Investigation of the aspirations of young peasants who,
due to the particular reasons have not availed themselves of
social mobility but remained to live in their native villages
and on their own or on their parents' holdings, proved that in
a certain sense it can be spoken of their unadaptibility to
their present social position.
A minority of them, mostly of
older age, partially have stabilized themselves residentially,
but still indications of their spatial mobility exist.
The
basic reasons of feelings of neglectance of those young peasants
who wish to proceed their schooling and to leave agriculture and
village life, should be sought among the following factors:
a)
low standard of living, b) economical and social dependency,
c) low reputation of agricultural occupation, d) lack of or
ganized and diversified leasure time, e) unsolved social prob
lems and want of social benefits, f) poor perspectives of
peasants' holdings, etc.
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The author concludes his article with the statement
that rural youth predominantly prefer values of urban life
and in order to attain these values is ready to leave their
villages and agricultural occupation.
This fact, together
with some undesirable consequences of the rural exodus of
youth not only in the zones of emigration (depopulation of
villages, senilization of agricultural population and social
problems related to this, abandonment of agricultural capa
cities, etc.) but also in the zones of immigration (difficulties
of accommodation, an increase of unemployment in towns, etc.)
indicate the significance of further research of this phenomenon.
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PRACTICE OF MANAGEMENT AND STRUCTURE OF GOVERNMENT
IN LABOUR RELATIONS
SUMMARY
By Veljko Rus

As shown by various research works (A. S. Tannebaum,
T. Burns, R, Likert, M, Crosier) the structure of influence
is having important effect upon the degree of participation,
group homogenity, the system of control and the system of
communications in general.
In prevailing conditions of self
management the problem of influence distribution is particu
larly interesting, due to the fact that, beside the tradition
al managing bodies, selfmanaging bodies appear, too.
In our case, we have made research only in one medium
sized metal-working enterprise.
Here, as we ascertained, still
exists, both on the line of management, as well as on the line
of seIfmanagement, an oligarhic structure of influence, while
the vertical communications between managing bodies are onelined.
The lower and middle managing staff's daily practice
is, in general, of liberal type, corresponding to the relative
ly high qualification structure of the whole personnel.
The
liberal type of management is in certain contradiction with
the structure of influence on the global management system.
A spontaneous passage from one-lined to functional system
has been noticed with highly skilled workers, allowing a more
integrative practice;
it is the start of tendencies from
the oligarhic structure of influence towards the poliarhic
structure.
Expressive tendencies of passage from authoritative
organizer towards skilled and expert counsel may be noticed
with the lower managing staff.
As much as those tendencies are
confirmed by certain examples, that much they importantly dimi
nish the centrifugal tendencies in the collective.
But, the
global structure of influences being oligarhic, while the
management system one-lined, this process is greatly hampered
and is resulting in a separatism of the lower managing staff
who, in the majority, are not identifying themselves, either
with the managing body, or with the staff.
The workers' aspirations forecast the perspectives of
development.
We have ascertained that, in majority, workers
prefer a poliarhic structure of influence.
We, too, came to
the conclusion that these aspirations are strongly linked to
the aspiration towards the metamorphose of the lower managing
staff into instructors.
With the lower managing staff the
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aspirations are contradictory: while the majority trends
towards elimination of the highly skilled worker as authori
tative foreman, they are, at the same time, for the conser
vation of the actual oligarhic structure of influence.
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ABOUT SOME NEGLECTED FIELDS IN OUR THEORETIC SOCIOLOGY
SUMMARY
By Jo^e Goricar

The author starts from his claim that sociology is a
unique science both in "space sense", (there is no particular
national sociology) and in the sense of a unique theory and
empiricism in sociology.
(Theoretic sociology should not be
separated from the empiric one.)
Starting from this know
ledge, the author points to those fields of sociology which
have up to now both theoretically and empirically been dealt
with insufficiently.
Considering society as a matter of
general sociology, the outgoing point is the category of "the
social being", which, in Marx's authentic language, is iden
tical with the real historical life of people", the actual
process of their living."
Starting from the general theoretic supposition the
author considers the undeveloped fields of Yugoslav sociology,
referring to the problem of systematic material of the entire
sociology.
This problem is rather neglected in modern socio
logy, but it is worth being considered - though unreal pre
tentions exist at the present moment, which might lead to a
definite solution of the problem of systematization - for such
considerations open the way to succession of former theoretic
and methodic problems which are of great importance.
One of
these problems is the social structure.
The author distinguishes three important varieties of
structure.
The general structure of society which is in
accordance with the known Marxist scheme of the economic base,
the legal-political structure and social consciousness (it is
found that this scheme is insufficient for a more detailed
systematization of a general sociological structure), then the
demographic statistic structure of the society and, at last,
the so-called internal social structure.
The latter structure
reveals itself if one starts from the concrete and complex
social happenings which involve the concrete, historical
people, in short, if one starts from "the actual life process."
Within these complex social happen i n g s , the struc t u r a l element
appears, such as social roles, relations, processes, meetings,
institutions and social levels.
The Yugoslav sociology, so to
say, has not paid up to now any attention to the structural
elements of internal social structures, though they are, accord
ing to the author's opinion, of great analytic and methodic
value for a coherent theory on society and the happenings
within it.
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The second neglected sociologic problem is the complex
of the social movements.
It especially deals with the social
movements on the following three levels;
1. The level of social mobility,
2. The level of
social changes due to the whole
society;
3. The level of social developments which appears
as an aspect of historical movements of the
whole society, through social-economic formation.
While the latter aspect of social movement is widely
treated in Yugoslav sociology, the first two aspects remained
rather neglected.
In connection with this problem the author finds that
the Yugoslav theoretic conception is not based enough on some
fundamental knowledge of western sociology and similar scienti
fic disciplines.
The knowledge is either accepted literally or
not mentioned, but, unfortunately, it is in most frequent
cases, unknown at all.
The most neglected complex of the sociologic knowledge
in Yugoslav sociology to which the author points, is the com
plex of typology of the entire society.
In connection with
this, it would be necessary, first of all, to solve the prob
lem, what should be considered as society as a whole in the
modern world, a problem not as simple as it might seem.
That
this problem is not simple, results from the fact that in
modern sociologic literature a great number of different and
sometimes contradictory answers are to be found.
At the end the author raises another question regarding
whole societies and social-economic formations and gives the
following hypothetic answer to such a question:
the whole
societies are concrete historical phenomena of social economic
formations which appear separately with a great number of
specific characteristics of their existence.
In this article the author pleads that the Yugoslav
sociologists should already start, seriously and responsibly,
to treat such and similar problems which, however, cannot be
only studied by means of a cabinet, social-philosophical way,
but the solution of these problems requires, among the other
things, ext e n s i v e empiric (research) of many phenomena and
processes in modern societies.
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THE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND ITS EFFECTS ON VILLAGE
SUMMARY
By Stipe Suvar
The primary school is one of the most important social
institutions in the village and many useful actions in rural
communities are in close connection with it. The author of
this article presents the data on geographical distribution of
primary schools in particular regions of Yugoslavia.
The
special attention is given to the history of primary education
and literacy in Yugoslav villages:
the first inceptions of
literacy were related to the role of church (more of catholic
and orthodox than
of islamic church)
and her endeavours for
the political domination and control
in villages.
Thestate
initiative for the establishment of primary education goes
back to the second half of the last and the beginning of this
century, but the real expansion of the primary education
started after the
last world war.
Taking into account the
all-embracing net
of primary schools
at present, it isinter
esting to follow the genesis of parents attitudes towards the
education of their children.
In the past, many parents were
opposing the idea of necessity of schooling their own children.
The dominating attitude was that for children is more useful
to gain so-called working experience and training in operating
and running the farm activities and business, and thus become
a new labour force.
With this idea in mind, peasants manifes
ted considerable pessimism towards all walks of life that are
not similar to their own.
This attitude had very negative
consequences, particularly on education of the female children.
On the other hand in some regions of the country - particularly
in those ones with poor national resources and more mobile popu
lation - the prevailing attitude was, that it is necessary to
give a child the nontraditional and out-of-family education as
a good and safe base for "an entrance into the higher social
strata".
According to this thinking the school is comprehended
as ways and means for deserting the village.
For rural regions
this usually resulted in a loss of the most vital individuals
with no compensation at all. Here we should look, according
to the author, for the roots of nowaday's spread opinion that
village is not a suitable environment for educated people and
therefore never happens that educated descendant returns to
his father's estate to take up agricultural occupation.
After presenting some interesting observations on dif
ferences in the course of schooling between the rural and the
urban children, the author in a very systematic way explicates
the data on the degree of literacy in particular regions and
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within particular social groups in Yugoslavia.
In the case of
these data, he comes to the conclusion that a primary school
in our rural environment has not yet realized fully its social
functions.
Besides its educational function, the primary school
initiates numerous cultural, entertaining and sports activities
in the village.
On the contrary to this, its influence on eco
nomic life in village is of no significance at all.
As forms
of such influence the author mentioned school gardens before
and school cooperatives after the war.
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SOME TENDENCIES IN THE FORMATION AND REPRODUCTION
OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE OF SERBIA
SUMMARY
By Milo^ Nemanicf
The subject of this research is regional formation
of the intellectual elite of the Serbian society from the
twenties of the 19th century to the twenties of the 20th
century.
During this time there were 7OO representatives
of different intellectual activities:
university professors,
scientific workers outside universities, educational workers,
writers, musicians, painters, actors, and journalists.
All
these persons were included in The Serbian-Croatian-Slovene
National Encyclopedia (1924-1928) by Stanoje Stanojevic, as
well as in The Encyclopedia of Yugoslavia (the publication
began in 1955 )> so that both encyclopedias were used as the
basic sources of data.
However, the research of the regional formation en
compassed only 463 persons b o m in different towns and vil
lages of Serbia proper.
Belgrade was not included in this
analysis because, as a completely urban region and as a
cultural and administrative center of Serbia, it naturally
had the strongest participation in the process of formation
of intellectual elite.
As many as 237 persons are origin
ating from Belgrade (33*8$^) • With regard to the rest of the
towns and villages, they were divided into four large regions:
SUMADIJA, EAST SERBIA, JUZNA MORAVA and STAROVLASKI KRAJ.
Within each of these regions the structure was given re
garding the type of settlement:
town or village settlement.
The rate of 100,000 inhabitants was used as a scale between
creative intelligence and each region.
The basic intention of the research was to establish
the existence of differences between these regions regarding
their participation in the formation of the intellectual elite.
The basic hypothesis that the different socio-historical con
ditions, under which particular groups of society are develop
ing, may strongly influence the selectivity in this sense, was
confirmed.
On the one hand, there were two regions, Sumadija
with 176 and Starovlaski Kraj with 98 persons, which constant
ly represented the richest source of the i n t e l l e c t u a l elite,
both by their general rate and the specific rate concerning
town and village settlements.
On the other hand, there were
two regions whose balances regarding this are rather deficient,
that is. East Serbia and much more, Juzna Morava.
As regard
the latter, this fact is rather comprehensive when it is
known that the biggest parts of Juzna Morava territory were
under Turkish dominance up to I878 , and that in the region of
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East Serbia there are some parts which are economically and
culturally the most backward ones.
The two fundamental conclusions are drawn:
that in
addition to the discriminatory role of the town settlements
in comparison to the village settlements (319 persons, or
4 5 .7^ were from towns by origin, and only l44, or 20.5^,
were from villages), there are strong discriminatory ten
dencies between particular regions, on account of unequal
social conditions.
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VILLAGE AND TOWN
(CRITERIA OF DIFFERENTIATION)
SUMMARY
By Cvet ko Kostic^
Differentiation of village and town in the modern
society has become a very difficult problem because of the
formation of various transitive forms of settlements as a
consequence of the ever-increasing influence of the process
of industrialization and urbanization.
To date there are
the following criteria for differentiation used by different
scientific disciplines:
linguistic, historical, juridical,
urbanistic, statistical, socioprofessional, sociological
and combined ones.
Every one of them has its advantages and
defects.
Very often this fact is overlooked as well as the
fact that some old criteria cannot be applied, especially
because of these reasons:
the concept of village and town
changes in time and space, there is no identical viewpoint
on the concept of human society, many authors using already
adopted terms put quite a few new social contents into old
patterns.
This concerns also the conceptions of some socio
logists, such as F. Tonnies, W. Sombart, P. Sorokin and
others.
Contemporary sociological investigations and social
development prove that in modern society there are not two
but four patterns of human settlements: village, town,
urbanized settlement and conurbation.
Especially the number
and the significance of urbanized settlements grow (workers
colonies, suburban residential settlements, mining colonies,
etc.) as well as conurbations.
The conurbations are very
significant social phenomenon:
according to their internal
connections and the level of links they can be technical and
organic ones, and according to their pattern two main types
can be distinguished:
Manchester and Ruhr.
Only the concrete sociological investigation can give
the real answer to which of these four categories every settle
ment belongs according to the domination of either the process
of urbanization or the process of ruralization.
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APOLOGY OF IRRATIONALITY AND FORCE
-Pareto's Place in the Sociology of KnowledgeSUMMARY
By Vojin Milled
The nature of consciousness and thought and their role
in social life is one of the two basic themes in Pareto's socio
logy.
The relevance of his ideas for the sociology of know
ledge has been understood almost immediately after the appear
ance of the Traite, and it was clear that his standpoint re
presented a full-fledged variety of irrationalism.
After the explanation that the idea of irrational con
sciousness, which predominates in social life and masks the
real motives of human actions is the common starting point of
Pareto's methodology and his critique of ideology, his concep
tion of rational and irrational (logical and non-logical in
his own terminology) action and thought are discussed.
It is
explained how he reduced the concept of rationality to purely
instrumental efficiency, that is completely uncompetent for
the evaluation of practical goals, and is therefore an unautonomous servant of irrational drives.
Beside the sphere of
technology, the field of economic behaviour is the only domain
wherein rational thought can develop itself.
In all other
fields, it is subjugated to irrational vital forces, with the
consequence that social utility of ideas is completely inde
pendent of their truth.
The psychological interpretation of the sources of
rational thought is no less restrictive.
The rational thought
is conceived in a purely intellectualist way, as motivated by
economic interests only, and as basically incompatible with
emotions and sentiments.
In other words, the psychological
basis of rationality is much narrower than the individual pri
mary life experience, and therefore a rational self-conscious
ness, which could influence the life conduct is judged as im
possible.
Pareto's thesis that theory and practice ought to
be divided follows as a logical conclusion, with the conse
quence that no objective and rational criteria for a critical
evaluation of practice could exist.
Its efficiency is the
sole real justification of practice.
In the second part of the article the structure and
social functions of irrational thought are analyzed.
The re
lationship between residua, as the changeless, transcendental
categorical apparatus of irrational consciousness, and deri
vations, as its much more diversified and changing manifesta
tions, is interpreted, with the remarks that:
(1 ) the
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classlfication of residua does not have a satisfactory psy
chological theoretical foundation; (2) that the theory does
not explain why the motives stemming from the emotional
sources which express themselves in some residua could not be
developed in rational forms of experience; (j) that it does
not explain the assumed basic characteristic of irrational
thought to mask the roots and intentions of human actions;
and (4) that the presupposed basic difference between interests
and residua is unacceptable.
But the author attempts to demonstrate that the anthro
pological theory of residua is only a part of Pareto's explana
tion of social origins and roles of irrational consciousness.
Much more interesting for the sociology of knowledge are his
ideas on the social functions of irrational thought.
These
functions are discussed by Pareto in the frame of his general
conception of social structure and organization, as based on
an unavoidable social heterogeneity, i.e., inequality of the
ruling and subjugated social strata, and in the frame of his
conception of history as a perpetual struggle for power of
different elites.
Such a situation, which Pareto conceives
in an unhistorical manner, transforms itself in completely
different ideas of utility and justice, and it is impossible
to find a rational and objective common denominator in them.
That is the real social cause why the utility of an idea is
independent of its truth.
Pareto analyzes the social functions of irrational
thought in the main from the standpoint of the ruling elite,
and thinks that it is an important means for the conservation
of social equillibrium.
The functional efficiency of irration
al ideas depends on their emotional appeal and influence, which
in a basically antagonistic social situation are necessarily
connected with the deception of unprivileged strata, and in a
lesser - although not negligible - degree with the selfdeception of the elite, especially in the period when it is
striving for the conquest of power.
From this standpoint
Pareto studies - by methods very similar to the traditional
critique of ideology - the structure of moral doctrines, re
ligions and myths, as the most developed forms of irrational
thought, pointing out the activistic nature of myths and the
predominantly conservative role of religions.
But in his
pluralistic conception of social determinism, consciousness
and thought are estimated as the least influential factor.
Pareto's classification of derivations, as specific
procedures of irrational thought, is introduced by an inter
pretation of his ideas concerning the "logic of sentiments",
and of the concordance with the sentiments as the criterion
of "truth" in irrational thought.
Thereafter, some suggestions
of Pareto on the methods which would make the mass manipulation
more efficient are exposed, as well as his ideas on the role
of the casuistry in the "adaptation" of irrational doctrines
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conserve their social Influence and to veil and mask the
real goals of action.
Closely connected with his general conception of the
nature and social role of consciousness are Pareto's ideas on
intellectuals, as a particular social group. Analyzing many
places in his work, author demonstrates his extremely negative
opinion on intellectuals, which are judged as the worst kind
of potential social elite; they are unable to understand the
fundamental role of force in social life, being blinded by
"pathological humanist creed" that it is possible to create
by the rational means a more human society.
Of course,
Pareto was not an extreme irrationalist; he admitted the role
of reason in the development of civilization.
Nevertheless,
his opinions on intellectuals, and on "speculators" and "foxes",
i.e., the type of elite which develops "the instinct of combi
nations" in its striving to create new forms of social life,
but is in the same time less able to defend its ruling position,
make the assumption very probably that he shared the common
opinion of irrationalist anthropology, that the consciousness
contributes to the decrease of vital energy of irrational
drives, which is judged necessary for the adaptation of man to
an amoral reality, and so lessens the chances of individual
and group survival.
The paper ends with some remarks which intend to
situate Pareto's sociology in the broader stream of reactionary
thought in the decades before the World War I, that more or
less directly influenced the totalitarian ideology in the
period between the wars.
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Social Structure and Mobility of the Yugoslav Working
Class. Beograd : Ins titut drustveniii nau k a ,
Knltura, 1963.
Vidakovic/, Zoran.
"Contribution to a Theoretical
Approach to the Investigation of Relationships
Between the Division of labour and Class Struc
ture in the Present Day Yugoslav Society",
Sociologija, VII, No.1-2, (1967), 57-72.

Deviant Behavior
B o ^ j a k , Mo
"Treatment of Alcoholism in Modern Society",
Sociologija. V, No. 1-2, (1963), 127-144.
Davidovic, Dragomiro
"Etiological Problems of Economic
Crime", Socio l o g i j a , VI, No. 1-2, 1964, 99-114»
Dilid\ Edhem»
"Some Forms of Deviated Behaviour in
Rural Communities", Sociologija sela, V, N o . 17,
(1967), 69-73.
------- ---------

Dimkovic, Borislav.
"The Inquiry od Deliquent Behaviour
in Industrial Towns", (A. Todorovic, Z. Jovano
vic, D. Lazarevic and others), a review, Sociolo
gija, IX, No.4, (1966), 129-131.
Djuric/, MihajlOo
"Deviant Behaviour and Social Struc
ture", S o c i o l o g i j a , III, No.3-4, (1961), 100-132.
Jasovic,

ZarkOo
Prestupnicko ponasanje m l a d i h »
D e l i n q u e n c y ) . Beograd : Narodna Armija,

(Juvinal
1967.

Mandic*", Oleg.
"Anarchism as Social Phenomenora", Arhiv
za pravne i_ drustvene n a u k e , No. 1-2, (I960).
Markovic, Tomislav.
P r o s t i t u t i o n . Zagreb: SveucilisteVisoka defektb'loska skola, 1965.
Methodology of Researching the Social Oc c u r e n c e s . Beo
grad:
Institut za kriminoloska i kriminalisticka
istrazivanja, 1963.
Milutinovic, M.
"The M ain Phenomenological and Etimological Problems of Youth Delinquency", S o c i o l o g i ja,
VII, (1965), 29-60.
Spadijer-Dzinic, Jelena.
"New Orientation in the Theory
of Deliquent Behaviour in the U.S.A.", S o c i o l o g i j a ,
IX, No.4, (1966), 85.
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-253Todorovic^, Aleksandar.
Juvenile Delinquency in the
Industrial Settlements. Beograd : Savremena
administracija, 1966.
•

Youth Delinquency.

Beograd;

Sedma sila,

19671
Zei/evic, Andjelka.
"The Conduct of Inquiry", (A. Kaplan),
a review, Sociologija, IX, No.4, (1966), 134

Sociology of Religion

Barjaktarevic, Mirko»
Early Forms of Religion.
bitni oblici religije).
Beograd; 1956.

(Prvo-

dimic. Esad.
"The Problems of the Methodology in Studying
Religion", Socioloski pregled, No.l, (Jan.-April,
1964), 60-75:
Diplaric, Mi l o je.
^ u r c h in Yugoslavia.
(In English).
Beograd; Izdavacki zavod Jugoslavija, 1959.
Fijamego, Ante.
The Development of Religion.
postala reTigija). Sara jevo: 195V .

(Kako je

. Marxian Understanding of Religion. (Marksisticko shvatanje religije).
Beograd: Rad, 1958.
. Religion ^ d Some Factors Supporting It.
(Faktori ko^ji' pod'rzavaju religioznu svestT. Beo
grad: Rad, 1958.
Filipovio^, Muhamed.
Religion and Mor a l .
moral).
Beograd: Rad, 1958.

(Religija i

Kovic-Lucic\ Milica.
"Magics in the Contemporary Time",
Socioloski pregled. I, No.l, (Jan.-April, 1964),
Mandio, Oleg.
The Social
(Drustveni uzroci
liad, 1957.

Causes of theOrigin Of Religion.
postanka religije). Beograd:

Paligorid, Ljubomir.
On Christianity,
Beograd: R a d . T 9 5 F I

(o

hriscanstvu).

Pameuk, A. Religion and Socialism. (Religija i socijalizam).
Beograd: Rad, 1952.
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Pecujlic, Miroslav.
The Church-State Relation.
crkve i drzave), Beograd;
Rad, 1958.

(Odnos

Petrovic, Bratislav.
Marxian Teaching of R e l i g i o n .
(Marksisticko ucenje o religijiJT Beograd: Rad,

1962.

Roman Catholic Church in Y u g o s l a v i a . (In English).
Beogradl
Izdavacki zavod Jugoslavije.

Smiljanic, Milan D. ffie Relation Between the Church and
the State in Yugoslavia. (In English): Beograd :
IzdavaoET zavod Jugoslavi ja , 1959»
Yugoslav Communists and R e l i g i o n .
(In English).
Izdavacki zavod Jugoslavija.

Beograd:

Zivo tic/. Mi lad in.
The Current Problems of Comprehending
R e l i g i o n . (Aktuel'ni problemi odnos a prema relig i j i ; . Beograd: Mladost, 1961.

Social Change
Bjordjevic^, Jovan.
"The Effect of Technological Progress
on Existing Political Systems", in the Series,
"The Social Science and Peaceful Co-operation",
International Social Science Journal, XII, Uo»2,
TOBïï),

is'6--I9t:------------------------

Krasnici, Mark.
"Sociogeographic Changes in Kosovo and
Metohia", Sociologija sela, II, No.5-6, (1964),
/
137-139.
,
Bukicf, Radomir and Markovic, Ljubisa.
Social Changes in
the Twentieth Century. (Drustvene promene u
vekuj:
Beogradl Kad, 1957»
Mandi</, Oleg.
"Some Characteristics of Social Mobility
in Yugoslavia", ("Quelques Caractéristiques de la
Mobilité Sociale en Yugoslavia"), Transactions of
the Third World Congress of Sociology, III, IV,
- m 5w r 20^ = 2^

o

------------------

Markovic^ Petar and Kostic, Darinka.
"Structural Changes
in the Yugoslav Countyside Since the War (19451962)", Sociologija, VI, No.3-4, (1964), 170-195.
"Personnel Structure and Changes", Sociologija sela, V,
No.15, (1967), 62.
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Popovic/, Mihajlo,
"Development of Undeveloped Countries
in Light of Some Sociological Problems", Nasa
stvarnost. No,4, (I960).
Puri</, Zoran.
"Intergration as a Factor of Creating
Communal Community", Sociologija, V, No.1-2,
(1963), 3-35.
Eatkovic, R,
Social Development and Its Moving F o r c e s .
(Drustveni razvitak i njegove pokretacke snage).
Beograd: Rad, 1963.

"Seven Books about Colonizations", a review, Sociologija
sela. I, No.l, (1963), 105-112.
Sinadinovski, Jakim.
"Sociological Investigations Into
the Participation and Integration of the Chiptar
National Minority in Macedonia", Sociologija, III,
No.2, (1961), 120-132.
"Some Structural Changes of the Polish Wor
king Class in the Light of Empirical Research",
Sociologija, III, No.l, (1961), 129-142.
"The Study of Socio-Economic Transformation of the Regions
Under Industrialization in Polan", Sociologija
sela, II, No.3, (1964), 67-70.
Vrcan, Srdjan.
"Notes on Technology and the Moral Order",
(A.W.Gouldner, R.A.Peterson), Sociologija, VII,
No.1-2, (1967), 205-208.

Social Anthropology

Gluscevic, Manojlo.
"Ethnography, Ethnology and Antropology", Sociologija, V, No.3-4, (1963), 21-51.
Kulisic, Spiro.
The Life and Culture of Several Primitive Tribes.
(Zivot i kultura zaostalih plemena)
Sarajevo:
Veselin Maslesa, 1960»
Nemanjic, Milos.
"Some Tendencies in Formation and ReGeneration of the Industrious Intelegentzia in
Serbia", Socioloski p r e g l e d . N o . 2-3, (1964),
61—80.
Skerlja, Bozo.
Development of M a n . (Razvoj covjeka).
Ljubljana:
Drzavna zalozba Slovenije, 1950.

Zivkovic, Ljubomir.
Science on ^
Origin of
(Nau
ka 0 postanku covjeka)»
Beograd: Naucna knjiga,
1956.
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Social Pathology
Jakovljevic", Vladimir.
"A Contribution to the Study of
Sooiopsychogenesia of Neurotic Disturbances of
Personality", Sociologija, I, No. 2-3, (1959),
55-85.

. "Integrational Approach to Social Pathology",
Sociologija, V, No.3-4, (1963), 51-73.
Mioi/,

Sonja, Rajs, Jovan and Pandurovic", Sredko.
"Suiside
among the Juvinals", Socioloski pregled. I, Ho.l,
(Jan.-April, 1964), lOB-TLè.

Social Psychology
A Compulsory Foreign Language Bibliography in Social
"
Psychology.
Zagreb:
Savez studenalEa filozofskog
ï ' Æ l ï e i l , 1965:
"Cooperation with Institutions and Individuals in the
Country and Abroad", Sociologija sela, V, No*15,
(1967), 64-65.
Culibrk, Svetozar and Gretno, Zlata. Wishes and Fears
of the Peoples of Yugoslavia; VisHe's and
Ô 7 the Women ih~Y ugoslavia. (Ëelje i strahovanja naroda Jugoslavije; Zelje i strahovanja
jugoslovenske zene).
Beograd:
Socioloski
Institut, 1965.
Grebo, Zlata.
"Personal and Social Wishes and Fears",
Socioloski pregled. No.2-3, (1964), 45-60.
Kajava, Foze. Play and Men-A Sosiological Study. (Igra
1 1 judi-socioloska sTudija).
Beograd:
Nolit, 1965.
Kavcic/, Bogdan.
The Life and Activities of the FiftyFive Years Old Èloyenians. Ljubljana:
Institut
za sociologijo, l965.
~
KovacTevic, Ivanka.
"The Changing of a Sensibility", So
ciologija, V, No.3-4, (1963), 83-107.
Lukio^ Radomir.
"The Theory of Estrangement and Sociolo
gy", Sociologija, VI, No.1-2, (1965), 12-20.
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Pesic-Golubovic, Zagorka.
"Neo-Preudism in the American
Social Psychology (Theory of Interpersonal Rela
tions)”, Sociologija, III, No.2, (1961), 85-97.
Postohar, Mihajlo.
Ljubljana:

The Basis of Social Psychology.
Mladinska Imjiga, 1965.

Reykovsky, J.
"The Notion of Personality and Its Place
in Theoretical System of Psychology", Sociologija,
VII, No.l, (1965), 61-68.
Supek, Rudi.
The First Forms of Child Sociability. (Prvi
oblici decje diustyenostij:
Zagreh: Zavod za
izradu udzbenika, I960.
. "The Theory of Estrangement and Sociology” ,
Sociologija, VI, No.1-2, (1964), 3-11.
"Systematization of Personnel", Sociologija sela, V, No.15,
(1967), 67-69.

Sociology of Youth Culture
Bakic, S.

"Youth and Public Property", Sociologija, X, No.l,
(1968), 223-231.

Dili(/, E.

"Rural Youth and Education After Elementary
Schooling", Sociologija Sela V, No . 18,(1967),54-61.

Deni</, B.

"The New Left and American Youth", Sociologija,
X, No.l, (1968),241-255.

Dimkovic^, B. "For More Complete Education and Technical
Training o? the Youth of Individual Producers...",
SoGiologi.ia X. No.1, (1968), 159-167;
Djuried V.
"A Contribution to Research on Social Motivation
and Mobility of Village Youth in the Autonomous
Region of Vojvodina", Sociologija , X, No.l, (1968),
149-159;
Joksimovid^ S.
"Belgrade's Secondary Schools and Their
Interest for Art and Culture", Sociologija, X,No.1,
(1968), 255-269;
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-258Kuvacic^, I.
"Theoretical Approach to the Study of the
Oontemoorary Youth". Sociologija. X, No.l, (1968),
45-55;
Kuzmanovic, D.
"Choice of School(and profession) After
Completion of Elementary School", Sociologija, X,No.1,
(1968), 135-149;
Lucev, I.

"The Status of Youth According to the Degree of
Openness of Society and Its Mobility", Sociologija,
X,No.1,(1968), 55-63.

LukicT, R.

"Fundamental Problems of Youth: Socialisation,
Oulturisation and Edtlcation", Sociologija X, No.l,
(1968),27-45.

. "The Problem of Humanization of Social Relations
In Socialism", Sociologija IX, No.3-4, (1967), 5-13;
Milosevic/, S., and Miljanic D,
"Some Consideration of the
Present Position and Hole of the Youth in the
Communist League of Yugoslavia and Society",
Sociologija , X, No. 1, (1968), 231-241;

Mladenovic^ M.
"Ethno-Sociological Theories on the Family",
Sociologija, IX, No. 3-4, (1967), 93-127.
Novosel, P.
"Youth in the Contemoorary World", Sociologija,
X, No.l, (1968), 7-27.
Popovid^ M . , "Social Conditions and the Possibilities of
Education in Yugoslavia", Sociologija, X, No.l,
(1968), 81-103.
Radovanovic/, M.
"The Problem of * Surplus' Generation in
Contemporary Yugoslav Society", Sociologija X, No.l,

(1968),

63- 81.

u
Siber, I . "Analusis of the Needs of Secondary School Youth",
Sociftlogija , X, No.l, (1968), 103-111.
"Social Position and Problems of Youth", Sociologija, X.No.l,

(1968), 5 .

----

Spadier-Djinic/^ J.
"A Sociological Approach to the Investigation
of Juvenile Deliauency", Sociologija, X, No.l,
(1968), 269-281.
Tomanovic", V. "Problems of Social Differentiation in the Area
of Education", Sociologija, X, No.l, (1968), 111-135.
Zedevic'^ A . , and Milic'^, V . , "The Participation of Youth in
the Social-Political System of Yugoslavia", Sociologija.
X, No.l, (1968), 202- 223.
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Acinovic", Miroslav.
Bibliography of the Workers ' SelfManagement in Yugoslavia and the Other Forms of
the workers"^eTf-kanagement in ï n 3 u s W y in ôtEêr
Countries. (This is an annotated Bibliography
on 85^ pages).
Beograd:
Sociological institute,

1966

.

"A Oontribution to the Bibliography on Literature Dealing
with Village and Agriculture (Material for Rural
Sociology)", Sociologija sel a , II, No.3, (1964),
89
The Balkans. Part I, General Bibliography.
The Library of Congress.

Washington:

"Bibliography of Agriculture". Sociologija sela. II, No.
5-6, (1964), 155
"Bibliography of Publications and Studies About the Youth in
l ^ o s l a y i a 1963-1967", Sociologija X. No.l,(19b8),
"Bibliography on Politics, Philosophy, and Science",
337 entries, in Putovi Revolucije, No.5, (1965),

98-110.
"Bibliography
Rural
Rural
sela.

of Sociological and Related Literature on
and Agricultural Problems (Materials for the
and Agricultural Sociology)", Sociologija
I, No.2, (1963), 89-90.

Bibliography of Yugoslav Periodicals. (Bibliografija
jugoslovenske periodike).
Beograd:
Quarterly.
Buric, Olivers and Perak, Zeljka.
"Bibliography on Yugos
lav Family 1956-1960", (There are 92 titles listed),
Sociologija, VIII, No.3, (1966), 137-148.
Collected Works.
(Zbornlk radova). Zagreb:
'
drustveno upravljanje, (annually).

Institut za

Collected Works of the Sociological Institute. (Zbornik
rad ova Socib'loskog institutaT!
Beograd : Socioloski
institut, 1967.
Djordjevic, Vera and Popovic/, Dragomir.
Demographic Bibli
ography 1945-1961. Beograd:
Institut drustvenih
nau k a , 1963.

Dragovic% Vuk.
Srpska stamps izmedju dva rata-I. Beograd:
Srpska akademija nauka. Istorijski institut knjiga
8, 1956.
Halpern, Joel, M.
"A Contribution to the Bibliograpy on
Literature Dealing with Yugoslav Village and Agri
culture on Foreign Languages", (Material for Rural
Sociology), Sociologija sela, II, No.4, (1964), 85.
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"The List of the Current Empirical Projects", Beograd;
Socioloski institut, Socioloski pregled, No.l,
(1965), 125.
"The List of the Current Empirical Projects Under Res e 
arch", Beograd: Institut za kriminalisticka i
kriminoloska istrazivanja, Socioloski p r e g l e d .
No.2-3, (1965), 148.
"The

Lists of the Current Research Projects", Beograd:
Institut drustvenih nauka, Socioloski p r e g l e d . I,
No.l, (1964), 119-124.

"Tie List of the Current Research Projects", Ljubljana:
Institut za sociologijo in filozofijo, Socioloski
pregled. No.2-3, (1964), 150-156.
"The

List of Works of the Agrarian Institute from Its
Pounding till the End of 1966", Sociologija sela,
V, No.15, (1967), 70-73.

Pajevic, Vojo.
Prilog bibliografiji naprednih noyina i
casopisa izmedju dya rata ll9l&-l941). (Obuhvata
samo obTast Érvatske). Zagreb, 1963. Vidi takodje
isto u Putevi Revolucije, No. 3-4, (1965), 530552.

Papers and Periodicals Printed in FNRY. (Spisak listova
"37"casopisa stampanih na teritojiji PNRJ). Beo
grad:
(Jan.-March, 1957).
Publications About Yugoslavia on Foreign L a n g u a g e s . (Publikacije o JugoslavijT"na stranim jezicima, I960,
1961).
Beograd:
Zavod "Jugoslavija".
Statistical Year Book of F . N . R . Y . (Statisticki godisnjak).
Beograd:
Savezni zavod za statistiku.
The Year Book of the Social Science Inst i t u t e . (Godisnjak
ihsbituTa drustvenih n a u k a ) . Beograd: 1965.

"Workers Self-Management and Social Management" (Radnicko
samoupravljanje i drustveno upravljanje). Biblio
graphy, Sociologija III, No. 1, (1961), 178-200:
(Includes-"thô WOPkë since 1957).
Yugoslav B i b l iography. (Bibliografija J ugoslavije). Series
"A"-âocial Sciences.
Beograd:
Jugoslovenski bibliografski institut, bimonthly.
Yugoslav Periodicals

'68.

Beograd:

Prosveta.

Yugoslavia : 1945-1963-Bibliography of Social Science
periodicals and Monograph Series. Washington;
boS.Department of Commerce-Bureau of the Census,1964
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“Adaptation for Survival; The Varzic Zadruga” , Slavonic
and East European Review, XXI, (March 1945) »
m - m :

—

------------

Auty, Phyllis.
Building a ^
Yugoslavia..
Pabrian Publications, 1954.

London:

Avakumovic, Ivan. History of the Conmrunist Party of Yugoslavia.
Aberdeen: The Aberdeen University Press, 1964.
Bidwell, Charles, E.
"Language, Dialect and Nationality
in Yugoslavia", Human Relations XV, (Nov. 5.
1962), 217-225.
Cambell, John C.
"The Balkans : Heritage and Continuity",
in Oh. and B. Jelavich, eds., The Balkans in
Transition. 396-420.
Berkley; University of
California Press, 1963.
Danilowicz, Richard, J.
"Worker's Council's; The Yugos
lav Experience", East Europe, XII, No.6, (June
1963), 8-16.
"The Distribution of the Zadruga Within South-Eastern
Europe", Jewish Social Studies Publication, V,
(1953), 214-230.
Ehrlich-Stein, Vera.
"Phases in the Evolution of Family
Life in Yugoslavia", The Sociological Review,
XXXVII, No. 1-4, ( J a n T ^ c ’
t T 1945), 5 0 - ^
Fisher, Jack, C.
"The Yugoslav Communes", World Politics,
(April, 1964).
. Yugoslavia-A Multlnat1onal State. San Fran
cisco : Chandler Pul^llshing Co., 1466.
Halpern, Martin, J. A Serbian Village.
umbia University !press, 1458%

New York:

Col

________ . "Yugoslav Peasant Society in TransitionStability & Change", Anthropology.
Quarterly, XXXVI,
(July, 1963), 156-182.
Hoc^evar, Toussaint.
Slovenia's Role in Yugoslav Ec o n o m y .
C olumbus, Ohio: Slovenian Research Centre, 1964.

Hoffman, George, W.
"Yugoslavia Changing Character of
Rural Life and Rural Economy", The American Slavic
and East European Review.
XVIII. No.4. (1959).
Jelavich, Charles and Jelavich, Barbara.
The Balkans.
Englewood Cliffs;
Prentice Halls, 1465'.....
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Kerner, Robert.
Yugoslavia. Berkley; University of
California Press, Ï9 4 9 •
Kish, George.
1952.

Yugoslavia.

New York: Holiday House,

TsürSvrHo■

.

Kolada, Ætri. Workers' Councils: The Yugoslav Experience.
New York: Praeger, 4.yb6;
Kostelski, Z.
The Yugoslavs.
Library, 19527

New York: Philosophical

McClellan, Woodford, D.
Svetozar Mai'kovic and the Origins
of Balkans Socialism. Princeton:
Princeton
University Press, 1464.
Mosely, Philip, E.
"The Peasant Family;
The Zadruga, or
Communal Joint-Family in the Balkans and Its
Resent Evolution", in Caroline F. Ware, ed.. The
Cultural Approach to His t o r y . New York: Columbia
University Press, T440, 95-108.
Neal, Fred Warner.
"Yugoslav Communist Theory", The Ameri
can Slavic and East European Review, XIX, iNo.Ti
X T U 6U T r T 2 -U3T ----------- -------------

Roucek, S. Joseph.
"Sociology in Yugoslavia", Curvitch,
edo. Twentieth Century Sociology. New York: The
PhilosophicalLibrary, 1445.
Shoup, Paul.
"Yugoslavia's National Minorities Under Com
munism", Slavic Review, XXII, No.l, (1963), 64-82.
Standers, T. Irwin.
Balkan V i l l ^ e . Lexington: The Univer
sity of Kentucky Press, l449.
Sylvester, Anthony.
"A Balkan Journey", East Europe, XII,
No.l, (Jan., 1963).
Tomasic^, Dinko.
"Sociology in Yugoslavia", Am. J.3., XLVII,
No.l, (July, 1941), 54-69.
Trouton, R.
Peasant Renaissance in Yugoslavia 1900-1950.
London, T43?.------------------ ----------------

Vuchinich, Wayne, S.
"Yugoslavs of Moslem Faith", in
Kerner's ed., Yugoslavia. 261-275.
Wolff, Robert, Lee. The Balkans in Our Time. Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard" University Press, 1456.
Yugoslav

Communism-A Critical Study. U.S. Congress, Senate,
Committee on the Judiciary. 87th Cong. 1 Session,
1961.
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The following are some of the social science
periodicals which were published in Serbia
between the two world wars.
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Arhiv za sociologiju i ^.lizeynost»
Beograd;
Serija I,
sveska 1, (bez" datuma), u 1939 Serija I, sveska 3.
Urednik, Ikonija Jevtic.
Dru^tveni pregled_> Beograd: List za socioloska proucavanjaT Vlasnik i urednik: Milan Komadinic.
God.l; 1-1 maja, 1937.
Dru^tveni zivot. Beograd, zatim Novi Sad.
Vlasnik, Dr.
M. Kostic. Urednici:
M.Kosic i Fedor Nikic.
God.l, Khjiga 1, bez datuma, 1920. Knjiga 17,
1921 . Posle pauze nastavio u Novom Sadu kao Br.
1-1 februara 1930. Br. 6 jul. 1930.
Pravna mi sao. Beograd:
Vlasnik i urednik Dr. Dragan
ideclcic. Godina 1, Br.l, april, 1935. God. VII,
Br.l, 2 jauar-februar, 1941.
Sociolo^ki pregled.

Beograd.

Knjiga I, 1938.
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APPENDIX
Yugoslav Social Science Journals
and Periodicals *

* This list of the Yugoslav periodicals is taken
from: Yugoslav Periodicals 1 9 6 8 , prepared and
published by Prosveta, Export-lmport Agency (books)
Belgrade, Terazije 16, or P.O.B. 555., which accepts
subscriptions to any of the listed periodicals.
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ABBHEVIATIONS:

E.

=

English

MaCo

=

Macedonian

Scr.

=

Serbo-Croatian

SI.

=

Slovenian

B-M.

=

Bimonthly

B-W.

=

Biweekly

Irr.

=

Irregularly

M.

=

Monthly

Q.

=

Quarterly

S-A.

=

Semiannualy

W.

=

Weekly

Y.

=

Yearly
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Alcoholism-International Review

E.

S-A

$ 3.00

Annals of the Faculty of
Philosophy in Belgrade

Scr.

Irr.

Varies

Annals of the Law Faculty in
SeTgrad'e " -------------

Scr.

Q.

$ 2.50

Archives of Law and Social
Science

Scr.

Q.

$ 2.00

Bibliography of Yugoslav
Periodicals

Scr.

Q.

$ 6.00

Commune

Scr.

M.

#14.40

Communist

Scr.

W.

$ 6.25

Contemporary Philosophical
Themes

Scr.

Cooperative

Scr.

w.

$ 5.00

Cultural Life

Mac.

M.

$ 4.00

Cultural Life

Scr.

M.

$ 6.00

Cultural Worker

Scr,

M.

$ 4.8o

Doctor Degree Theses Review

Scr.

Q.

$3o.oo

81.

B-W.

$ 2.4o

Educated Woman

Mac.

M.

$ 2.2o

Educational Journal

Scr.

B-W.

$ 3.00

Educational Journal

Scr.

M.

$ 4.00

Ethnographical Survey

Scr.

Irr.

Varies

Ethnological Survey

Scr.

Irr.

Varies

Glasnik-Journal-Official Gazette
of the Serbian Orthodox Church

Scr.

M.

$ 4.00

International Labour Movementformer Information Survey

Scr.

B-M.

$ 6.00

International Problems

E.

Y.

$ 1.00

Druzina -

A

Religious Paper

Price per
copy
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>266Jesus and Marias Heart Journal

Scr.

M.

$ 2.00

Jewish Almanac

Scr.

Irr.

Varies

Journal of the Belgrade University Scr.

Irr.

Gratis

Man and Profession

Scr.

M.

$ 2.00

Monthly Statistical Survey

SI.

M.

$ 5.00

Official Gazette of the Supreme
Islamic Board in the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

Scr.

Q.

$ 4.00

Orthodox Thought

Scr.

S-A.

& 1.00

Our Dwelling

Scr.

B-W.

$11.00

Our School

Scr.

M.

$ 2.4o

Our Woman, L.iubl.iana

SI.

M.

$ 3.10

Our Woman, Titograd

Scr.

M.

$ 2.2o

33ae Parent

Scr.

M.

$ 2.00

Philosophy

Scr.

Q.

Varies

Political Thought

Scr.

Q.

$ 4.8o

Population

Scr.

Q.

$ 5.00

Praxis - A Philosophical Review

Scr.

B-M.

$ 6.00

Problems of Revolution - Institute Scr.
for Hisfory of labour Movement of
Croatia

Irr.

Varies

Productivity

Scr.

M.

$56.00

Progeny

Scr.

M.

$ 1.00

Review (A Yugoslav magazine)

E.

M.

$2.20

Rural Sociology (lada.ie Agrarni
InV^TthTu-'Tigrebu)

Scr.

Q.

$ 2.00

Self Administration - Yugoslav

Scr.

B-W.

$lo.5o

Socialism

Scr.

M.

$ 6.00
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Social Sciences AnthologyMatica Srpska

Scr.

Q.

Varies

Socialist Thought and Practice

E.

Q.

$ 2.00

Sociological Survey (izda.ie
Scr.
Srpsko sociolosko drustvo, Beograd)

A.

$ 3.00

Sociology (izda.ie Jugoslovensko
Scr.
udruzenje za sociologiju, Beograd)

Q.

$ 5.8o

Statistical Bulletin

Scr.

M.

$42.00

Statistical Review

Scr.

Q.

$ 6.00

Statistical Yearbook of
Yugoslavia

Scr.

A.

$20.00

University Today

Scr.

M.

$ 6.00

Viewpoints - A Journal of Social
Criticism and Theory

Scr,

M.

$ 8.00

Work

Scr.

W.

$ 3,00

Worker and His Education

Scr.

B-M.

$ 5.6o

Workers

Scr.

W.

$ 4.4o

Workers Unity

SI.

Wo

$ 5.3o

Yearly Survey of the Interna
tional labour Movement

Scr.

Y.

$ 6.00

Yugoslav Bibliography (A series
Social Science)

Scr.

B-M.

$13.00

Yugoslav Review on Criminology
and Criminal Law

Scr.

Q.

$12.00

E.

Q.

$ 6.00

Yugoslav Sociological and Philo
sophical Review
Yugoslav Survey
Zbornik (u sveskama)
Beograd ; Socioloski institut
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VITA AUCTORIS

Vladislav Totnovid^, son of Mr. Anto Totnovlc, a
retired high-school principal, and Mrs. Rajna Tomovic, now
from Windsor, Ontario, Canada, was born on June 15, 1933 at
Sjenica, Serbia, Yugoslavia.

He was brought up at Berane

(Ivangrad), Montenegro, where he completed public school.
In 1951 he moved to Beograd where in 1955 he graduated from
high school.

In 1956, he served in the Yugoslavian Army.

In the school year of 1957-58 he was enrolled at the University
of Belgrade but in order to join the family in Canada he quit
the university and left Yugoslavia.

On March 21, 1958 he

arrived in Halifax, Nova Scotih, and worked in Canada on
many different jobs including harbour labour, ditch digging,
etc., but mostly earned his living as a civil engineer tech
nician.

In 1959 and 1960 he wrote articles for the Yugoslavian

central sport paper. Spo r t . about sport in Canada and the
United States.

In 1960 he married Miss Nada Radonjic,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vukasin Radonjic, a historian from
Titograd, Montenegro, Yugoslavia.
children:

Presently they have two

D i a n a and Lilian.

In 1962-1964 he attended the Macomb County Community
College at Warren, Michigan, through the Division of Extension.
From 1964 to May of 1966 Mr. Tomovic studied at the University
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of Windsor, majoring in sociology and minoring in political
science.

In May of 1966 he received a B. A . , degree in

Sociology from the University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario,
Canada.

From 1966 to 1968 he took full-time studies at the

same university toward his M . A . , degree in Sociology.

In

1966-67 Mr. Tomovic served as a student-assistant in the
Department of Sociology and Anthropology and in the following
school year was one of the winners of the Ontario Graduate
Fellowships.
On June 1, 1968 he obtained his M . A . , degree in
Sociology.

His thesis was on the Post-War Sociology In

Yugoslavia.

At the time when this Vita is being written, he

has been offered an Ontario Graduate Fellowship for the Ph.D.
studies in sociology at the University of Waterloo, Waterloo,
Ont ario, Canada.
On June 14, 1968 Mr. Tomovic presented his first
academic paper on historical materialism and sociology in
Yugoslavia at the annual meeting of the Canadian Association
of Slavists in Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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